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Abstract
In high-performance computing, distributed-memory multiple-instruction multiple-data systems, in which 

processors have local memories and exchange data via links, have the potential to achieve very high 

degrees of parallelism at low levels of cost. The use of non-deterministic, complex software behaviours, in 

order to guard against performance risks, has raised the cost of realising this potential. Programs with 

simpler behaviours are much easier to construct, debug and modify, but their success depends upon being 

able to manage performance risk successftjlly, particularly through tuning after implementation.

At the current state of the art, program tuning is supported only by performance monitoring tools, which 

give no prediction of the performance which will be achieved by tuning. The performance risks in program 

design, on the other hand, are reduced by the analysis and simulation of performance models. This 

dissertation extends the field of research by evaluating methods which bring model analysis and simulation 

to bear on the problem of program tuning. For some programs, model analysis can predict, on the basis of 

monitoring results, limits on what can be achieved through tuning for various levels of cost. Model 

simulations help to determine whether these gains will, in fact, be realised.

For an idealised parallel program, the benefit of this technique is that the costly life cycle iterations 

associated with tuning parallel programs are greatly reduced, because performance is predicted before the 

high costs of tuning are incurred. The obstacles of program complexity, data-dependent grain sizes, 

parallel program structure and imperfect performance tools impose limitations on the technique, though 

these limitations are partially addressed by proposing novel extensions to the tools and techniques. Further 

research is needed to determine to what extent realistic applications can be developed within the class of 

deterministic programs which can be addressed successfully.
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Glossary
Please note that cross-references to other terms defined in this glossary are printed in italics, 

abstraction

The representation of aspects of a system in a simplified way.

abstract model

A model which represents a system in a simplified way.

analysis

The use of analytical or mathematical techniques for predicting the behaviour of a parallel system, 

anomaly

An anomaly occurs where a reduced grain size leads to an increase in overall run-time.

ANSIC
The ‘C’ language as defined by the American National Standards Institute.

array

Parallel program structure in which an array of tasks is distributed over a DM MIMD system so 

that each task’s contribution corresponds to a region of a physical space represented by the 

computation. The tasks are generally mapped onto a corresponding array of processors. 

Introduced in Section 2.4.

assumptions

Propositions which form the premises for modelling and on which the validity of the model 

depends.

bandwidth

The rate at which data is transmitted over the links between processors. 

best plan

The plan which represents the best tuning achievable in the budget available. Where grain sizes are 

data-dependent, the performance by which the tuning is judged is that of the upper bound model.

blocking

Property of message passing whereby a message receiver must indicate that a buffer is ready to 

receive a message before it can be sent.
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budget
The financial funding set aside to defray the expenses of tuning a parallel system, 

budget limit
The budget limit is the best performance that can be achieved for a given budget.

buffer
Block of memoiy for holding message data. 

buffer task
Task whose sole purpose is to hold and then pass on a message, holding it in a buffer in the 

meantime.

bus
Mechanism for communication between processors which is shared between a number of 

processors. Each can communicate directly with any other over the bus, subject to its not being in 

use. This is typically the medium of communication in SMMIMD systems.

channel
Software mechanism whereby tasks communicate. This mechanism is an abstraction fi"om the links 

or buses which connect processors, the packets of data which pass over them and the software 

which is used to route the packets from one processors to another.

computation

The execution of a single and continuous stream of instructions. 

computation grain

A computation to be executed between successive messages in a task on a single processor. 

communication grain

A block of data to be transmitted from one task to another between successive computations. 

consistency

A parallel system is said to meet a performance specification consistently if it does so for every 

relevant input data vector. Consistency is an important consideration in specifying performance for 

programs with data-dependent grain sizes and data-dependent traces.

cost

The penalty associated with a human activity, usually expressed as the number of man-hours to 

undertake it. For the acquisition of equipment, the cost is usually expressed in financial terms.

tktical load

Where a processor or link is highly utilised, so that the time it takes to complete its work closely 

defines the run-time, that processor or link is said to bear the critical load.
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critical path

Where the run-time of a parallel program is defined by chain of dependency between grains and 

messages, that chain of dependency is said to be the critical path.

CSP

Communicating Sequential Processes. This refers to a theoretical treatment of the interaction of 

concurrent activities and their interactions. It has been influential in the design of parallel 

languages, notably OCCam.

DAG
Directed Acyclic Graph. In this dissertation, refers to class of parallel programs in which each task 

must receive messages, compute and send messages, in that order. Each task repeats the cycle the 

same number of times. Each output channel on every task must be connected to one input channel 

on another task. There is a source task and a sink task and a number of intermediate tasks and 

channels. The run-time of such a program is defined by the time between the source task beginning 

and the sink task terminating.

data-dependent grain size
A grain size which depends, directly or indirectly, on the input data vector.

data-dependent message size

A message size which depends, directly or indirectly, on the input data vector.

data-dependent trace

A trace which depends on the input data vector.

data-independent grain size

A grain size which does not depend, either directly or indirectly, on the input data vector.

data-independent message size

A message size which does not depend, directly or indirectly, on the input data vector.

data-independent trace

A trace which does not depend on the input data vector.

design

The initial concept for a parallel program, 

deterministic
A parallel program with a deterministic trace is said to be deterministic.
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deterministic trace
A parallel program has a deterministic trace if the order of events within each task does not depend 

on the timing of past events. The trace is thus is not affected by monitoring, by errors in grain size 

values in a model simulation or by types of tuning which do not explicitly affect the trace.

Directed Acyclic Graph 

See DAG.

direct tuning

In direct tuning, tuning modifications are evaluated by applying them directly and in full to the 

parallel program. This contrasts with indirect tuning, in which tuning modifications are evaluated 

by applying them to a model of the parallel program, not to the program itself.

distributed memory
See DM MIMD.

discrete event model
Model of a parallel computing system in which behaviour is represented in terms of events, their 

relationships with one another and the relative times associated with those relationships. In the case 

of models of parallel programs, the times between events represent the times taken for 

computations or communications between processors and these may delay one another as they 

contend for processors and links.

discrete event model analysis

Prediction of the behaviour of a discrete event model by use of analysis on the basis of 

assumptions.

discrete event model simulation

The transformation of a discrete event model into an explicit and precise description of model 

behaviour by determining the timing of all the events in the model. As the timing of each event is 

determined, the timing of those events defined in relation to it can be determined, taking into 

account all possible effects the timing of past events may have on the timing of future events. This 

latter point is important in modelling contention for processors and links and its effects.

DMMIMD

Distributed Memory, Multiple-Instruction Multiple Data. Class of parallel system consisting of a 

number of processors, each of which has its own memory which it alone can access directly. In this 

dissertation, communication of data between processors in DMMIMD systems is via links. 

Contrasts with an ^M IM D  system.
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EUCLID

European Commitment to the Long-term In Defence. A programme of research into defence 

technologies and systems. It is organised at a European level under the auspices of the Western 

European Armaments Group.

event

A data record defining what happened at a particular point in a parallel program and when. It 

consists of an event type, which defines what happened, and a time, to define when it happened. 

Events are generated by both performance monitoring tools and performance simulation tools.

event log

Set of ordered lists of events, one for each task in a program, in which both the event time and the 

event type are significant.

event trace
Set of ordered lists of events, one for each task in the program, in which only the event type is 

significant. An event trace is like an event log, in that the order of event types is identical, but the 

event times are not taken into consideration in comparing event traces, whereas the timing is 

considered in comparing event logs.

event tuning
Tuning modifications which simply alter the timing of events without making modifications to the 

grain sizes, the structure of the parallel program or the hardware of the parallel computer. In this 

dissertation, event tuning refers exclusively to modifications to the mapping of tasks to processors, 

the priorities of tasks, the order of directly consecutive messages and the level of buffering 

between tasks. Excludes grain tuning, parallelism tuning or hardware tuning.

explicit assumptions

Assumptions which are stated as premises of a model analysis.

farm

Parallel program to process a series of data items such that different tasks each handle a share of 

the items to be processed. Typically, a different task is allocated to each processor in the parallel 

computer. Introduced in Section 2.4.

functional specification

Specification of the computations which are to be performed by the parallel program, defining the 

data which is to form the input to the parallel program, the way in which it is to be processed, the 

information which is to form the output and the manner in which it is to be communicated to the 

outside world. In the context of this dissertation, the functional specification excludes the 

consideration of temporal requirements and it is assumed that output can occur when the data has 

been computed.
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gram

A computation grain or a communication grain, 

grain tuning

Tuning which only modifies particular sizes, usually to produce a size reduction. Does not 

directly refer to event tuning modifications, though these may be required following grain tuning. 

Excludes changes covered by parallelism tuning and hardware tuning.

grain size
The time to execute a computation grain on a processor or to send a communication grain over a 

single link, assuming, in both cases, no pre-emption by other grains.

graph

A graph consists of a set of nodes connected by directed arcs in which each node is connected to at 

least one other node and in which there are no disconnected sub-sets of nodes. Graphs can 

represent the connectivity of tasks in parallel programs, forming task graphs. The DAG class of 

programs is a special case of the class of task graph programs.

hardware tuning
Tuning which alters the number of processors, the type of processors or the way they are 

connected together in an attempt to produce an increase in performance. Does not directly refer to 

event tuning, grain tuning or parallelism tuning, though these may be required following hardware 

tuning.

hook

A mechanism which continually updates a measure of the cumulative time spent busy by a 

processor or link. The total is maintained in a defined memory location. The utilisation can then 

be measured by sampling the hook at known intervals.

intplicit assumptions

Assumptions which are not explicitly stated.

indirect tuning

Indirect tuning occurs where tuning modifications are evaluated by applying them to a model of 

parallel program behaviour.

INMOS C

Programming environment for the ANSI C language, targeting the INMOS transputer™. The basic 

‘C’ language is extended to include libraries to support sending and receiving messages between 

tasks and other functionality required for parallel processing.
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input data vector

The data which forms the input to the parallel program. It is assumed for the purpose of this 

research that the data takes a fixed format and can be expressed as a vector of values.

IRST

Infra Red Search and Track. 

iteration

A tuning cycle, in which a tuning modification is evaluated. 

latency

The delay as a message is passed fi-om one processor to another.

link

An electrical connection between a pair of processors devoted exclusively to passing packets of 

data from one processor to the other.

load

The set of grains which must execute on a processor or be communicated over a link during the life 

of a parallel program.

log
See event log. 

load balancing

Parallel programming technique whereby decisions as to which grains should execute on which 

processors are taken during the execution of the parallel program. The aim is, where possible, to 

allocate the computation grains to idle processors and the communication grains to idle links, thus 

achieving efficient use of the processors and links.

lower bound

Lower estimate of a grain size after tuning or, in the case of data-dependent grains, the lower 

estimate of the upper bound on the grain size after tuning.

lower bound model

Model of a parallel program based on using lower bound grain sizes.

manual tuning

Tuning which is carried out through direct human decision-making and modification of the parallel 

program, as opposed to by some automated decision-making and program modification process.

mapping

The mapping of tasks to processors specifies which tasks will execute on which processors in the 

parallel program.
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message

Block of data which is transmitted from one task to another over a channel, 

meta-monitoring

The use of one type of monitoring to detect the effects of other types of monitoring. For example, 

the monitoring of events can be used to compare program behaviour with and without the 

monitoring of processor or link utilisation.

model

An abstract mathematical representation of the behaviour of a parallel system. In this dissertation, 

a model represents the events in the tasks in a parallel program and the way in which the timings of 

events are affected by contention of tasks and messages for processors and links.

model analysis

The use of analysis for predicting the behaviour of a parallel system after tuning on the basis of a 

model by making assumptions to simplify the model The assumptions made are normally 

optimistic in nature, so that the model behaviour represents an optimistic limit on what can be 

achieved by tuning.

model harness
A script written in a language for discrete event model simulation to represent the behaviour of a 

task harness.

model simulation

See discrete event model simulation.

monitoring

See performance monitoring.

monitoring analysis

The application of critical load analysis and critical path analysis techniques to the results of 

performance monitoring in order to establish optimistic limits on different types of tuning.

non-deterministic

Opposite of deterministic. The nature of a non-deterministic program trace is such that the events 

which occur can be altered by the relative times of events in the past. In particular, the program 

trace can be altered by performance monitoring, by errors in discrete event models or by timing 

modifications which do not explicitly alter the program trace.

occanif^
Language for programming a parallel system based on CSP.
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operating system
Typically, an operating system provides abstractions intended to give a simplified conceptual view 

of a computer and its operation. In the context of this dissertation, an operating system comprises 

hardware and software components which facilitate the management and use of a DMMIMD 

system. In particular, it comprises the task scheduler and the router.

optimistic assumptions
Models of parallel programs are evaluated on the basis of assumptions. Optimistic assumptions are 

assumptions which tend to make the performance prediction better than the performance which will 

occur in reality. See also strictly optimistic assumptions.

optimistic estimate

A lower limit on a grain size after grain tuning.

optimistic limit

An optimistic Umit is a limit on the performance which can be achieved with tuning modifications 

within a particular type of tuning. It is defined by a model constructed on the basis of strictly 

optimistic assumptions.

packet
Block of data passed from one processor to another via a link. A number of packets may be 

necessary in order to pass a message. Hence, one or more packets of data are associated with each 

communication grain.

parallel computing
Computing involving parallel processing whereby a parallel program is executed on a parallel 
computer.

parallelism tuning

Tuning modifications which increase the degree of parallelism of all or part of a parallel program 

without affecting the general design of the program. Does not directly refer to event tuning or 

grain size tuning, though these may be required following parallelism tuning. Excludes hardware 

tuning.

parallel processing

Processing of data in which there is an aim to increase performance by carrying out multiple 

computations concurrently using a number of processors. This is distinct from multi-tasking, in 

which multiple computations are carried out by the same processor, using scheduling to share the 

processor’s time and thus create an abstraction that the tasks are being processed concurrently.

parallel computer
Machine capable of parallel processing.
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parallel program
In this dissertation, a parallel program consists of a set of tasks connected by channels, 

parallel system

In this dissertation, refers to the combination of a parallel program with the parallel computer on 

which it executes.

perfect model

A perfect model of a parallel program is defined as a model which can be simulated to reproduce 

exactly the event log of an equivalent program with identical grain sizes.

perfect rrumitoring

See perfect performcmce monitoring.

perfect petforrttance monitoring

A perfect performance monitoring tool is defined as one which records the event log of the 

behaviour of a parallel program and the processor and link utilisation over time both completely 

and precisely and which does so without disturbing program behaviour.

performance

The capacity of a parallel program to meet its functional specification and terminate within a 

certain interval of time. This is equivalent to the ability to process data items at a certain 

throughput, since throughput can be tested in terms of the time to process a reasonably large 

number of items.

performance critical

A parallel system is said to be performance critical if performance is of the essence in tK& 

specification. This is especially the case if performance is a safety critical issue or the key to 

system survivability.

performance gap

The performance gap is the difference between the tuning limit defined by model analysis and the 

actual performance achieved within a finite budget.

performance monitoring

The use of measurement techniques to record a description of program behaviour as it develops 

over time.

performance specification

The definition of the performance which must be achieved by a parallel program. In this 

dissertation, the performance specification defines an upper limit on the run-time.
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perturbation
Disturbance to a parallel program caused by the interaction between performcmce monitoring 

tasks and the tasks of the program itself.

pessimistic estimate

An upper estimate of the grain size after tuning.

pessimistic upper bound

In the case of a parallel program with data-dependent grains, this term refers to an upper estimate 

of the upper bound on the grain size after tuning. Where the program has data-independent grain 

sizes, the term simply refers to a pessimistic estimate of the grain sizes.

pessimistic upper bound model
A model of a parallel program based on each grain size taking its pessimistic upper bound value.

Petri net

Method of modelling whereby system states are represented by “tokens” occupying “places” and 

the transitions between states are represented by the movement of tokens between places. This 

method of modelling can be extended to represent the times between transitions and, therefore, the 

temporal aspects of system evolution.

pipeline

Parallel program in which each of a series of data items are processed through a number of stages 

by corresponding tasks which pass messages from one stage to the next. Typically, this is 

implemented on a parallel computer connected as a chain of processors with as one or more tasks 

mapped onto each processor.

plan

A plan is a series of tuning modifrcations which have been or which are to be applied to a parallel 

program.

pre-emption

Pre-emption occurs during the execution of a parallel program when one task is removed from a 

processor and replaced with another; the first task is said to be pre-empted by the second. The pre

emption operation is carried out by the scheduler software in the operating system. Similarly, a 

message can be pre-empted if its packets must contend for time on links with those of other 

messages; this is controlled by the router component of the operating system.

priority

The priority of a task is a numerical value which is used to determine how it shares the processor 

with other tasks. In this dissertation, priority is defined so that tasks with a higher priority which 

are ready to execute are scheduled at the expense of tasks with a lower priority. If the highest
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priority tasks have the same priority, an algorithm called a scheduling discipline is used to decide 

which should be scheduled.

priority inversions

Priority inversions occur where a less important computation or packet transmission is scheduled at 

the expense of one which is more important to achieving high performance. A typical example is 

where computation grains associated with routing a message which is not on the critical path are 

scheduled at the expense of a task which is on the critical path.

processor

Hardware device which can process a single task at given point in time. By using a scheduler, the 

mapping of a number of concurrent tasks onto a single processor is possible.

processor topology diagram

Diagram of the way processors are connected together in a DMMIMD system.

program
See parallel program.

realisation
Realisation of the tuning modifications in a plan occurs when they are applied to the program itself, 

as opposed to being applied to a model.

re-design

Large-scale alteration to the parallel program, including the nature of the computational algorithms 

and the nature of the messages which are sent and received. Not specifically studied in this 

dissertation except insofar as re-design is excluded from the definition of tuning.

re-use

The re-use of the whole of a parallel program or of one of its sub-programs occurs when its 

structure of computation and communication is used in a different parallel program.

risk

In this dissertation, risk refers to the possibility that some objective or goal will not be met. In 

particular, this term refers to the possibility that a performance specification may not be met. The 

term tuning risk is also used.

risk resolution

Elimination of uncertainty as to whether the performance specification will or will not be met. The 

risk is said to be resolved successfully if it is determined that the specification will be met and 

resolved unsuccessfully if it is determined that the specification will not be met. Otherwise, the risk 

is said to be unresolved.
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router
Component of the operating system for a DMMIMD system responsible for ensuring that messages 

can be sent over channels between processors which are not directly connected by links. Also 

ensures that messages on multiple channels can pass over a single link.

run-time

The length of the time interval for which a parallel program executes. The completion of a 

program is generally taken to occur when a program has produced all the results required by the 

junctional specification. See also performance specification.

safety critical

A system is said to be safety-critical if the survival, safety or well-being of persons depends upon it. 

The specification of the characteristics of such a system may also be said to be safety-critical.

scalability

The ability of a parallel program to make effective use of a DMMIMD system with more 

processors by carrying out computations and sending messages according to a similar program 

design but with a higher degree of parallelism.

scheduler

Component of the operating system on each processor responsible for ensuring that mqltiple tasks 
can share access to the processor.

search problem

The search problem in tuning arises because the best plan is not necessarily chosen or found before 

the tuning budget has been exhausted.

self-representing grains

Refers to grains which represent themselves in a synthetic work-load model.

shared-memory

See SM MIMD.

serial program

Program with a single instruction stream capable of executing only on a single processor. In effect, 

a program with a single task.

server task

Where it is required to access data or system resources which are shared, it is assumed in this 

dissertation that a single task acts as a server task for that data or resource, accessing the data or 

resource directly and communicating with other tasks through messages.
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simulation

Program which is used to predict the behaviour and performance of a parallel program on the basis 

of a model of performance. In the context of this dissertation, a simulation model may be a discrete 

event model or a synthetic workload model.

SMMIMD

Shared memory, multiple-instruction multiple-data. Class of parallel computer in which processors 

share memory, often by contending with each other to access the memory over a shared bus.

specification

Definition of the computations and temporal behaviour which are to be achieved by the system 

being developed. See also functional specification and performance specification.

strictly optimistic assumptions

Assumptions made in model analysis which are optimistic in an absolute sense, so that it is not 

possible to make the prediction of performance more optimistic. For example, an assumption that a 

link will be 100% utilised after tuning is strictly optimistic, because utilisation of more than 100% is 

impossible. Note that pessimistic assumptions cannot be made in the same strict sense in model 

analysis to define a pessimistic limit on the performance of a DM MIMD system.

sub-programs

A sub program is a distinct portion of a parallel program which can be built, tested and tuned in 

isolation. However, sub-programs may interact with other computations and communications when 

running as part of the main program, thus altering their behaviour and having their own behaviour 

altered.

Supernode™

DMMIMD system consisting of multiple transputers™, which allows the transputers to be 

configured into any desired topology.

survivability

The capacity of a system to continue to function effectively, usually in a hostile environment. 

synthetic computations

Computations of a defined grain size which are used to impose a defined load on a processor at a 

particular point in a synthetic workload model. Such computations may perform arbitrary 

computations, but should not affect the operation of the rest of the parallel program.

synthetic grains

Grains of a particular grain size which are used to support a synthetic workload model. See also 

synthetic computations or synthetic messages.
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synthetic messages
Messages of a particular grain size sent from one task to another to impose a defined load on the 

routing system in a synthetic workload model. Synthetic messages may contain arbitraiy data.

synthetic workload model

A parallel program which acts as a model to support the indirect tuning of another parallel 

program. The synthetic workload model will typically have been derived from the first parallel 

program, often by introducing synthetic computations and synthetic messages. The synthetic 

workload model is used to conduct experiments to evaluate tuning modifications for the program it 

represents.

system software

Software components of the operating system.

T800^

Product number of the transputer"^ used to support some of the research in this dissertation.

task
A single instruction stream which forms part of a parallel program. A task can perform 

computations and send and receive messages to or from other tasks. It is assumed in this 

dissertation that parallel programs are designed so that all messages sent are received.

task graph

A diagram with nodes representing tasks and directed arcs between them representing how the 

tasks are connected by channels.

task harness

A source file for a task in a parallel program. A task harness may not carry out computations 

directly; it may only make calls to functions which do so. Furthermore, it must directly send or 

receive all the messages sent or received by the task. These properties are important in allowing 

task harnesses to be generated automatically by tools which represent parallel program behaviour at 

a higher level.

TMS320C40^

Product number of the Texas Instruments™ processor used to support some of the research of this 

dissertation.

transfer cost

Cost of transferring information about the parallel program or about the tuning plan from a 

program to a model or vice versa.

trace
See event trace.
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trace-driven simulation model
Model of a parallel program derived by recording the event traces of its tasks and transforming 

each of them into a model harness.

transputers^
Processor with four sets of links by which direct bi-directional connections can be made to a 

maximum of four other processors. See also T800.

tuning
Modifications made to a parallel program with the sole intention of improving its performance. 

Excludes re-design of the program; in other words, the basic design of the program is retained.

tuning iterations
Stages in the tuning of a parallel program.

tuning modifications
See tuning.

tuning risk
See risk.

tuning risk problem
In direct tuning, the tuning risk problem occurs because substantial tuning costs are at stake with 

respect to the tuning risk.

tuning trajectory
A tuning trajectory is a graph of parallel program run-time against costs incurred. 

tuning tree
A tuning tree represents the state of a tuning exercise as a tree of tuning iterations. Each tuning 

iteration is related to the tuning iteration from which it was derived, to the tuning iterations derived 

from it and to possibilities for future tuning iterations.

upper bound

Upper limit on the variation of a grain size. Used in model simulation to model the extent to which 

data-dependent grain sizes vary between input data vectors. Putting an upper bound in a model 

implies an assumption-, this assumption may be violated.

upper bound model

Model of a parallel program based on the upper bound grain sizes. Used to provide a test that a 

parallel program meets its performance specification consistently.
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utilisation

Percentage of the time for which a processor or link is busy rather than idle. This is recorded for a 

series of juxtaposed intervals of time by performance monitoring tools.

VPEP^

Visualisation of Parallel Behaviour. Trade name under which the performance monitoring and 

simulation tools of CRL are marketed.

VPB/Mon^^

CRL tool for monitoring parallel programs on transputer'^^based systems and systems based on the
TMS320C40TM.

VPB/Sim™

CRL prototype tool for creating simulation models of parallel programs.

VPB/View™

CRL tool for the visualisation of the results of performance monitoring or model simulation.
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1. Performance Risk

1.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the problem of performance in parallel computing. The key points to be explored 

are the rationale for seeking high performance through parallelism, the opportunities which arise from 

recent and future advances in hardware technology and the difficulties of producing parallel software.

The development of high performance computers has been driven by the need to decrease the run-time of 

programs and increase the throughput of data processing systems. This is important both in 

computationally intensive real-time applications over short time-scales, such as signal processing, image 

processing or robotic control, and in applications which can absorb many hours of computer time, such as 

weather forecasting, fluid dynamics, structure modelling and economic modelling.

The power of single processor machines has advanced rapidly by decreasing chip feature size and by 

providing greater concurrency within a single device. At the system level, performance can be increased 

still further by using multiple processors to improve performance by a factor which can approach the 

degree of concurrency. Also, it is sometimes possible to replace a single leading edge processor with 

multiple, cheaper processors of mature technology, obtaining comparable performance at reduced cost.

1.2 Parallel Hardware

Flynn’s taxonomy [Flynn72] classifies parallel systems according to the number of data streams and the 

number of instruction streams. The most flexible and general class are the multiple-instruction, multiple- 

data (MIMD) class; these are generally sub-divided into the shared-memory (SM MIMD) and distributed 

memory (DM MIMD) classes. Practical SM MIMD systems have a limited bandwidth between the 

processors and the shared memory [Otto89], so that the number of processors and the total performance 

are limited. In DM MIMD systems, each processor has its own local memory, so this restriction is 

removed and systems with large numbers of processors have the potential to operate efficiently.

For a system with a large number of processors, the cost of communications links between processors can 

be an obstacle to performance. Full connectivity is infeasible for large networks, because its cost grows 

rapidly as the number of processors increases, but if each processor has links to a fixed number of others, 

the cost of communication is proportional to the number of processors. Local communications with 

nearest neighbour processors can be direct and non-local communications can be achieved through 

software to forward messages through intermediate processors; this can be done by the application itself or 

by a system software component known as a router. It is thus possible to build systems with much higher 

degrees of parallelism than is possible with full physical connectivity. Technology to connect larger 

numbers of processors using switching devices was being developed when this research was initiated, but 

link-based architectures are simple and effective and were a much more practical vehicle for this research. 

In the context of this dissertation, therefore, the DM MIMD class of parallel systems includes only parallel 

machines consisting of processors connected by links and excludes switch connectivity.
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Historically, the cost of processors has been an obstacle to using large numbers of processors, but recent 

years have seen the introduction of low-cost processors capable of being connected to form DM MIMD 

systems, notably the transputer™ and its successors, the Texas Instruments TMS320C40™ and the 

Analog Devices SHARC™ processor. The development of these recent processors has been driven by 

high volume signal processing applications including telecommunications and video processing. Such 

systems use a moderate number of processors. Because of the volumes of production involved, it is 

essential to minimise the number of processors used in order to minimise system cost.

A more exciting opportunity presented by DM MIMD technology is to research the use of systems with 

many processors to perform high performance computing at reasonable cost. The potential for such 

systems has been studied by the author in Research Technology Project (RTP) 8.2 of the European 

Commitment to the Long Term in Defence (EUCLID) Programme [DeVito96], which is investigating 

technologies for a future Infra-Red Search and Track (IRST) system. The processing in the future IRST 

system will be characterised by a high degree of parallelism, arising between images, between sections of 

each image and between successive operations on images, so that DM MIMD systems of sufficient size 

can, in principle, cope with the high processing rates demanded. The constraints are likely to be imposed 

by the volume, mass, power and cooling requirements of the processing system, rather than by the cost or 

reliability of hardware. Using multi-chip module construction techniques, it is conceivable that 2500 

SHARC™ processors, giving a processing power of the order of 2x10" operations per second, can be 

fitted into a 10 litre system. However, the need for data connections, the need to deal with power and heat 

management issues and the need for the system to be rugged enough to withstand the military environment 

imply that the practical volume required might be rather larger than this. For applications where the 

physical constraints on the processing system are less important, systems with a much higher processing 

power can be envisaged; depending on the technologies used, the limit may be imposed by the reliability of 

processors or interconnection circuitry, by the amount of parallelism in the computational problem or by 

the communication bandwidths required between processors.

These limits on the processing power available will probably be extended still further by the advance of 

circuit fabrication technologies. In particular, innovative processing techniques, which will also be studied 

under EUCLID RTP 8.2, can be exploited. Using state of the art fabrication techniques to give circuit 

feature sizes of 0.25p.m, integrated circuits with 7.5 million gates have been produced [ElecTimes97]. The 

T800 transputer™ contained 300 000 transistors [Imon92]. It is therefore possible to conceive of a 

devices containing tens of distributed memory processors which will be capable of connecting to other 

similar devices to form massively parallel systems.

1.3 Software Issues

If DM MIMD systems can be used to form low-cost, compact, high performance machines, the benefits 

are potentially very large indeed, but a significant limitation arises from the need to design and maintain 

software so that it makes effective use of the technology. Apart from the costs of hardware, the principal
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obstacles to massively parallel processing are connected with software engineering issues, notably 

programming environment, performance and debugging.

The issue of programming environment has been substantially addressed by the commercial availability of 

system software, ranging from compilers with run-time environments from 3L™ [3L89] and 

IJsjMq Stm [INMOS92], through routing kernels such as VCR [Debbage91], PVM [PVM] and 

MPI [Dongarra95] to operating system kernels such as Helios™ [Helios91], SPOX^*  ̂[Spectron96] and 

VxWorks™ [WindRiver], Most environments offer many of the facilities available on a serial machine, so 

that it is much easier for programmers accustomed to a serial environment to build and maintain parallel 

code and so that software written for serial processors can be ported more easily to a processor in a 

parallel machine. For example, 3L’s Parallel C™ provides a run-time library for C programs similar to that 

found on serial machines. This is available for transputers™, for Texas Instruments TMS320C40s™ and 

for DEC Alpha™ processors, so software can be ported between platforms.

The problem of performance arises because software for DM MIMD systems may behave in complex 

ways. Parallel programming environments must provide facilities to allow different parts of the 

computation to send messages to one another. The complexity arises because messages which traverse the 

network of processors over shared links contend with application processing and with each other and can 

therefore cause and be subject to significant delays. Contention for processors or links is combined with 

data-dependence in the lengths of computations and the sizes of data items, leading to variations in the 

delays and complex, data-dependent behaviour.

It is the contbination of contention and the need to exchange data between parts of a computation that 

makes performance issues in parallel programs more severe than in related disciplines. In digital logic 

circuit design, by contrast, contention can often be avoided. A further contrast is with computer system 

engineering, in which the processing of a stream of programs often involves a great deal of contention, but 

with far less exchange of data between programs.

For moderately parallel systems, the volume of production generally implies that efficient use of a small 

number of processors is essential to containing costs. Programs must be designed with complex, 

concurrent behaviour if they are to be efficient. For example, processors must be over loaded with work 

to avoid idle time, so that processing must often take place while a processor awaits data from another 

processor. Because of this need for efficiency in using the processors, load-balancing, whereby the work 

of the program is allocated to processors as they become idle, is an important technique. To achieve this, 

the program must be capable of adapting its behaviour so that grains are executed on lightly loaded 

processors and links, as opposed to those which are heavily loaded. This is often achieved using non- 

deterministic program behaviours, whereby the behaviour of one part of the program depends on the times 

at which other program behaviours occur.

The use of non-deterministic programming techniques such as load-balancing has often made debugging 

much harder for programs with moderate degrees of parallelism. The problem is likely to be much worse 

for complex, highly parallel systems with non-deterministic behaviour, since they can only be debugged
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effectively if they can be decomposed into a number of independent sub-programs. Where the functional 

behaviour of one sub-program depends on the behaviour over time of another, it becomes impossible to 

test parts of the program individually and thus isolate programming errors. It is therefore sensible to 

initiate research in this field on the basis that programs for massively parallel systems should be 

deterministic in nature. Notwithstanding this, non-determinism will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 2 and in Chapter 7. Eliminating non-determinism reduces the debugging problem, because the 

functional behaviour of parts of a deterministic program can then be tested and debugged in isolation and 

because large parallel programs can be built by combining smaller parallel programs. However, 

determinism makes the problem of obtaining high performance and efficient use of processors far worse, 

because the user has much greater responsibility for ensuring that the program is able to use the processors 

and links effectively.

1.4 Tuning Costs and Risks

Tuning is defined here as the modification of an existing parallel system to improve its performance; this 

research will focus on situations where performance improvements are to be made manually, by human 

effort. Automatic techniques at program compilation time or at program execution time can be expected 

to be effective in particular situations, but manual techniques are believed to be more general. Future 

research should seek to strike a balance between automatic and manual techniques, but this research will 

concentrate on the benefits and limitations of manual techniques.

Tuning conventionally refers to low cost tuning modifications yielding small benefits, but the term will be 

used here to cover all modifications intended to improve performance which retain the basic design of the 

program. In particular, tuning may include the parallélisation of part of an existing program or an increase 

in the degree of parallelism of part of a program. This is significant because it implies that tuning 

techniques can be used to develop serial software to exploit highly parallel systems. Furthermore, tuning 

may include modifications to the computations performed, especially those which make them more 

efficient, providing their overall specification is left unchanged. However, it is clear that wholesale 

modifications to the nature and structure of the computations performed are much more expensive and 

subject to much greater uncertainty than more conventional types of tuning

Tuning may be necessary after initial program implementation, following program modification, following 

the porting of the software fi'om one architecture to another or to meet an increased requirement. Support 

for the maintenance phases of system development is particularly important, since maintenance accounts 

for a very high proportion of total activity in the software life cycle [Somerville96].

In the context of this dissertation, tuning risk is defined to mean the possibility that tuning will not achieve 

the expected improvement in performance. For a tuning project as a whole, tuning risk translates into 

uncertainty as to whether a program can be tuned to meet a performance specification. The concept of 

risk defined here refers to the possibility of failure and must be sharply distinguished from the concept of 

probability. Probabilities are calculated where a historical body of evidence from similar experiments exists
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in which outcomes occur at random in particular proportions. They express an expectation that outcomes 

in the future will occur at random in similar proportions to outcomes in the past. Risk, by contrast, is a 

property of the current state of knowledge of the program; it can be resolved through knowledge of what 

can be or has been achieved by tuning. This distinction is important because, in making decisions 

concerning risk, judgements and views are often expressed in terms of probabilities of a particular 

occurrence. The probabilistic view of risk and consequential losses is expounded by Boehm [Boehm91] to 

give a structured framework for prioritising and evaluating risks to software projects in quantitative terms. 

Such judgements are not equivalent to statistical probabilities. However, probabilities are used as a 

benchmark with which opinions about the likelihood of an outcome can be compared.

Tuning risk is a serious issue because tuning can be expensive, involving extensive re-engineering of 

computations and data-flows within a program or the installation and configuration of hardware and the 

porting of software to adapt to different hardware and system software. Such large and costly 

modifications are associated with the most risk, because they may cause unexpected contention between 

different parts of the program and are thus subject to considerable uncertainty. In commercial projects, 

where a performance specification must be met within restricted project time-scales and budgets and 

software must be maintained over the operational life of the system, fear of these costs and risks can be a 

severe obstacle to the adoption and exploitation of parallelism.

Examples of costly performance problems arise even for engineers experienced in parallelism. The author 

was part of a parallel operating system design team whose first attempt at message routing software 

wasted over half the bandwidth of the underlying architecture by failing to exploit concurrency; 

considerable re-engineering of low-level routing software was required to correct the problem. On another 

project in which the author was involved, the speed of a performance critical portion of the application was 

doubled through tuning, but the cost was considerable re-engineering of the application. In the published 

literature, a parallel chess program [Otto89B] required a considerable amount of work to be done to 

implement a load-balancing scheme before satisfactory performance was achieved. Even simple parallel 

applications have given disappointing increases in performance; an example is the parallel program 

described in [Banda-Gamboa92] to analyse cell structure images.

Taken together, high costs and tuning risks are a major obstacle to the widespread use of parallel 

computing, because they lead to a preference for serial solutions to computing problems. This dissertation 

will therefore discuss the limits within which tuning risk can be resolved for low cost. This is particularly 

important in the commercial application of parallel computing. It is always important to avoid the risk of 

wasting effort on tuning which is not effective. To tune parallel software in a commercial environment, 

however, it is also required to be able to plan the costs and benefits in advance. In the development of 

real-time systems, meeting the performance specification is often essential, but the tuning budget must not 

be exceeded and lead times to market can also be important.
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In this dissertation, tuning budgets will be assumed to be fixed. In practice, there is often scope to extend 

the budget once it is exhausted, but the extent to which this is possible is usually limited. In addition, the 

arguments are greatly simplified if the possibility of extending the budget is ignored.

The performance specification of a parallel system comprising hardware and software will be defined here 

in terms of an upper limit on run-time. For a weather forecasting system, for example, performance must 

be specified in terms of run-time to ensure that the forecast is obtained well before the predicted weather 

actually occurs. Another common way of specifying performance is in terms of throughput of data items. 

For a computer vision system, for instance, the throughput of images required is often defined by the rate 

at which they are supplied to system. Assuming adequate buffering of input data to ensure a smooth flow 

of data items into the system, the throughput performance may be tested against a simple run-time 

specification by measuring the time to process a large number of data items, so the specification of a run

time can be taken to cover both cases for practical purposes.

The discussion to be presented concerns the use of tuning techniques to deal with tuning risks. These 

techniques yield predictions of performance or the limits on performance. These predictions may be 

subject to residual risks, which are not resolved by the technique, and these risks have certain 

consequences. Techniques may be supported by tools. A given tool may support a number of techniques. 

This research will define methods, whereby combinations of techniques can be used to manage 

performance risk, and will discuss their residual risks and consequences. Methods, techniques and tools 

will be discussed in depth in Chapter 3 and in subsequent chapters, but some examples serve to illustrate 

the definitions here. Examples of tools include performance monitoring tools and performance simulation 

tools. These support tuning techniques such as the analysis of program behaviour and program modelling. 

A basic method for tuning is to use the analysis of monitoring results to predict the potential for tuning, 

simulation to predict the effects of tuning alternatives and performance monitoring to determine the 

effect on program behaviour as each modification is applied. One of the residual risks of this method is 

that the tuning of computations is not as effective as expected. The consequence is that further tuning is 

required.

This dissertation will discuss methods using combinations of techniques, such as performance monitoring, 

model analysis and model simulation, whereby parallel systems can be tuned. The thesis of this dissertation 

is that, using appropriate methods, risk can be resolved in advance of incurring significant costs. The aim 

of the research is to show that this thesis is true in certain circumstances. Most of the research therefore 

discusses the benefits and limitations of various methods in terms of the properties of the software and 

hardware of the system being developed and of the performance monitoring and simulation tools.

The research described is intended to form a part of the cycle of research in this field by which tools are 

conceived, built, used and evaluated, with the result that ideas for improved tools are formulated and the 

cycle can be re-started. The starting point for this work was the construction of a suite of prototype tools 

by the author; this toolset was a logical development of the state of the art. The toolset was developed 

into a product, the VPB Toolset™, field-tested in application development situations and marketed
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commercially, but was only partially successful. This work and the lessons drawn from it form the 

background to the theoretical evaluation of techniques and methods which is the main focus of this work. 

Through analysis of techniques and their application for different classes of program, it has proved possible 

to make suggestions for techniques to be the subject of the next iteration of research and development and 

to make some predictions as to what the ultimate limitations on these techniques might be.

The method of research is reflected in the structure of the remainder of this dissertation. Chapter 2 

classifies programs and tuning modifications. Chapter 3 discusses the state of the art in tuning tools and 

techniques. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 examine the fundamental limits on tuning for idealised performance tools 

and for an idealised class of programs. Chapter 7 relaxes the restriction to idealised programs and 

Chapter 8 relaxes the restriction to idealised performance tools.

1.5 Summary

DM MIMD machines in which processors are connected by communication finks to local 

neighbours can exhibit a high degree of parallelism. They give access to computing 

performance at and far beyond that of state of the art serial processors on a cost-effective 

basis.

To overcome problems with debugging and exploit DMMIMD systems to the full, 

deterministic programs are needed, but developers of such programs must be prepared to 

tune them manually, particularly where there are real-time performance requirements.

In practice, tuning of parallel programs has been found to be an iterative process, involving 

high costs and risks of failure which are of grave concern.

It is therefore worthwhile to research the problem of the costs and risks of tuning 

deterministic programs for massively parallel DM MIMD systems.
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2. Parallel Programs and Tuning

2.1 Introduction

The previous chapter identified DM MIMD machines with processors connected by links as offering a 

vehicle for the construction of massively parallel machines. This chapter discusses a classification of 

parallel programs to be executed on such machines and a classification of tuning modifications. These 

classifications define distinctions which, in later chapters, will be used to discuss the limits on the use of 

tuning methods.

The next section defines a way of expressing parallel programs for DM MIMD systems and a further 

section classifies their different properties and behaviours. Since programs with deterministic behaviour 

have been identified as important, examples of deterministic designs for common parallel programming 

paradigms are discussed. The final section classifies different types of tuning modifications according to 

their costs and their effects on behaviour.

2.2 Expressing Parallel Programs

This section describes an abstract and simplified programming environment for programs which execute on 

DM MIMD systems. The features described are a subset of the features present in many real programming 

environments, so programs described in terms of this environment can be implemented within real 

environments. However, real programming environments are often much richer in features, so the 

converse does not necessarily hold. This abstract environment is presented in order to avoid confiision as 

to terminology, since definitions and terms vary between proprietaiy environments, and to avoid the loss of 

generality which might arise from adopting a particular environment for this research.

Processors each have exclusive access to a local memory and are connected via links, which are dedicated 

point to point, bi-directional connections between processors, by which data can be transferred from the 

local memory of one processor to the local memory of another. A program consists of a set of tasks, 

each of which supports a single instruction stream. Each processor supports one or more tasks. Tasks 

communicate by sending messages. The effect is to copy data fi’om the memory buffer of one task to a 

memory buffer of the same size on another task. Messages are transmitted over channels, which are 

directed, dedicated, point-to-point links between tasks. A channel may be implemented using no links, if 

the tasks reside on the same processor, or using one or more links, if tasks are on different processors. 

Multiple channels may contend for the use of a given link.

A task graph diagram depicts labelled tasks and their channel connections. A processor topology 

diagram represents the labelled processors and their connections via bi-directional links. Tasks will be 

labelled alphabetically and processors will be labelled numerically. It is assumed for the purposes of this 

dissertation that channels and links are unique; they will be referred to in terms of their source and 

destination - e.g. AtoB for a channel and lto2 for a link. A task mapping file defines how tasks are 

mapped onto processors. A channel mapping file defines how channels are mapped onto links. These
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concepts are illustrated in Figure 1. In practice, the channel mapping is often defined in terms of tables in 

the router, rather than as a separate file.

task graph
processor 
topology 
diagram

task mapping file

task A on processor 1 
task B on processor 2 
task C on processor 3 
task D on processor 4

channel mapping file

AtoD via lto2 & 2to4
BtoA via 2tol
DtoB via 4to2
DtoC via 4to2, 2tol & ItoS

Key
processor links task channel

Figure 1 : A Parallel System

It is now necessary to explain some of the mechanism by which channels are implemented Messages are 

communicated as a result of a number of packets being exchanged by the tasks involved. The details of 

this depend on the system software in question. Typically, the sending task first receives a packet fi’om the 

sender to indicate that the receiver is ready and then transmits a series of packets of data to the receiver. 

In sending the first packet, the task which is to receive the message indicates to the sending task that there 

is a block of memory ready to receive the data. Data is sent as a stream of packets in order to ensure that 

the communication bandwidth is shared effectively between the channels, even when large messages are 

sent. Where messages are routed across the network of processors, activity may be generated on 

intermediate processors and links. This processor activity is required to look up in a table which link the 

packet must be transmitted upon and to manage the transmission. This is illustrated in Figure 2.
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packet 
to show 
that the 
buffer is 
available

receiver

processorsender
sender buffer

link

packets 
of data

receiver buffer
location of

activity caused 
by a single 
data packet

Figure 2 : Messages, Routing and Packets

A task is defined to have a single instruction stream. It is assumed that its progress must only be delayed 

by message passing or by contention for processor time with other tasks on the same processor. In 

particular, it must not be delayed by accessing devices such as semaphores or critical sections directly. 

Where it is required to access data or operating system resources which are shared, it is assumed that a 

single task acts as a server task, accessing the data or resource directly and communicating with other 

tasks through messages. It is assumed that all tasks terminate and that the program as a whole always 

terminates.

The experimental parallel programs and tools described here have mostly been developed using 

INMOS’s™ ANSI C Toolset™. This is a C compiler and development environment with libraries to 

support parallel programming and facilities for configuring software to run on a defined network of 

processors. The compiled and configured software was executed on a Parsys Supemode™ [Parsys89], 

which can connect its collection of transputers™ [Transputer88] in a user-definable network. The reason 

for this choice was the availability of the Supemode™ machine and of the INMOS™ ANSI C Toolset™. 

The performance of the T800 transputers™ used in this research has now been surpassed by that of more 

recent processors. However, this does not diminish their usefulness as a low cost vehicle for research into 

parallelism, since they represent, for experimental purposes, platforms offering considerably higher 

performance. These include the transputer’s successor, the T9000™, the Texas Instruments™ 

TMS320C40™ series of processors and the Analogue Devices ADSP21060™ series, also known as the 

SHARC™. Similar system software environments include 3L Parallel C™, PAROS [Lill92] and Helios™ 

[Helios91].
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2.3 Program Behaviours

Hoare [Hoare85] developed an algebra for describing system behaviour in terms of events. For the 

purpose of this dissertation, an event in a task occurs when it reaches a particular point in its activity. In 

practice, events are recorded by the task at the points at which instrumentation code has been installed by 

the user. For example, an event might occur where the task itself starts and terminates, when a task starts 

or finishes the sending or receiving of a message or when a computation starts or finishes. Hoare explicitly 

ignores the actual timing of events; an event trace or trace records the behaviour of a task (or process, in 

Hoare’s terminology) in terms of a list of events from which time information is explicitly excluded, 

although the order is taken into account. Only the type of the event is recorded. For the purposes of this 

work, this concept of an event trace must be developed to emphasise the timing of events. An event log 

or log for a task is therefore defined as an ordered list of records, each of which consists of an event and a 

time; an event log corresponds to an event trace, but is supplemented by information on the times at which 

events took place. There is an event trace and an event log for each task in a program. It should be noted 

that units of time are arbitrary for current purposes and are not included in the examples in this chapter.

The recording, representation and display of performance information will be discussed in the next chapter. 

The example in Figure 3 presents pseudo-code for a task script. Figure 4 contrasts its event log with its 

event trace. In practice, the event type can vary in format; it may include information, such as the file 

name and line number of the source code which generated the event, or numeric information, such as the 

state of program variables.

Task Simple 
{
Event("taskStart"):
event("computeStart");
doComputation();
event("computeStop");
event("sendFirstMessageStart");
send message;
event("sendSecondMessageStop"); 
event("receiveSecondMessageStart”); 
receive message
event("receiveSecondMessageStop"); 
event("taskStop");

}

Figure 3 : Task Script
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Event Log for a simple task : 
<time> <event-type>

Event Trace 
<event-type>

0 taskStart taskStart
0 computeStart computeStart
0 computeStop computeStop
1000 sendFirstMessageStart sendF irstMessageStart
1100 sendFirstMessageStop sendFirstMessageStop
2000 receiveSecondMessageStart receiveSecondMessageStart
2200 receiveSecondMessageStop receiveSecondMessageStop
3000 taskStop taskStop

Figure 4 : Event Log and Event Trace

The load which the application presents to a particular processor or link can be represented in terms of 

grains. A computation grain is defined as a sequence of instructions to be executed between successive 

messages to or from a task. A communication grain is defined to be a block of data which is transmitted 

between two tasks. These are referred to collectively as grains. For a computation grain, the grain size is 

defined to be the time for which a grain would use the processor or link, if left to do so uninterrupted. For 

a communication grain, the grain size is the time for the message to be transmitted over a single link if 

transmission takes place without delays or interruption from other messages. Computation grains must 

contend for the use of the processor when one starts while another is busy. Therefore, a scheduling 

discipline is needed to dictate how this contention is resolved, depending on the priorities of the grains. 

One computation grain may pre-empt another, so the first becomes active and the second is delayed. A 

message is generally transmitted as a number of packets, each of which may be routed via several 

processors and transmitted over several links. Each packet may generate several periods of activity, one 

on each processor and link it uses. Packets are subject to the scheduling discipline on the processors they 

cross, but are usually at a high priority, so that they pre-empt the active grains, but are not themselves pre

empted. In principle, events may be used to record the beginning and end of all grains and thus form a 

complete record of the program’s behaviour at the application level.

If a program’s grain sizes and trace are both data-independent and deterministic and if the program has 

exclusive access to a parallel machine, the program has a unique behaviour and the relative times in its log 

are independent of input data. Such programs form the class of programs for which tuning is easiest.
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Grain sizes which are data-dependent depend on the input data or the data received in the form of a 

message from another task. They cause the program log to be data-dependent even while the trace 

remains data-independent. This is because the relative times of the events are changed by the input data 

while the sequence for each task stays fixed. This is illustrated in the example in Figure 5. Data- 

dependence of grains makes tuning more difficult, for reasons which will be explained in detail in 

Chapter 6.

Task DataDepGrain 
{
event("recvStart"); 
receive data item a; 
event("recvStop"); 
if(a>10)
result=doShortComputation(a); 

else
result=doLongComputation(a); 

event("sendStart"); 
send result; 
event(“sendStop");

}

Log : a > 10 Log : a <= 10

0 recvStart 0 recvStart
100 recvStop 100 recvStop
200 sendStart 1000 sendStart
220 sendStop 1020 sendStop

Trace : a > 10 Trace : a <= 10

recvStart recvStart
recvStop recvStop
sendStart sendStart
sendStop sendStop

Figure 5 : Logs and Traces with a Data-dependent Grain

For some programs, different computations and messages may occur for different input data, because the 

flows of control in the tasks are data-dependent. In consequence, neither the program trace nor the 

program log is data-independent, so tuning such a program to a fixed deadline presents even more severe 

difficulties. The example in Figure 6 shows the log and trace for such a task. Where a computation is 

tuned or modified during program maintenance, the grain size can be uncertain prior to the work taking 

place.

A program is deterministic if, for a given set of input data, its trace would be unaffected by arbitrary and 

artificial delays to one or more of its tasks. The traces of non-deterministic programs can be altered by 

such delays, because the tasks are written so that their behaviour depends on the order in which messages 

are received. One way in which this is done by means of a call which indicates which of a number of 

channels is ready to send or receive, blocking if necessary until one is available. A well-known example is 

the “ALT” construct in OCCam™ [Inmos88]. A pseudo-code example is presented in Figure 7. Delays 

to grains or variations in grain sizes can alter the order in which messages are sent and received in such 

tasks, altering program behaviour and functionality. It will be argued that this has the effect of making 

performance modelling and monitoring techniques inherently harder to apply.
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Task DataDependentTrace 
{
Event("recvStart"); 
receive data item a; 
event("recvStop"); 
if(a>10)
{
event("del"); 
result=doComputationl(a); 
event("sendTask1"); 
send result to Task 1;

}
else
{
event("do2"); 
result=doComputation2(a); 
event("sendTask2") 
send result to Task 2:

}
}

Log : a<10

0 recvStart
100 recvStop
101 dol
200 sendTask1

Trace : a<10

recvStart
recvStop
dol
sendTask1

Log : a>=10

0 recvStart
100 recvStop
101 do2
1000 sendTask2

Trace : a>=10

recvStart
recvStop
do2
sendTask2

Figure 6 ; A Data-Dependent Task

Task NonDeterministicTrace 
{
reeved=ALT(chan1, chan2) 
if(reeved == chanl)
{
event("recvChanIStart"); 
receive data item a from chanl; 
event("recvChanIStop");

}
if(reeved == chan2)
{
event("recvChan2Start"); 
receive data item b from chan2; 
event("recvChan2Stop");

}
}

Log : chanl 1st

0 recvChanIStart 
100 recvChanIStop 
100 taskStop

Trace : chan 1 1st

recvChanIStart 
recvChanIStop 
taskStop

Log : chan2 1st

0 recvChan2Start 
500 recvChan2Stop 
500 taskStop

Trace : chan2 1st

recvChan 2Start 
recvChan2Stop 
taskStop

Figure 7 : A Non-deterministic Task
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These classifications of program behaviour are important because real programming environments 

generally permit the user to construct programs which have data-dependent and non-deterministic traces. 

These features of the program trace can be used to address performance problems; a data-dependent trace 

allows the amount of parallelism used to be related to the amount of computation required and a non- 

deterministic trace allows load balancing. However, programs with non-deterministic trace can be very 

difficult to debug, both initially and during tuning, and programs with data-dependent traces generally have 

different behaviour for different data sets, so tuning is much more difficult. Furthermore, the costs of 

tuning programs with data-dependent or non-deterministic traces are likely to become much worse as the 

degree of parallelism and the complexity of the parallel program are increased. For this reason, this 

dissertation focuses mainly on supporting tuning for programs with deterministic and data-independent 

traces. If satisfactory performance can be obtained for such programs by tuning, there will be much less 

need to resort to program designs with data-dependent and non-deterministic traces. This will clear an 

obstacle on the path to massively parallel programs.

Very complicated tasks with deterministic traces can be written, but key problems in performance 

engineering can be illustrated for a class of programs whose tasks have with restricted behaviour. One 

such class will be termed the directed acyclic graph or DAG class, because their task graphs are 

constrained to be directed acyclic graphs. An example is shown in the top half of Figure 8. The behaviour 

of the individual tasks is also constrained in that each task receives a message on each input channel in 

sequence, performs a computation and sends a message on each output channel in sequence. Messages are 

therefore received and sent in a fixed order by each task. In diagrams of DAG programs, the order is 

specified by labelling the channels or, otherwise, by a “left-to-right, top-to-bottom” convention. The 

behaviour of all the tasks can be iterated a number of times, provided that each task in the program 

performs the same number of iterations. An example showing pseudo-code for a DAG node is shown in 

the bottom half of Figure 8. The data items D l and D2 received from V and W on channels VtoT and 

WtoT are processed by the function TaskFunc to produce a pair of results R1 and R2 to be sent as 

messages to X  and Y on channels TtoX and ToY respectively.
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DAG Task Graph

Script for Task T
for
{

3 iterations

recv data Dl on VtoT; 
recv data D2 on WtoT; 
Rl,R2=TaskFunc(Dl,D2) 
send R1 on TtoX; 
send R2 on TtoY;

Figure 8 : DAG Task Graph and Task Script

DAG programs are a particularly good starting-point in the study of performance engineering because they 

have deterministic and data-independent traces. The trace is therefore fixed, even when the grain sizes are 

data-dependent Despite their restricted structure, DAG programs illustrate the risks which must be 

managed through performance engineering. Firstly, they can behave in complex ways, with message 

delays and contention between grains. Secondly, DAG programs can have data-dependent grain sizes, so 

they illustrate the risk from data-dependence. Thirdly, during program development, the grains may be 

implemented or modified, so grain sizes can be uncertain. Finally, since it is possible to build DAG 

programs which are large and complex, they illustrate the issues involved in performance engineering to 

achieve massive parallelism. For these reasons, DAG programs will be used to illustrate many of the 

concepts dealt with in this dissertation.

DAG programs have been used in the past in modelling parallel programs. For example, PAWS [Pease91], 

a tool to assist in parallel machine research and design by simulating the same program on different 

machines, models the application as a dataflow graph, with its communication parameters derived fi'om 

benchmark measurements on real machines. DAG programs, as defined here, strongly resemble dataflow 

graph programs and their models. A further consideration is that graphical programming environments for 

parallel systems are frequently based on a computational paradigm which closely resembles that of DAG 

programs; an example is the Pegasus™ Toolset from Jovian Systems Incorporated [Jovian95].

In practical situations, however, the restriction to DAG tasks is not always acceptable. Limitations in the 

amount of memory available, the way in which algorithms access data, the need to use system software and 

the structure of the computation mean that tasks must send and receive messages in an arbitrary order. In
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parallelising a serial program, for example, it is quicker to achieve performance improvements by 

parallelising certain loops than by re-structuring the entire program as a DAG program; the initiating task 

must send out data messages and then receive results. Similarly, the computation may be data-dependent, 

so the capability to send and receive messages in data-dependent order is important. Finally, non- 

deterministic task behaviour is important in balancing uneven computational loads, in detecting errors in 

the behaviour of the program and in responding to external data sources. For this reason. Chapter 7 

discusses how tuning techniques can be applied to non-DAG programs.

Figure 9 shows the distinctions between programs which are important in this dissertation. The parts of 

the classification space which are not shown are not considered in detail. The tuning of DAG programs 

with data-independent grains is the starting point for the discussion; this issue is dealt with in Chapters 4 

and 5. At the end of Chapter 5, a contrast is drawn between the highly simplified properties of DAG 

programs and the much more complex properties of many applications, illustrated with reference to an 

application which was successfully tuned using performance monitoring and then modelled using discrete 

event simulation techniques. This contrast motivates much of the work that follows. The discussion is 

extended to the tuning of DAG programs with data-dependent grains in Chapter 6 and to the tuning of 

programs with non-DAG tasks, data-dependent traces and non-deterministic traces in Chapter 7.

DAG tasksnon-DAG tasks

deterministic trace

data-dependent trace

non-deterministic trace

data-independent trace

task graph programs

data-dependent grains data-independent grains

Figure 9 : Classification Diagram for Task Graph Programs
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2.4 Examples of DAG Programs

The DAG class of programs contains examples of various different types of parallelism, despite the fact 

that only a subset of the facilities available in most program development environments are used. In this 

section, example programs illustrating the farm, pipeline and array parallel program paradigms.

In the farm paradigm, a sender task sends messages to a number of worker tasks, which perform 

computations and send the results on to a receiver task. Often, the sender and receiver are mapped onto 

one processor, while each worker is mapped onto one of a number of other processors. This basic 

arrangement is illustrated in Figure 10, but it can be developed in several ways. Many worker tasks may be 

mapped onto each processor, in order to keep the processor busy during communication delays. Also, 

buffer tasks may be placed on the worker processors. Their role is to receive work packets from the 

sender and hold them in readiness while the worker task is occupied. The buffer task is therefore a simple 

DAG node with a single input and a single output which sends on each message which it receives. A chain 

of buffer tasks can be used to allow a number of data items to be held in readiness in this way. This 

pattern of processing is appropriate whenever a series of data items from a file or from an array are to be 

processed in an identical way and independently of one another. It is therefore important in commercial 

computing when there are many data records, such as pay-roll records, to be processed, in scientific 

processing when a physical model must be evaluated for different data values and in database searching 

when there are several sections of the database to search, each held by a different task.

Figure 11 illustrates the implementation of a pipeline program, in which a computation is performed in 

stages for a number of data items, as a DAG program with a task for each stage. Each task receives a 

message from its predecessor, performs some work and sends a message to its successor, with the first and 

last tasks acting as a source and a sink. As with the farm, this may be tuned in a number of ways. Unless 

each task is mapped onto a different processor, it is possible to tune the mapping of tasks to processors. 

Also, buffer tasks can be introduced between stages so data can be received and held in readiness while the 

previous computation is taking place, thus keeping the processor busy. Pipeline processing can be 

important where a time series is to be processed, so that stages of the computation must retain some state 

over a sequence of data items; important examples are signal processing and the tracking of a target in a 

series of images. A further important use of a pipeline is when the computation breaks down naturally into 

a number of stages.
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workerA

workerB

sender receiver

workerC

workerD

Figure 10 : The Processor Farm as a DAG Program

W

X

Figure 11 : A Pipeline Implemented as a DAG Program
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In the array paradigm, a computation is split among a number of stages and among an array of parallel 

tasks for each stage. Each performs a cycle of receiving results from previous stages, working and sending 

results on to further stages, with a single initiating task just sending messages and a final task just receiving 

them. The array of tasks generally corresponds to an array of processors in one, two or more dimensions; 

communications are often between neighbours in the array. The task topology is illustrated for a one

dimensional array and a four-stage computation in Figure 12. The array paradigm is important in physical 

modelling and image processing. The model or image is sent out by the initiating task so that the spatial 

dimensions of the model or image and task array dimensions correspond. Each vertical column of tasks is 

mapped onto a separate processor. The bulk of the data passes from one stage to the next without 

crossing a link between processors. The messages passed between processors represent the image or 

model data at the border between the processor’s territories. Results from adjacent regions are needed to 

allow the computation to proceed near the regions of overlap between the processors. In Figure 12, the 

ordering labels are omitted to avoid cluttering the diagram; indeed, determining the best order of messages 

may be one of the goals of tuning. As with the farm and the pipeline, tuning may also involve the insertion 

of buffer tasks to allow for delays in the communications between processors.

initiating task

first stage of processing 

second stage of processing

third stage of processing 

final stage of processing

terminating task 

Figure 12 : ID Geometric Array
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2.5 Types of Tuning

This section classifies the different types of tuning modifications, in order to indicate the scope of the 

problem of tuning in terms of the costs incurred. The analysis in Chapter 5, where the structure of the 

tuning space is discussed, will build on the classification presented here.

The classification is not based on formal experimental evidence. It is difficult to design representative and 

repeatable experiments to measure costs, because tuning tasks and human subjects vary in ways which are 

difficult to characterise in general terms. Furthermore, this variability would make any general results 

which could be established hard to apply to the prediction of costs in specific situations. In particular, the 

following factors cause difficulties;

□  selection of the sample of tuning tasks to observe;

□  selection of the sample of human subjects to observe;

□  limited opportunities for measurements in actual software projects;

□  disturbance of measurements in actual software projects by factors in the working 

environment;

□  reproduction of real-world conditions and motivations in the laboratory;

□  effects of observation and measurement on the time to complete a task;

□  variability of results for a given subject for a given task and the difficulties of measuring this

variability;

□  variability of results between subjects for a given task;

□  decline of the value of the results over time due to developments in software engineering 

tools and technologies.

An alternative is to make estimates of the properties of tuning tasks. The justifications for this are as 

follows:

□  estimation is normal industrial practice in software engineering and in other professions;

□  estimates can be reviewed and challenged by other practitioners;

□  estimates can be supported by anecdotal evidence;

□  for many purposes, only order of magnitude accuracy is required.

The estimates are significant in that they provide an indication of the likely order of magnitude of the 

improvements to be expected fi’om the tuning. If a reader does not accept the estimates, a different view 

of the significance of the research presented may be held and there may also be a different view as to the 

direction of the arguments. For this reason, the process of estimation has been made more systematic and 

explicit by examining the nature of the tuning tasks to be undertaken and the types of work involved. Even
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if there is substantial disagreement as to the estimates or if they are found inapplicable in a particular set of 

circumstances, the arguments presented provide a basis for further developments of the argument using 

more acceptable or applicable estimates. Furthermore, consideration of the conclusions and their 

significance allows judgements to be made as to whether the considerable effort required to test the 

assumptions empirically would be worthwhile.

There are a number of different types of modifications which can be considered. These can be classified 

into four types by the nature of the modification and the order of magnitude of their cost :

□  event tuning;

□  grain tuning;

□  parallelism tuning;

□  hardware tuning.

The aim of event tuning is to improve the timing of events so that the program as a whole executes more 

quickly. There are usually many possibilities to choose from. The following are among the program 

properties which may be modified;

□  mapping of tasks;

□  priority of tasks;

□  order of messages sent or received by a task;

□  number of buffer tasks between principal tasks.

Often, these modifications can be implemented in a matter of minutes by changing numerical values in the 

program source; the computation source code, the task structure, the specifications of the computations 

and the hardware are not modified during event tuning. For this reason, the cost of each change is often 

low, with the time to implement the change ranging from seconds to a matter of minutes, but the total 

number of possibilities in event tuning can be very large, so the overall cost can still be significant.

Grain tuning seeks to improve performance by reducing the load the program presents to the hardware. 

The goals are to reduce the grain sizes by reducing the lengths of computations on a single processor and 

by making the data structures sent and received as messages more compact. The changes must be 

conceived, implemented, tested and debugged. However, the task structure and the hardware are kept 

fixed and the changes are concentrated in sections of the program source code which concern a particular 

computation or data structure. The work involved in grain tuning can be considerable, typically a few 

hours or days of effort. The author has had direct experience of this type of problem in tuning serial 

software for fingerprint recognition and in refining the implementation of performance monitoring tools.

Parallelism tuning involves changing the degree of parallelism in the program. An important example is 

the parallélisation of an existing grain to form several grains, but parallelism tuning may also include the re

arrangement of the computations so the program can be parallelised in a different way. Such modifications
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are often complex and may take a considerable time, because data-dependencies between different parts of 

a computation make the re-organisation of the computations complex. The modifications must be 

analysed, implemented, tested and debugged with great care. Even at their most straightforward, these 

tasks take a few hours, but they can take as long as a few weeks. These estimates are consistent with the 

experience of the author and his colleagues at CRL in building and maintaining parallel programs and 

programs to test performance monitoring tools.

Hardware tuning may involve changing any of the following hardware properties;

□  number of processors;

□  type of processors;

□  processor connectivity.

Since this may involve the acquisition or development of extra hardware or different hardware and the 

modification of software to run on that hardware, this type of tuning can involve considerable costs.

The most drastic modifications involve the re-design of the program by altering the algorithms used. By 

contrast, with grain tuning, re-design allows different types of parallelism to be exploited and is not 

focused on particular computations or messages. The costs involved are likely to be much larger, 

comparable with the costs of the initial project, so re-design should be dealt with on the same basis as the 

initial design of the program. This dissertation will not address the issue of design and re-design, since a 

great deal of other research has been carried out in this field, notably [Hart96]. However, the techniques 

and methods developed here for tuning may well be found applicable to design by future researchers. In 

particular, an important focus for future research may be to re-use as much of existing programs as 

possible, thus controlling costs and risks, so it may be appropriate to combine the techniques of tuning and 

design.

The exact figures for the costs of tuning will obviously vary according to circumstances. For example, if 

hardware can be reconfigured under software control, the cost of such hardware modifications will be far 

less, and, if performance is time-critical, higher costs will be tolerable. Nevertheless, it is possible to make 

a distinction between types of tuning which differ in costs by orders of magnitude. In Chapter 5, these 

large differences will be the basis for treating the tuning space as having a tree structure.

2.6 Summary

Q Task traces can be deterministic or non-deterministic, data-independent or data-dependent.

DAG program traces are deterministic and data-independent. Grain sizes can be data- 

independent or data-dependent and can be uncertain during tuning. The types of programs 

which are to be considered in this research were summarised in Figure 9.

□  DAG programs illustrate the performance risks which arise from complex behaviour, despite 

being deterministic programs with data-independent traces and relatively simple program 

structure.
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□  While DAG programs can be built to represent some common parallel programming 

paradigms, existing programs are generally not written as DAG programs.

□  There are three key types of tuning, which involve radically different costs: event tuning, 

grain tuning and parallelism tuning, in ascending order of cost and potential benefit.
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3. Performance Tools

3.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to highlight the problems in applying state of the art performance engineering 

techniques to the management of performance risk. The techniques to be discussed are performance model 

analysis, performance visualisation, performance monitoring and performance model simulation

3.2 Performance Engineering Techniques

The most direct way to study application behaviour for tuning purposes is to record the behaviour of the 

application itself There has therefore has been a very great deal of research into the design of 

performance monitoring tools, which support performance tuning by measuring and recording the run

time behaviour of an implemented program. The results of this monitoring are displayed by a performance 

visualisation tool in some convenient form; visualisation tools are also widely researched.

Performance modelling techniques process a partial description of a program to produce a partial 

prediction of the program behaviour. Model analysis techniques process the program description by 

mathematical analysis, whereas model simulation techniques, to be discussed later, do so by exercising the 

model using a computer. The description and prediction are partial in that they are generally focused on 

those aspects of the program and of program behaviour which are most relevant to performance. 

Conventionally, modelling techniques are used to support the specification and design phases of 

development. A series of models are developed to investigate different design alternatives. Model analysis 

is used to make an initial estimate of the performance to be expected from a design. The typical 

motivations are to identify performance problems, to compare the performance of designs or to estimate 

performance of a program design. This may be followed by performance simulation, which allows more 

detailed modelling. This approach to the management of software engineering risk through a series of 

models was suggested by Boehm [Boehm88].

Whereas authors such as Hart [Hart96] have developed the use of performance models for program 

prototyping and design, the modelling approach developed here addresses the problem of tuning an 

existing program. Again, the Boehm approach of model refinement, namely model analysis followed by 

model simulation, is followed. However, the model analysis carried out is based on the visualisation of the 

results of performance monitoring and the model simulation should also be based on information drawn 

from the original program.

3.3 Ëet f̂ormance Visualisation

Without performance tools, the diagnosis of performance problems is a major cause of cost and of error in 

tuning parallel programs. For this reason, researchers have developed many tools for visualising the 

behaviour of parallel programs. The information to be displayed is usually supplied by performance 

monitoring or perfbrmance modelling tools, which will be discussed in the sections which follow. While the
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features offered by the tools vary widely, the basic purpose of each is to show the user what happened, on 

which processor and when [Aikawa92], The concept of event logs was introduced in the previous chapter 

as a means of understanding program behaviour By displaying such an event log graphically, it is possible 

to assist in determining the causes of performance problems in terms of the program’s source code and 

behaviour.

Where there are many event records, however, summary or aggregate information is necessary to show the 

nature of a problem and which events are most relevant In particular, graphs of the utilisation of 

processors or links can be plotted against time. The information plotted is expressed as a percentage, 

which changes over time; in VPB/Mon™, the utilisation is recorded and displayed over a series of 

juxtaposed time intervals, showing which processors or links are unexpectedly busy or idle and when. The 

event logs for the tasks on those processors can then be examined for the relevant time period. 

VPB/View™ [Gulley91] [Gulley92] [Gulley94], the tool conceived, designed and prototyped by the 

author and later developed by colleagues at CRL, implements this idea by displaying a stack of graphs. 

Each is a graph of processor or link utilisation or a plot of an event log. All are plotted according to a 

common time frame and the data can be navigated using a pan, zoom and graph selection facilities, 

allowing the relevant data to be selected rapidly. Utilisation information can extend the usefulness of 

performance visualisation, but not infinitely. Visualisation tools inevitably become less effective when the 

program behaviour is complex, due to a high level of concurrency on each processor, a large volume of 

communication or a large number of tasks and processors. This research concentrates on the cases in 

which visualisation tools are an effective aid to performance diagnosis, so excess program complexity is 

therefore a limitation on the effectiveness of the tuning methods to be discussed.

The tools closest to VPB/View™ in form and fonction are IMON^“ and ParaGraph [Heath91]. The 

display component of the IMON^“ monitoring tool, from INMOS^“, displays processor utilisation 

information in the form of a graph stack [Xmon92]. However, although this tool displays the time in 

various tasks and at various priorities and profiles the time in each function, it does not display event 

information, so it is hard to relate the information on utilisation over time to the source code of the parallel 

application. On the other hand, ParaGraph displays only event information against time. The information 

in the utilisation displays is inferred by virtue of the fact that, for the systems in question, tasks do not 

contend for use of the processors. However, this approach does not work where there are concurrent 

tasks on a processor and where there are substantial overheads associated with routing messages across 

processors. VPB/View™ combines event information and utilisation information in a single stack of 

graphs. Event information is needed for detailed diagnosis, but utilisation information is needed to provide 

a summary of aggregate program behaviour which allows the user to identify the performance problem and 

choose event information to be examined in detail.

Suggestions for solutions to performance problems can often be formulated rapidly once the nature of the 

problem is known. For example, if a processor is over-loaded, solutions might include reducing the grain 

sizes of the tasks which run on it, altering the task priorities, re-distributing loads between processors.
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using more processors or using a more powerful processor. Event information can assist in understanding 

behaviour in detail so as to identify which grains of processing and which messages are most relevant to 

the problem.

A specific example of the use of VPB/View™ is illustrated in Figure 13, which shows the output which 

results from monitoring a processor farm using the monitoring tool VPB/Mon™, to be discussed in the 

next section. The task on processor ROOT  sends one message in turn to each of processors P I, P2 

and P3, which each perform a computation and return a result, in the form of a series o f messages, to the 

recv task on the processor ROOT. This is repeated four times. The work performed by each processor is 

manifested by the utilisation graphs labelled with the processor names The communications result in link 

traffic, as shown by the link utilisation graphs, labelled Link 0, Link I etc Events associated with the tasks 

wkrl, wkr2 and wkr3 show when the work takes place, this naturally corresponds to times when the 

processor is busy. Further events have been generated in the msgs sent rows of the display to indicate the 

timing of the first and second messages in the series.

File Edit View Wwdew HcIb

ROOT 
l-^ U m k O

I #  URk D

^0 m sgs sent

U*k1
U nk2 
wkr2 
0 m sgs seal

Link 4 
wkr3 
0 m sgs sent

Figure 13 : VPB/View Example

The first type o f tuning to consider is event tuning. The results show that there is a mismatch of load 

between the processors doing the work. This is because P I is, in fact, a slower processor than P2 and P3. 

There is a further loss of performance because ROOT  devotes itself to supervision, rather than productive 

computation One way to improve matters would be to off-load some of the work from PI onto ROOT. 

There are also delays in sending messages back to the ROOT processor, as shown by the msgs sent events. 

The square event markers represents the initiation o f the first message and there is a considerable delay 

before the second message, represented by the golf flag marker. A large number of messages follow in 

rapid succession until the final one is sent, as represented by the tridents. This is confirmed by the timing
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of the message traffic on the links between the worker processors and back to the ROOT processor. A 

possible cause of the is the fact that the processors are connected in the chain topology, as shown in the 

diagram on the bottom right hand side; connecting processors directly would ameliorate this problem. An 

alternative way to improve matters would be to introduce additional buffer tasks on the worker processors 

and on ROOT, these would ensure that message transmissions are concurrent, as opposed to being 

serialised in the current implementation.

A more expensive way to improve performance is by grain tuning. Reduction in the sizes of grains on PI 

would be likely to have a considerable effect and it is possible that reductions in message sizes might also 

produce an improvement. However, grain size reductions for the computation grains on ROOT may be 

just as expensive to achieve, but would not produce a significant performance improvement.

Yet more expensive is the possibility of parallelism tuning. The first alternative would be to parallelise the 

grains on PI. Secondly, it would be possible to expand the number of processors in the machine by a 

factor of four and carry out each package of work on a different processor. A further alternative would be 

to replace PI with a faster processor, equivalent to P2 or P3.

3.4 Performance Monitoring

VPB/Mon™, a performance monitoring tools prototyped and developed by the author at CRL, combines 

utilisation monitoring for processors and links with event monitoring. It produces a file of information 

suitable for display by VPB/View™. The utilisation information allows the nature of the performance 

problem to be understood, by giving an overview of program behaviour. Event monitoring allows the 

cause of the problem to be understood. This is the case whether performance depends on minimising the 

load on a particular processor or link or whether it depends on minimising the delays on a critical path.

There are many papers describing monitoring tools and an extensive survey is given in [VanRiek92]. An 

example of a tool which provides event information is the TOPSYS Toolset [Bemmerl90]. This includes a 

performance monitoring tool called PATOP and a debugging tool called DETOP, which both use event 

information derived fi’om hardware and software monitoring. A further example of an event-based 

monitoring is that provided by the Portable Instrumented Communication Library [Geist92] which writes a 

file of data to be displayed by the ParaGraph visualisation tools. Other tools provide a record of the 

utilisation of processors and links over time; an example of processor utilisation monitoring is the IMON™ 

tool, which is a component of the INMOS Inquest Toolset™. A design for a module to measure 

utilisation was presented in [Jones90].

The initial version of VPB/Mon™ was developed by the author for the PAROS kernel, an operating 

system developed under ESPRIT Project 2528, Supemode II. It has subsequently been ported to run on 

INMOS™ C for transputers and for 3L Parallel C™ for Texas Instruments™ TMS320C40s™. The 

VPB Toolset™ has been developed by a team of people at CRL. The author was responsible for the 

conception, design and development of the original PAROS prototype and also for the design and 

development of the monitoring component of the VPB Toolset™ under INMOS C™ for transputers and
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for 3L Parallel C™ for the Texas Instruments TMS320C40™. He was project manager during the latter 

stages of the development of the TMS320C40™ product, up to and including the first released version. 

The detailed design of the VPB/Mon™ tool is described and discussed in Chapter 8.

The purpose of performance monitoring tools is to locate performance problems and hence propose 

solutions in the form of series of modifications. The principal difficulty is that the effectiveness of tuning 

modifications cannot generally be accurately predicted on the basis of the program’s original behaviour. 

This unpredictability arises from the complexity of parallel behaviour, as discussed in Chapter 1. The 

uncertainty is even greater when tuning requires several modifications.

The result is that tuning consists of expensive iterations. On the waterfall model of the software life cycle 

defined by [Boehm76], this can be represented by “tuning loops”, as illustrated in Figure 14. The problem 

is that these tuning loops can be very expensive, so the number of modifications which can be evaluated is 

limited by budgetary constraints. Without the high costs of these tuning loops, tuning could be carried out 

by evaluating large numbers of alternatives until a successful series of modifications is identified. It is the 

cost of modifications and the limited resources available which make the problem an important and difficult 

one.

tuning
loops

performance
monitoring

design

test

tune

specification

implementation

Figure 14 : Performance Monitoring and the Software Life Cycle

The existence of these problems with costs can be confirmed by interpreting three reports from the 

literature. Capon et al. [CaponS9] used a tool for recording program events to examine the behaviour of a 

parallel compiler; the tools gave useful insights into how the various parts of the program interacted, but 

several tuning experiments of considerable cost were needed in order to produce worthwhile 

improvements in performance. Otto et al. [Otto89A], referred to in Chapter 1, used monitoring to tune a 

parallel chess program running on a hypercube of processors, but, after several tuning attempts, an 

expensive dynamic load balancing scheme had to be used to make use of previously idle processor time.
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Flowers et al. [Flower91] used the monitoring facilities of the Express operating system to show which 

parts of their finite element sofl:ware were consuming most processing power and therefore required 

attention during tuning; several tuning iterations were required, each of which resulted in substantial costs 

being incurred.

Data-dependent program behaviour is a second source of problems. Even if the program is tuned to meet 

specification for one data set, the specification may not be met for other data sets. Hence, even though 

tuning appears successfiil, the program may fail to deliver the specified performance during subsequent 

testing or when the program is in operation. The latter failure is particularly important where performance 

is safety-critical, so the issue of data-dependence is discussed in detail in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

3.5 Model Analysis

In using model analysis to predict the performance of a parallel program, there is a often a conflict between 

exactitude and generality; a general technique which is inexact exposes the project to risk and an exact 

technique which is not general limits the scope of program design. A key limitation of model analysis at 

the state of the art is that simple, low-cost techniques have proved to be either accurate, but specific to 

particular types of parallel application, or general, but very approximate. For example, Pritchard’s model 

analysis [Pritchard90] of a farm computation is accurate, but it is applicable only for the specialised case in 

which a “farm” of worker transputers'"^ send messages of a constant size to a “master” transputer™. The 

analytical method used to address this problem was a form of recursive linear programming. However, 

this would become excessively complicated either for two-way message traffic or for variable grain sizes. 

In a further example, Pritchard modelled a two-dimensional geometrical array computation mapping a two- 

dimensional physical model defined over a rectangle of space onto an array of transputers™, as shown in 

Figure 15. The computation comprised alternating phases of computation and exchange of border results 

between neighbouring processors. The simple model predicted the improvement in performance produced 

by using concurrency between communication and computation. For simple array computations, it delivers 

useful information for low cost, but, as with the farm model, more sophisticated model analysis techniques 

are needed to predict performance for other types of parallel program.
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Figure 15 : 2D Geometric Array Computation

To achieve greater generality, several researchers have developed variants on the “speedup model”, by 

which run-times are calculated by dividing the work among the number of processors Amdahl’s important 

refinement to this [Amdahl67] took serial portions of the program into account, revealing the important 

general limitation that the run-time is at least as long as the serial portions of the program. 

Gustafson [Gustafson88] used the same model to argue that, while run-time cannot be decreased, 

parallelism can still be used to address larger or more detailed problems without significantly increasing the 

overall run-time. Gelenbe [Gelenbe89] developed Amdahl’s model to take load balancing and 

communications into account; this illustrates the limits o f Amdahl’s model in that, when such effects are 

large and are combined, they give rise to behavioural complexity outside the scope o f low-cost model 

analysis. To see why this is so, consider the DAG farm introduced in Chapter 2. A simple parallel 

application is that o f a farm which involves using N  processors to carry out N  portions o f a computation, 

each of which take time T. If the initial and final serial portions of the program take times t l  and t2 and if 

the times to communicate data and results are neglected, the time for the program can be reduced from 

t I+N.T^t2  to t l^ T+t2. This produces important benefits if t l  and t2 are much smaller than T or, as 

Gustafson pointed out [Gustafson88], if N  is large. The ideal behaviour of such a farm computation is 

depicted as a chart of processor activity against time in the upper half of Figure 16.

The behaviour o f a parallel application with a superficially simple design can become complex for several 

reasons, so that simplistic application of performance analysis is no longer appropriate. Firstly, if 

communication times are not negligible, worker processors must wait for data and the master must wait 

for the results Secondly, the grain sizes can vary in length between tasks. Finally, the master can only
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proceed to end the computation when all processors have finished their work. The overall effect is that the 

performance achieved may be much worse than the ideal, such a behaviour is depicted in the lower half of 

Figure 16.
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worker 2 

worker 1 

master

worker 4 
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idealised

tl t l+ T
H--------
tl+T + t2

realistic

Figure 16 : Idealised and Realistic Behaviour of a Processor Farm

Hence, low cost analysis techniques applicable to programs in general tend to be very approximate. In 

Chapter 4, analysis techniques will be developed which define an upper limit on what can be achieved 

through tuning. Because they define limits on performance, rather than estimates of performance, such 

models can be valid and applicable across a wide range of programs. These models will be shown to be 

useful for predicting when a program cannot be tuned to meet specification or cannot be tuned to meet the 

specification consistently. To predict when a program will meet specification, other techniques are needed.

3.6 Model Simulation

To predict the effects o f tuning more precisely, model simulation tools are required. A computer program 

can be used to process a description of a discrete-event model of a parallel computation and thus 

determine the behaviour of the model.

These techniques were originally developed so that software designs could be developed without the costs 

and other problems associated with using parallel hardware. The cost of using parallel hardware is often 

seen as a pressing problem because there may be reluctance to allow the use of expensive parallel 

computers for the purposes of performance experiments. Even the cheaper parallel machines costs 

$100 000 [Thompson96], which gives a weekly costs in excess of $1000 per week if the investment is
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written off over 2 years (100 weeks). Since more advanced machines can cost multiple orders of 

magnitude more than this, significant savings can sometimes be made by avoiding the use of the target 

hardware for tuning, particularly for programs with long run-times. Other issues arise for other types of 

parallel system. For example, the performance tuning of parallel software on a shared system, such as a 

distributed network of workstations in active use, can be problematic; either tuning causes delays and 

inconvenience to other users of the network or the results of the test are disturbed by the activities of other 

users. In embedded systems development, it is not uncommon for software to be developed concurrently 

with the hardware, so that the latter is unavailable until late in the project’s life. Where time-to-market is a 

key concern, delays during the performance testing and tuning of a program with a long run-time may be 

unacceptable. At the state of the art, these issues of hardware availability during program design are 

addressed by discrete event model simulation tools. They provide the ability to test program performance 

on a lower cost platform which is readily available in a reduced time-scale.

The simplest type of model represents program activities as tokens flowing around a network of nodes. An 

important example is SES/workbench™ [SES89], a product for constructing graphical models from a 

library of components. TeamivorA/SIM™ provides such a model in the context of a Computer Aided 

Software Engineering environment [Teamwork90]. Both tools use queues of tokens to model the effects 

of contention between concurrent program activities for processing and data communication resources. 

To model data-dependent behaviour, nodes must be able to distinguish between different types of token. 

This idea is implemented in the ADAS™ simulation system [Frank85], which models the flow of 

“coloured” tokens through a network of nodes, with each different colour resulting in a different behaviour 

at each node. Data dependence can also be represented by behaviour determined on a random basis.

For efficient “tuning” of the model to predict the effects of modifications to the system, the hardware and 

software components in the model must be kept separate [Herzog92]. The Parallel System Evaluation 

Environment [Luque92] extends this to system software by providing a model component in a library 

which represents the routing of messages between processors. This is important in ensuring that a low 

cost model can take the important effects of communication loads into account. The principle is that 

simulated computation and simulated communication are carried out in the model to represent the actual 

work and communication carried out when messages are transmitted across a network of processors.

Models based on the flow of tokens have limitations, in that the text model or graphical model input by the 

user is not usually a direct representation of the program. This imposes costs in translating information 

from a successful model to an implementation or vice versa. For this reason, several tools have been 

developed to allow the program to be developed within the modelling environment. The model is 

extracted from the source code supplied and model simulation is then used to predict the program’s 

behaviour. For successful programs, the source code entered into the modelling environment is used to 

generate the final program. The key motivation for this kind of tool, as discussed above, is to avoid or 

delay the use of parallel hardware, thus reducing costs during the feasibility study phases of a project.
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There are several examples of this approach. Papadopoulos [Papa89] combines a tracing and profiling 

tool, which estimates performance, with a monitoring tool, which measures it. Other examples are 

SIMON [Fuji85] and the OCCam™ simulator of Biurkov [Biriukov91]. TCAS [BinQin91] uses both 

mathematical analysis and simulation to predict parallel performance in a shared-memory environment. 

Muppet [Muehl86] places greater emphasis on debugging and on experimentation with abstract machines 

with different characteristics. HAMLET [HAMLET95] permits the emulation of a parallel program on a 

workstation, followed by the generation of a parallel application. Hypertool [Wu90] takes serial code as 

input; this code can be tested and debugged on a serial machine. The program is partitioned for 

parallélisation purposes at the level of program procedures and functions. Performance is predicted 

through a simulation, but the extra feature is that an executable parallel application can be generated. This 

is important because it allows the program to be developed, executed and debugged in a serial environment 

on an on going basis. Potentially, this reduces the costs of performance tuning and software maintenance.

The problem with such hardware replacement tools from the performance tuning perspective is that they 

demand the development of computation source code for the programs before performance can be 

predicted. This is very useful if hardware costs predominate or if research is to be undertaken in the 

absence of hardware. As the costs of hardware fall, however, software costs can be expected to become 

more significant and the considerable costs which must be incurred to implement or engineer parallel 

software become a problem. There is great uncertainty as to whether the generated simulation, or indeed 

the program generated from it, will perform adequately. The costs of parallel code development are at 

stake with respect to the performance risk and will be lost if performance is inadequate. Even in the case 

of Hypertool, the serial code must be re-engineered to be suitable for parallélisation, so substantial 

software engineering costs will still be incurred when adapting existing serial programs to exploit this 

environment.

For this reason. Hart developed a simulation tool called TRANSIM™, which introduced the idea of an 

analogous model programming language designed to resemble that of the parallel programming language 

to be used for implementation [Hart90] [Hart94] [Hart96]. Hence, the finished model forms a convenient 

starting-point from which full programs can be developed. However, in place of the code specifying the 

program’s computations, the user may place statements to specify the amount of computational work to be 

performed. In consequence, source code of computations need not be supplied to the model and the user 

can abstract from the details of computation and the costs of their development until the design of the 

parallelism has been determined. It is thus possible to evaluate tuning alternatives for greatly reduced 

software and hardware costs and remove much of the overhead of creating software solely for modelling 

purposes. The principle of analogous simulation is illustrated Figure 17. The model version can be built 

without the computation functionC having been implemented; all that is required is an estimate of the time 

it takes to run. There is no need to incur the costs of implementing computations, since the mode can be 

constructed without them, so the costs at stake are greatly reduced.
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Task in a DAG Program Model of the task
DAGTaskC() ModelOfDAGTaskC()
{ {

byte msgAflOOO], msgB[5000];
byte msgDflO];
receive msgA from task A; receiveSimu1atedMessage(1000, fromA)
receive msgB from task B; receiveSimulatedMessage(5000, fromB)
msgD = functionC(msgA, msgB); doSimulatedWork(4 seconds);
send msgD to task D; sendSimulatedMessage(10 bytes, toD);

} }

Figure 17 : Analogous Simulation

The syntax of the TRANSIM™ model programming language is analogous to the syntax of the 

programming language OCCam™ [INMGSSS]. The models “execute” on a faithful scheduling model of 

the INMOS™ transputer™ The major drawback with TRANSIM™ is that there is no model component 

which represents message routing automatically. This is important because the use of message routing 

reduces the costs of tuning the program dramatically. It allows any task to be placed on any processor. 

The user of TRANSIM™ must implement the message routing in the model and in the corresponding 

program by hand. Tuning the mapping of tasks to processors therefore involves large software costs, even 

for the model.

The VPB/Sim™ tool [Gulley91], [GuUey92], [Gulley94] also permits an analogous simulation to be built, 

but combines this with the idea of simulating routing automatically, as introduced for PSEE. This was 

done so that the effects of communication can be modelled for minimal user effort and so that the mapping 

of tasks to processors can be tuned in the model, as with the program itself, for a low cost. A detailed 

description and discussion of the design of this simulation tool is presented in Chapter 8.

3.7 Perfect and Imperfect Tools

A widely researched problem in performance monitoring is that of perturbation, whereby the processing 

activity caused by monitoring disturbs the behaviour of the target application. Real monitoring tools for 

monitoring program events require some action on the part of the program itself and by components of the 

monitoring software. Bourret and Gros [BourretSO] compared measurements from hardware- and 

software-based monitoring tools in order to study the size and nature of errors which arise from 

disturbance to the application caused by the software monitoring tools. The tools aflFect program 

behaviour and record the event log imprecisely.

In this dissertation, a perfect performance monitoring tool is defined as an ideal performance monitoring 

tool which records the event log of the program behaviour and the processor and link utilisation both 

completely and precisely and which does so without disturbing program behaviour. Real performance 

monitoring tools provide incomplete information, which can lead to mistakes in problem diagnosis.
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Furthermore, real performance monitoring tools also disturb program behaviour. The perfect monitoring 

tool therefore represents a limit on what can be achieved by reducing perturbation and otherwise 

improving the quality of monitoring tools.

In a theoretical paper, Stramm and Bermann [Stramm90] discuss the comparison and refinement of 

models; they argue that it is possible to show that one model is a better predictor of performance than 

another. Many of the analyses in this dissertation, by contrast, will be developed in terms of a perfect 

model of a parallel program. This is defined as a model which can be simulated to reproduce the event log 

of an equivalent program with identical grain sizes exactly. In practice, models are imperfect, so they 

produce event logs which are inexact. The problems of model imperfection will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 8 with particular reference to VPB/Sim™. The importance of the perfect model concept to the 

analysis of tuning methods is that it represents the best that can be done by improving the accuracy of 

modelling tools.

By using these idealised concepts of perfect tools, it is possible to separate issues concerning practical 

tools fi'om more fundamental issues concerning methods for using performance tools. Discussion of 

limitations arising from the tools themselves can be postponed until more fundamental problems 

concerning tuning methods have been discussed for the ideal case. This is important, because there were 

found to be three major problems with using performance tools which are solely concerned with the way 

they are used. These problems apply even if the models are perfect. Firstly, the costs of building an 

analogous simulation model are relatively high; these costs are an overhead if the design proceeds and are 

written off if the design fails. Secondly, modelling cannot be applied to an existing program to evaluate 

proposed tuning modifications without considerable effort to analyse and simulate the operation of the 

program. Finally, grain sizes and message sizes can be data-dependent or uncertain, so that a program can 

have many different behaviours. These problems and their solutions will be analysed in detail in 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7, respectively. The issue of applying the results of these analyses to imperfect tools is 

dealt with in Chapter 8.

3.8 Integrating Tools

This research will evaluate methods by which different tools can be used together to support the tuning of 

deterministic programs. Such methods are easier to use if the tools which support them are integrated. It 

is therefore appropriate to study the ways in which different development tools for parallel software have 

been integrated.

One of the most obvious senses in which performance monitoring and performance modelling can be used 

together is that monitoring results can be used to calibrate a model. Vrsalovich [Vrsalovich88] models a 

multiprocessor system with shared and local memories using an analytical model. The performance 

parameters of the iterative algorithms modelled are intended to characterise their local and global memory 

accesses; the model is calibrated by comparing the model behaviour with experimental measurements. In 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, it is assumed that the performance monitoring and model simulation tools are
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perfect, so model calibration is not needed. Problems of representing a program with a model are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6 and Chapter 8, in which techniques for managing and controlling 

inaccuracies are evaluated.

Arising from the perfect tools concept is the idea that program tuning might be replaced by model tuning. 

If a perfect model is used to represent a program during tuning, the decisions taken will be exactly the 

same as if perfect performance monitoring of the program had been used. This is important, because it will 

be argued that model tuning can be much cheaper than program tuning. In order to support this 

possibility, the file of results from the VPB/Sim™ tool is written in the same format as that from 

VPB/Mon™. This ensures that the same visualisation tool, VPB/View™, can be used to display the 

results from either. This idea of a common visualisation tool is the justification for referring to the 

VPB Toolset™ and is illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 18.

VPB/Sim

*B/Mo]

File in 
VPB 

Format

Figure 18 : The VPB Toolset Concept

The HAMLET Toolset [HAMLET95], from ESPRIT Project 6290, is perhaps the work closest in design 

to the VPB Toolset™ with regard to the way the tools are integrated together. It consists of a graphical 

monitoring, simulation, visualisation and program prototyping tool. HAMLET was developed 

concurrently with the work of this dissertation. Awareness of HAMLET was only gained by the author in 

1996 from reading [HAMLET95] and other deliverables from the ESPRIT Project. The HAMLET 

Toolset was not used to support this research because its development was concurrent with that of this 

research. Tools for automatic generation of models from diagrams in a Computer Aided Software 

Engineering tool were prototyped in 1993 and reported in [Gulley93]; the generation of code directly from
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such diagrams, a key concept in HAMLET and a concept used to support the initial stages of this research, 

was suggested in the conclusion of that report.

As with VPB, HAMLET tools share a common set of performance visualisation tools, albeit displaying the 

results in different ways. HAMLET allows a simulation model to be constructed and then developed in the 

same environment into a prototype program. There are graphical tools for the definition of the hardware 

architecture and the task connectivity; task behaviour is also defined graphically, in the form of flow 

diagrams. The simulation model and prototype program can be generated automatically from this 

information. However, while the HAMLET Tools themselves may resemble the VPB tools used in this 

research in some respects, the nature and purpose of the research they support is quite different.

The first point of difference fi'om this work is that the emphasis in the work on HAMLET is the design of 

parallel programs, whereas the emphasis in this work is on the tuning of existing programs. In particular, 

the HAMLET project did not investigate the issue of whether existing programs could be imported into a 

modelling and prototyping environment, a point emphasised in Figure 19. This issue is very important in 

determining whether model simulation tools can be used to support the tuning of a program which has 

been developed outside the environment. Most programs are indeed developed without special graphical 

tools, even where the initial prototype is constructed in an environment such as HAMLET. In particular, 

while the HAMLET toolset was shown to support program design and prototyping well, evaluations by 

the project’s users suggested that HAMLET would not be adequate for full-scale program development 

{HAMLET95]. Therefore, HAMLET would not be able to support tuning during long-term program 

development; support for tuning would cease once the prototype had been generated and developed.
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Figure 19 : Using the Hamlet Toolset

The second point of difference is the consideration given here to the role of performance analysis in tuning 

existing programs. It is argued that analysis, as applied to the study of monitoring results, is the best 

starting point for tuning. Model analysis, model simulation and performance measurement are often 

studied together. A classic text is [Ferrari83] whose focus is the instrumentation and tuning of computer 

systems, in which, typically, multiple serial programs execute on a common set of computing resources. A 

further survey of analysis, simulation and monitoring techniques is presented by Heidelberger and 

Lavenberg [Heidel84]. Pritchard [Pritchard90] compared results from model analyses with results from 

performance measurements. This showed that the practical outcome of the implemented programs 

corresponds, to a large extent, with the behaviour predicted by his specialised models. However, 

performance model analysis work in the literature initiates the program design process. If analysis is to be 

of use in tuning, it must be applied to monitoring results. Chapter 4 examines the limits on the use of 

analysis techniques in tuning as a supplement to monitoring techniques.

The third point of difference is the stage in the research cycle which is addressed. The HAMLET project is 

focused on the design and field evaluation of tools. In this dissertation, the starting point is the conclusions 

of a field evaluation and the main emphasis is on tuning methods, seeking to explain why performance 

tools have not been more commercially successful. The benefits and limitations of various tuning methods 

will be analysed in a systematic way to determine the extent to which they can be applied to difiefent types 

of program. In particular, whereas HAMLET cannot be used with arbitrary existing programs. Chapter 7 

of this dissertation discusses the limits within which model simulation techniques based on using the 

VPB Toolset™ can be applied to existing programs. These issues are significant because tuning and
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modification of an existing program are much more common than creation of a new one; even new designs 

frequently contain or are based upon existing work. The analyses of methods will give rise to suggestions 

of important new techniques for integrating the use of monitoring and simulation tools. The first is the 

application of trace-driven simulation to the tuning of parallel applications. The second is the use of a 

“synthetic workload model" of a parallel program, based on the program itself, to replace a discrete event 

simulation model; the behaviour of the model is recorded using monitoring tools. In a conventional use of 

trace-driven simulation, a system is instrumented to measure the level of demand on a system from some 

group of users or programs and the data collected is used to drive a series of simulation models used to 

study how the load can best be managed; an example is presented in [Dubois86]. The technique discussed 

here uses a record of the behaviour of tasks in a parallel program to construct a performance model for use 

in tuning.

3.9 Generating Programs and Models

Normally, parallel programs and models are developed in separate development environments. The 

consequence is that substantial effort is normally required to obtain a model of an existing program, 

because the information required for the model must be extracted from the program and entered into the 

model development environment. The costs involved are an overhead on indirect tuning; they would offset 

any benefit gained by evaluating tuning modifications using a model rather than the program itself. Since a 

model of the whole program must be created, these overheads can become large relative to the costs of 

tuning, particularly for complex programs and for low cost tuning. The overheads act as a severe deterrent 

to the use of models for tuning and can, in fact, make their use uneconomic in many cases.

However, it is possible to automate the generation of programs and models substantially for the particular 

case of DAG program with data-independent, known grain sizes. This is done by recognising that the 

modules of information necessary to produce a DAG program and a model form three distinct sets;

□  program-specific modules, which are not required to produce a model;

□  model-specific modules, which are not required to produce a program;

□  common modules, which are required for both a model and an implementation.

The common modules specify:

□  processor names;

□  link connections between processors;

□  task names;

□  channel connections between tasks;

□  mappings of tasks to processors;

□  names of the functions to be called by each of the tasks;
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□  message data structures;

□  the scheduling priorities of the tasks;

□  the number of iterations to be applied to all the tasks.

From this information, it is possible to generate source files for a program harness or a simulation script 

giving a corresponding model harness. A program harness is a program which invokes functions in 

parallel in different tasks on different processors and manages the communications between them. These 

functions are specified in the program-specific modules. To create a program for execution, the harness 

and the program specific modules are compiled and linked. A model harness is a model script 

corresponding to the program harness. Numerical information on the sizes of the computation grains is 

supplied in the model-specific modules, allowing the model script to be compiled and executed. These 

grain sizes are typically obtained by making measurements of function run-times. Message sizes are 

obtained by calculating the sizes of the data structures defined in the common modules This architecture 

is illustrated in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 : Automatic Generation of DAG Programs and Modules

This approach permits the computational modules of a program to be developed separately from those 

concerned with message passing and parallelism. The modelling and monitoring environment can be used 

to develop those parts of the code concerned with message-passing while conventional programming 

environments can be used to develop serial computation codes. Since the creation of a model is an 

automatic process, it is possible to generate a model to use in tuning for very low cost. Having modified 

the common modules during the tuning, it is possible to generate the corresponding tuned program without
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incurring unnecessary costs. The overheads associated with using a model to support tuning are therefore 

negligible.

This makes the concept of a DAG program very useful for constructing arguments concerning the 

application of model simulation to tuning. It can be argued that limits which are shown to apply to DAG 

programs will apply with at least as great a force to other types of program, for which model construction 

overheads are finite. Hence, arguments developed for DAG programs will set limits on what can be 

achieved in terms of cost by tuning methods for all programs; it is therefore useful to restrict the scope of 

some of the arguments to the “ideal” case of DAG programs.

Limits on tuning will be discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 on the basis that model construction overheads 

can be eliminated and it is argued that these limits apply to programs in general In Chapter 5, in 

particular, it is argued that the cost of model modifications (as opposed to the overheads of using models 

to support tuning) impose important limitations on what can be achieved by using models to support the 

tuning of DAG programs. Limits at least as stringent as those identified will apply to other types of 

program. Chapter 7 will then extend the argument by examining the extent to which the overheads of 

modelling can be eliminated for programs in general. It will suggest techniques for creating models of 

programs automatically fi'om existing programs and for using programs themselves as the basis for 

evaluating tuning modifications at low cost using techniques developed for modelling. The techniques will 

be analysed and their limitations will be discussed.

To test the feasibility of these ideas, a prototype of a tool called gendag was created by the author. This 

confirmed that it was feasible to generate corresponding programs and models automatically from common 

modules. The tool gendag can be used to generate both simple parallel programs and the corresponding 

models. The DAG program harness was written in INMOS C™ to run on INMOS transputers™, with 

monitoring by VPB/Mon™. The DAG model harness took the form of a script for the simulation tool, 

VPB/Sim™, again with instrumentation. In this way, the results from either can be viewed using the 

common visualisation tool, VPB/View™.

The complete architecture associated with gendag is shown in Figure 21. In the prototype 

implementation, the hardware was constrained to be a chain of processors.
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Figure 21 : Programs and Models using VPB and Gendag

The basic problem with the use of gendag in practical situations is that the overhead of producing a model 

is only eliminated if a restriction to DAG programs is accepted. The class of DAG programs was chosen 

because their tasks have particularly simple behaviour and lend themselves to automatic generation. For 

realistic program development, this is unlikely to be an acceptable restriction. A second problem with 

gendag is that most existing programs cannot be read back into the environment for further modelling. 

This is a major practical limitation, but one which also applies to HAMLET, despite its greater 

sophistication. For these reasons, the gendag tool was not developed beyond the prototype stage.

As mentioned before, the analysis to be presented in Chapter 7 argues that there are simpler modelling 

techniques which are far more generally applicable and which remove the restriction on modelling existing 

programs in many circumstances. Hence, many of the arguments developed for DAG programs are likely 

to be relevant to research which build on this dissertation.

3.10 Summary 

□ At the current state of the art, tools to support model analysis, model simulation and 

performance monitoring are widely researched, but the methods for their use are much less 

thoroughly researched.

Performance visualisation tools are used to diagnose performance problems by showing 

event and utilisation information.

Performance monitoring supports diagnosis, but does not make accurate predictions of the 

effects of specific modifications.
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□  Low cost model analysis techniques trade off accuracy and generality and have traditionally 

been applied to design.

□  Model simulation supports performance prediction for program design, but its costs can be 

considerable and state of the art tools are not applicable to existing programs.

□  An assumption of perfect monitoring and simulation tools allows the problem of tuning 

methods to be separated from the problem of tools which provide inaccurate and incomplete 

information.

□  Recently reported work has increased the topicality of research into methods for using 

combinations of tools; there is particular scope for new research into tuning methods using 

integrated tools.

Q DAG programs and models provide a basis for the analysis of tuning methods and the ways

in which tools support them.
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4. Model Analysis and Monitoring

4.1 Introduction

A key problem of tuning is that the objectives of tuning may be entirely unrealisable within an acceptable 

level of cost or time-scale; a large and unpredictable number of iterations may occur and the tuning may 

have to be abandoned with considerable cost but inadequate success. This chapter therefore discusses the 

use of model analysis techniques to test the feasibility of tuning. The aim of the techniques described here 

is to provide a low-cost and effective way of identifying situations where the required performance cannot 

be achieved at a given level of tuning cost, so that an informed decision can be taken to abandon the tuning 

project, to reduce the performance required or to increase the size of the budget or time-scale.

It was argued in Chapter 3 that state of the art model analysis techniques are either very specialised or tend 

to be rather inaccurate and are thus of limited use in predicting performance. This chapter explores the 

possibility of using model analysis on the basis of optimistic assumptions to provide a feasibility test by 

determining limits on the performance that can be achieved by tuning at a given level of cost. The analysis 

is carried out by assuming that the objectives of tuning will be achieved an(| the result is a limit on the 

performance that can be achieved; this is termed an optimistic limit on tuning If the performance at this 

optimistic limit on tuning is not satisfactory or does not meet the performance specification, more 

expensive types of tuning must be considered or the tuning must be declared infeasible within the proposed 

level of cost. By applying analysis to the results of monitoring, as opposed to applying it to a design 

concept, it is possible to apply model analysis techniques to existing programs which require tuning. By 

using model analysis to determine limits on what can be achieved by tuning as opposed to using it to 

predict the absolute performance of a program, it is possible to make the technique applicable to a much 

wider range of program designs.

The specific issue to be investigated in this chapter is the limits on this application of model analysis. The 

focus will be the extent to which the technique is satisfactory for different classes of program and for 

different types of tuning modifications. The method of investigation is to consider particular examples of 

low-cost model analysis techniques and how they can be applied to the tuning of different kinds of 

programs and different kinds of modifications. Other low cost model analysis techniques may also be 

applicable, but it will be argued that the techniques discussed are applicable to a range of programs and 

tuning modifications and can be used in conjunction with performance monitoring tools. The chapter 

begins by describing the use of model analysis on the basis of optimistic assumptions to support event 

tuning. Next, model analysis techniques are applied to the study of performance monitoring results to 

assess the feasibility of event tuning as existing programs are developed. Finally, the limitations of the 

analysis techniques for large programs and for other types of tuning are discussed.

The limits on optimistic model analysis arise because it only gives an optimistic limit on the performance 

which might be achieved It does not indicate whether the tuning required will, in fact, be achieved. This
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is because there is a tuning risk that the assumptions made will not be realised in actual tuning. The 

nature of program behaviour is a fundamental cause of tuning risk and will be discussed in this chapter; a 

restricted budget can also contribute to tuning risk and this issue will be discussed in the next chapter.

In order to concentrate on the most fundamental issues, the investigation is limited to DAG programs 

whose grain sizes are data-independent and known and to two low-cost model analysis techniques. Where 

tuning modifications alter the sizes of grains, it is assumed that the sizes of changes are known in advance; 

the effects of relaxing this assumption are studied in Chapter 6. A further assumption is made that that 

there is no restriction on the number of modifications which can be evaluated at the given level of cost; the 

restrictions imposed by a tuning budget are considered in the next chapter. The techniques in this chapter, 

by contrast, define limits on the performance that can be achieved using combinations of modifications at a 

given level of cost or at a much smaller cost.

4.2 Event Tuning

Analysis techniques will first be applied to event tuning, in which only the program’s task mapping, task 

priorities, message orders and message buffering are altered. The objective of the analysis is to determine 

when such low-cost modifications are likely to be adequate. This is most important when tuning large 

programs with many tasks and messages or when access to hardware is expensive; because the 

accumulated costs of a large number of event tuning modifications can be large, it is important to 

determine realistic limits on what can be achieved. Furthermore, performance testing of programs with 

long run-times can cause important delays, which may be important where project time-scales are short.

For some programs, the aim of event tuning is to remove contention between tasks, so that analysis should 

take place on the basis that this is achieved and that the critical path determines the program run-time. An 

optimistic estimate of a program’s run-time after event tuning can be calculated on the basis of the critical 

path, the longest path through the program graph. This is termed critical path analysis. This contrasts 

with critical load analysis, which is based on calculating time taken to complete the critical load on the 

most heavily loaded processor or link. This is appropriate where the aim of tuning is to produce a program 

where the critical load is processed at 100% utilisation.

The simplest type of critical path analysis makes the optimistic assumptions that there is no contention 

between grains and that the times to pass messages can be neglected. This gives a run-time estimate which 

depends entirely on the task topology. It gives an optimistic limit on performance which is independent of 

the hardware topology and the way the tasks are mapped onto it. It is therefore used when the mapping of 

tasks to processors is to be tuned. When the mapping of tasks to processors has been fixed, this first limit 

can be refined by taking message times into account and calculating a limit on what can be achieved by 

tuning priorities, message order and message buffering; this can be important for systems with large 

numbers of processors and for long messages. In both cases, the limit is optimistic because of the 

assumption that there is no contention on the critical path. If tuning achieves a program in which there is 

indeed no contention, the program will run in the time taken to complete the critical path; otherwise, the
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program will run in some longer time. It is in this sense that critical path analysis defines an optimistic limit 

on the performance which can be achieved through event tuning.

For simple programs, all possible paths can be calculated. Otherwise, two simplifications can be made. 

The first simplification is that smaller grains may be neglected, making the critical path shorter and 

therefore a more optimistic limit The second simplification is to consider only those paths most likely to 

be critical. Any calculated path is an optimistic limit on run-time, paths which are neglected will either be 

shorter, in which case they are non-critical, or longer, in which case the path calculated remains an 

optimistic limit on run-time. Hence, the limit calculated by analysis remains optimistic in the face of both 

types of simplifying assumption

These analysis techniques are illustrated in Figure 22. Messages are assumed to be short compared with 

the computation grains, so only the computation grains are taken into account The right hand path can be 

neglected, since 2 is much less than 300, 800 and 700. The paths lengths remaining have lengths 

50+300+700+1=105Is and 50+300+800+1=1151s. The latter sum gives the critical path, so the optimistic 

estimate of run-time is 1151s.

300
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Figure 22 : Critical Path Analysis

The main problem with critical path analysis arises because the effects o f contention can increase the run

time to a much higher value than that indicated by the critical path. If there are far more tasks than 

processors, the run-time is likely to be much larger than the critical path, even after successful event tuning 

has taken place. It is in this circumstance that critical load analysis is useful. If the mapping of tasks to
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processors is being tuned, the aim will be to distribute the load as evenly as possible between processors 

and to maximise the utilisation of the busiest processor or link. The optimistic limit on event tuning is the 

critical load which can be achieved by sharing the load as evenly as possible between processors An 

optimistic limit can be calculated as the total load divided by the number of processors. Where an even 

loading cannot be achieved or where the mapping of tasks to processors is fixed, the critical load is the 

load on the most heavily loaded processor or link. It is found by summing the grain sizes for each 

processor and each hnk and thus finding the critical load. For a given mapping of tasks to processors, 

critical load analysis calculates an optimistic limit on what can be achieved by tuning of priorities and 

buffering. Critical load analysis is important because it can be applied in situations where the critical path 

does not determine run-time, especially where processors must process a large number of grains or links 

must handle a large volume of data.

In both cases, critical load analysis is based on the optimistic assumptions that communication delays and 

data-dependencies will never cause the critical processor or link to become idle and that there will be no 

delays at the beginning and end of the computation. The calculation can be simplified in two ways. The 

first simplification is to neglect small elements of the load; this is optimistic, because it reduces the size of 

the run-time estimate. The second simplification is to calculate only the loads thought likely to be critical. 

This calculation of the critical load from measured data is also an optimistic limit on the actual critical load; 

because smaller loads are not critical and larger loads which are neglected cause the actual run-time to be 

larger than that produced by the calculated optimistic limit.

10 iterations Proc I

100

Proc 2 Proc 0Proc 0
100

Proc 3

100

Proc 3Proc 1Proc 0 Proc 2

Figure 23 : Critical Load Analysis
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An example program to which critical load analysis can be applied is shown in Figure 23. The task 

topology and the processor topology are shown and the mapping between them is indicated by labelling 

the tasks. The four processors are connected as a chain. One processor has one task which sends 

messages to the other tasks containing data for processing and another task which receives the results from 

those tasks. The other processors execute tasks which receive the message, process the data and send off 

messages containing results. The figures for grain and message sizes refer to the number of time units 

taken for the grain or message on a processor or link. The loads on processor 0 are clearly much less than 

those on the worker processors - processors J, 2 and 3. If the loads due to routing the messages across 

processors are neglected, the load from the 10 iterations on processors 1, 2 and 3 are 1000 units each. 

The communication loads on the links due to the messages sent to processors 7, 2 and 3 are much greater 

than those due to the messages sent from these processors. Further, the link from processor 1 to 

processor 0 must bear load from messages from all three worker task. Therefore, its load is largest, with a 

total of 10x3x50 = 1500 units. This is the critical load.

For assumptions to be optimistic in a strict sense for event tuning, model analysis based upon them must 

define a limit on performance. An assumption that a processor utilisation of 95% will be achieved is not 

optimistic in a strict sense, because it may be possible to achieve 99% and thus exceed the performance 

indicated by the 95% utilisation assumption. To give a limit which is optimistic in a strict sense, the 

utilisation must be assumed to be 100%. Similarly, an assumption that the critical path will be extended by 

contention by only 20 ms is not optimistic in a strict sense; the only such optimistic assumption is that the 

critical path will not be extended at all. The use of strictly optimistic assumptions is very important in this 

form of model analysis to support risk management, because it excludes the possibility of falsely rejecting a 

design as infeasible on the basis of the model analysis.

It is not possible to make strictly pessimistic assumptions and set pessimistic limits on an equivalent basis. 

For instance, while it may be assumed that a critical processor’s utilisation will be only 70% after tuning, it 

is possible that utilisation of only 65% will in fact be achieved. Similarly, an assumption that the delay 

from contention of the critical will be reduced from 70 ms to 30 ms is not pessimistic in a strict sense 

either, because the delay may in fact be reduced to only 50 ms. Therefore, apart from the trivial and 

useless assumption that the current utilisation will not be improved upon, it is not usually possible to claim 

that any assumption about tuning is pessimistic in a strict sense. This is important, because it leads to the 

conclusion that analysis on the basis of pessimistic assumptions cannot be used to resolve tuning risk in the 

sense of showing that the specification will be definitely met.

For DAG programs with complex behaviour, where performance after tuning is dictated neither by the 

critical load nor the critical path, the assumptions can be very optimistic. Therefore, the optimistic tuning 

limit may be valid, but it represents a performance which is much better than can actually be achieved by 

tuning. This is important, because it can cause effort to be wasted on tuning modifications which are 

destined not to achieve the required improvement. To summarise, the effect of optimistic assumptions on 

the model analysis is to simplify the calculation of run-time to a summation. This makes it possible to
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apply model analysis to a much wider range of DAG program behaviours for lower cost than is possible 

with model analysis techniques which seek to predict run-time in absolute terms. However, only optimistic 

limits can be calculated, so it is only possible to be sure that a specification cannot be met with tuning at a 

given level of cost. It is not possible make strictly pessimistic assumptions and thus predict that the 

specification will be met by event tuning, so the tuning risk cannot be resolved by analysis. The 

assumptions and risks from critical path analysis and critical load analysis are summarised in Table 1.

Analysis Assumption Risks Effect of Risk

critical

path

no contention on 

critical path

tuned program will have 

contention on critical path

run-time tends to be longer than 

the limit defined by the model

critical

load

full utilisation of 

critical processor or 

link

tuned program will have idle 

time on the critical processor 

or link

run-time tends to be longer than 

the limit defined by the model

Table 1 : Assumptions and Risks in Model Analysis Techniques

4.3 Analysis of Monitoring Results

When tuning an existing program, rather than planning the design and initial tuning of a new program, 

monitoring results are available as a starting-point for tuning. They are often used to assist in diagnosing 

performance problems and thus proposing solutions, but they do not provide any direct indication of how 

effective tuning modifications will be. It is therefore worthwhile to examine the effect of using monitoring 

results as a starting point for model analysis. This is termed monitoring analysis. The existing 

monitoring results are used to estimate the limit on the improvement in performance which can be 

achieved.

To support critical load analysis, the monitoring of processor and link utilisation over the life of the 

program produces a direct indication of the extent of the improvement achievable. This is readily available 

for each processor and each link. A visual indication is provided by the visualisation tools and a numerical 

calculation can be carried out on the basis of the performance monitoring results. For example, in the 

monitoring results shpwn in Figure 13, there is no critical path to determine the run-time, so that critical 

load analysis is appropriate and the tuning limit is calculated on the basis that the processors cannot be 

utilised more than 100%. If the mapping of processing grains is left unchanged, the potential for 

improvement in utilisation of the slow processor limits the run-time improvement to less than 10%. If the 

mapping can be altered, so that the processor ROOT does some work and the work of PI is re-distributed, 

there is potential to improve performance by a factor of around 4. For critical load analysis, monitoring 

analysis has two advantages over pure model analysis. Firstly, it ensures that all grains in the program, 

large and small, are taken into account, so that none have to be neglected to make the calculations
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tractable. Secondly, it allows all loads to be analysed simultaneously, so loads do not have to be neglected 

and those likely to become critical during subsequent tuning are identified. This is particularly important 

where the program has many tasks and many messages, so that the calculation of the tuning limit becomes 

complicated.

For some programs, monitoring provides effective support for critical path analysis, since the recorded 

event logs can provide an indication of where paths are interrupted and by how much. However, it is not 

possible to abstract from the detail of effects on individual grains in the same way as is possible with 

critical load analysis; in particular, the effects of delays to grains associated with messages are complicated 

to analyse individually. It can therefore be concluded that analysis of monitoring results is potentially 

valuable for both critical load analysis and critical path analysis, but it extends the complexity of program 

which can be addressed more for the former than for the latter.

The analysis methods mentioned so far are summarised in Figure 24, which gives a decision tree for 

choosing an analysis technique to reduce the risk of event tuning as far as possible. Critical path analysis, 

based on model analysis or monitoring results is best if there is very little contention; monitoring is useful 

in confirming that this is the case. Critical load analysis can be based on a model, but numerous grains and 

messages give rise to considerable risk if loads have to be neglected to make the calculation tractable. By 

basing critical load analysis on monitoring results, it is possible to avoid having to make assumptions which 

neglect grains and loads; this reduces risk. However, if the utilisation of the critical processor or link is 

low before tuning, there is still considerable risk because the assumptions about what will be achieved by 

tuning are optimistic. The monitoring analysis technique produces the most definite conclusions when it 

shows that event tuning will produce no improvement or very little improvement. This occurs where 

monitoring shows that nearly all processors are fully utilised or where there is a clear critical path. In these 

circumstances, monitoring analysis can eliminate the possibility of successful event tuning for low cost, so 

that higher cost types of tuning can be considered or the tuning can be abandoned.
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noyes
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- high risk

Figure 24 : Monitoring Analysis Decision Tree for Event Tuning

Where initial program behaviour is complex, as in the example in Figure 13, neither critical load analysis 

nor critical path analysis produces a clear limit on performance after tuning, although there is a large 

potential for improvement through event tuning. There is a risk that the tuning achieved will fall short of 

the very optimistic assumptions which would have to be made in the analysis of the monitoring results, so 

that the full potential of tuning will not be realised by tuning It is in this circumstance that the need for 

other techniques to manage tuning risk is greatest.

Despite this behavioural uncertainty, it can be argued that a combination of monitoring and performance 

analysis addresses the problem of tuning risk effectively for many cases of event tuning. While monitoring 

provides problem diagnosis, cutting the number of modifications which must be considered to a 

manageable level, the analysis of monitoring results predicts the scope for improvement on an on-going 

basis as tuning progresses, so the risk of making a large number of useless modifications is much 

diminished. Of course, the risk associated with individual modifications remains, but this risk is likely to be 

acceptable where the overall cost of implementing and testing the modification is small.

The first exception to this occurs where tuning other than event tuning is required and the costs of the 

other tuning modifications are put at stake with respect to the risk fi'om event tuning; techniques for 

dealing with this are discussed in the next section. The second exception arises when the program has 

many DAG nodes and has a complex behaviour, so that monitoring tools are defeated in the diagnosis of 

performance problems and many modifications must be evaluated at considerable aggregate cost. In terms 

of the monitoring analysis decision tree, such programs often have neither low contention nor high 

utilisation, so tuning has a high potential benefit, but also a high risk. Techniques for dealing with certain
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types of program with many nodes are discussed in the following section. The third exception occurs 

when the costs of testing tuning modifications are high because the hardware is expensive to use or 

unavailable or because the run-times involved cause unacceptable delays; this constitutes a limitation on 

tuning, whether or not monitoring analysis is used.

4.4 Other Types of Tuning

For event tuning applied to programs of small or moderate size, it has been argued that tuning risks can 

often be managed through monitoring analysis. Although the risks of tuning are present, the costs at stake 

are low. However, this applies neither to other types of tuning nor to event tuning which follows other 

types of tuning. Firstly, the high costs of the initial tuning are put at stake with respect to the tuning risk as 

high cost tuning and subsequent event tuning take place. Secondly, the risks are much greater for other 

types of tuning, because the changes to behaviour are much more complex, as will be explained in this 

section.

The analysis techniques which were applied to event tuning are used as the starting-point for the analysis 

for other types of tuning. These gave an expression for the run-time as a sum of grain sizes; in Figure 25, 

for example, the run-time limit is found to be 20+50+90+10=170 units. To calculate an optimistic limit of 

the effectiveness of other types of tuning for low cost, the effect of other types of tuning modifications on 

this sum, and thus on run-time, should be considered.

For example, the model can be applied to determine the effect of grain size reductions on the optimistic 

tuning limit. It is assumed in this chapter that the size of reduction which can be achieved is known. A new 

optimistic limit on tuning can be calculated accordingly. In the example shown in the centre of Figure 25, 

it is assqmed to be known that the grain size can be reduced from 90 units to 40 units. This reduces the 

critical path from 20+90+50+10 units to 20+40+50+10 = 120 units. In practice, estimates of grain size 

reduction are used; the implications of this are discussed in Chapter 6.

Similarly, as shown on the right of Figure 25, the parallélisation of grains on the critical path can also be 

modelled. The effect of parallelising the grain with size 90 units into three grains with 30 units is to reduce 

the critical path to 20+30+50+10 = 110 units.
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Figure 25 : Critical Path Analysis of Grain and Parallelism Tuning
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Similar techniques can be applied to critical load analysis. Grain size tuning simply leads to a reduction in 

the size of the critical load. Parallélisation of grains on the critical load may be modelled as a transfer of 

the load from the critical processor or link to a non-critical processor or link. Hardware modifications and 

exploitation of scalability are modelled by considering the impact of sharing the critical loads across more 

processors and links, as illustrated in Figure 26, in which the load on P2 is shared between processors P2a, 

P2b and P2c.

Where tuning changes the nature of program behaviour, the critical path or load may not be the one 

expected, so the limit on the performance may be considerably worse than expected on the basis of 

examining the effect of tuning on the critical path or load of the original program. Both event tuning and 

other types of tuning can cause substantial changes to the nature of program behaviour, but the costs and 

the performance improvements required to justify them are much higher for other types of tuning. This is 

particularly true if the program has many DAG nodes and if its behaviour is complicated. Therefore, 

unexpected critical loads and paths pose much more of a problem for other types of tuning than they do for 

event tuning.

4.5 Large Programs and Re-Use

As the number of DAG nodes increases, program behaviour becomes more complicated and the risk of 

tuning increases. Complex behaviour arises from large numbers of grains of irregular size, from contention 

between a number of tasks on each processor, from complex data-dependencies between tasks and from 

large numbers of messages or large messages. In the extreme, the behaviour is so complex that the 

monitoring tools cease to support the effective diagnosis of the problem. As program complexity and scale 

increase, the number of events needed to understand the application behaviour becomes larger. 

Eventually, the task of understanding the nature of the events and their relationships to one another 

overwhelms the user. Tools such as VPB/View™ can provide various means of ordering event 

information, by distinguishing between types of events and organising events into logical groups, and of 

abstracting from the information, particularly by using utilisation monitoring measurements. This increases 

the scale at which the diagnosis becomes impractical, but it does not ultimately solve the problem of 

diagnosis in the face of behavioural complexity. The term large program will be used for programs with 

so many DAG nodes and such complex behaviour that problem diagnosis becomes impossible. The point 

at which the limit occurs depends not just on the number of nodes, but also on the behavioural complexity 

and the effectiveness of the performance visualisation tools.

The issue of large programs is important because the most substantial benefits of parallelism come from 

exploiting it to large degrees. It is for large programs running on highly parallel machines that the highest 

absolute performance is achieved.

There are two important ways in which a high degree of parallelism can be achieved in a structured 

manner, thus potentially reducing the problem of complex behaviour. The first way is by scaling the 

program, in which the degree of task replication in a program is increased to provide more parallelism. By
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replicating the same behaviour, the problem of understanding overall behaviour is reduced. For example, a 

geometric array computation can be sub-divided to run on an arbitrarily large number of processors, so as 

to process the corresponding physical model faster and in more detail. A farm can be replicated to run on 

more and more processors, achieving a higher throughput of data, as illustrated in Figure 27. The limit of 

this technique generally occurs because the communications required increase as a proportion of the 

computation times; the scalability is said to be limited.

The second way to increase parallelism is by hierarchical decomposition, in which a parallel program is 

built up from a number of component sub-programs with simple relationships between them as illustrated 

in Figure 28. If the sub-programs can be tuned separately, the manageability of the performance problem 

is improved. This is particularly true if sub-programs are repeated in the program design. The use of sub

programs can occur at a number of levels, so that a hierarchy of sub programs is formed. However, the 

sub-programs can only be tuned separately if they do not contend for processors and links and if overall 

run-time can be calculated from that of the sub programs in a simple way, in particular by using critical 

path analysis techniques. If sub-programs contend for processors and links or if messages are passed 

between sub-programs in complex ways, there can be complex interactions between their behaviours and 

arbitrary delays may be caused. In these cases, the neglect of the complex interactions between sub

programs is likely to be a very optimistic assumption. Analysis based upon it will yield a valid optimistic 

limit, but there is also likely to be a large gap between the optimistic limit and the tuning that can be 

achieved. It is then better to regard the collection of sub programs as a single, complex program for the 

purposes of monitoring analysis. Where there is then a high degree of contention in the program, critical 

load analysis should be used, but this is of limited use because the assumptions used in the analysis are 

likely to prove very optimistic. The next chapter discusses methods for dealing with these problems.
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4.6 Summary

□  Because optimistic assumptions can be very effective at simplifying model analysis 

computations, analysis to define an optimistic limit on performance after tuning is much 

more generally applicable than analysis to predict the actual level of performance.

□  The use of critical load and critical path techniques for model analysis was examined. 

Critical path analysis assumes that there is no contention on the critical path. Critical load 

analysis assumes that there will be no idle time on the critical load.

□  For event tuning, analysis techniques can be applied directly to monitoring results. They can 

set optimistic limits on what can be achieved by event tuning by assuming that tuning will 

ensure either that the events on critical paths are not delayed or that processors or links 

supporting the critical loads are fully utilised.

□  Event tuning may not succeed in fulfilling these assumptions, so there is a risk that the limits 

on performance defined by the analysis of monitoring results will not be achieved. The 

degree and likelihood of the performance deficit tends to increase as the optimism of the 

assumptions in the analysis increases.

□  For event tuning, assumptions are most likely to prove optimistic for programs with complex 

behaviours; this is especially true for large programs constructed as a hierarchy of sub

programs unless contention between the sub-programs can be removed.

□  More extensive tuning, especially that brought about by grain tuning, parallelism tuning and 

hardware tuning, can easily cause performance to be limited by an unexpected critical load 

or path, so the risks involved in applying analysis techniques to the existing critical load or 

path in a simple way can have very severe consequences.
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5. Tuning

5.1 Introduction

Previous work in the literature has discussed the use of model simulation techniques to support program 

design. This chapter discusses model simulation techniques to support the tuning of an existing program. 

In Chapter 1, it was argued that the costs of tuning are inflated by the costs of unsuccessful or 

insufficiently cost-effective tuning modifications. This leads to a waste of effort and is a source of risk 

when a program must be tuned to a specification within a budget. The previous chapter addressed this 

issue by arguing that monitoring analysis can set an upper limit on the improvement which can be expected 

from event tuning. However, the analysis of monitoring results does not guarantee how effective such 

tuning will be and does not predict the effectiveness of higher cost modifications This chapter discusses 

model simulation techniques for predicting the effects of individual modifications and of series of 

modifications for low cost. In this way, the success or otherwise of tuning can be predicted in advance of 

incurring significant tuning costs. Ineffective modifications can be rejected without incurring the costs of 

their implementation. The costs of a series of modifications need only be incurred when it has been 

demonstrated that the performance they will produce is satisfactory.

This chapter begins by considering the representation of the process of tuning in terms of a tree of program 

modifications and as a graph of costs against performance. These representations highlight the problems 

of searching for good tuning solutions and of managing the risks of tuning and the costs at stake. Direct 

tuning is defined to be the evaluation of tuning modifications by applying them directly to a parallel 

program; it is argued that the problems of tuning are very significant for direct tuning. By contrast with 

direct tuning, indirect tuning occurs where modifications are evaluated by applying them to a model of 

program behaviour. If a series of modifications is required in indirect tuning, the series is termed a tuning 

plan. When the tuning plan evaluated by model simulation is applied to the original program, it is said to 

be realised. Realising a plan produces a program equivalent to a corresponding direct tuning iteration. 

The extent to which indirect tuning addresses the problem of tuning risk and of searching for satisfactory 

solutions to the tuning problem is discussed.

It is assumed throughout this chapter that the cost of implementing modifications can be estimated 

accurately. An equivalent assumption might be made when assessing whether the tuning of a serial 

program is possible within a given budget. It is also assumed that the sizes of changes to grain sizes can be 

estimated in advance. More realistic assumptions about grain size modifications are discussed in 

Chapter 6. The aim of the techniques discussed is to reduce the risks of tuning a parallel program to a 

level equivalent to those of tuning a serial program. As in the previous chapter, the discussion is restricted 

to DAG programs; other types of program are discussed in Chapter 7.

Monitoring and model simulation tools are assumed to be perfect, in the sense defined in Chapter 3; the 

results from perfect modelling tools can therefore be assumed to be exactly the same as those produced by
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the perfect monitoring of an equivalent program with equivalent grain sizes. This assumption is needed in 

order to be sure that the modifications made to the model can be considered to be identical to those which 

would have been applied to the program itself; the effects of relaxing it are discussed in Chapter 8. It is 

also assumed that the run-time of model simulations is acceptable and that the results files they produce 

can be stored and processed adequately. Since modem computer systems offer considerable storage and 

processing power, these issues are noted as a potential source of limitation to the techniques to be 

discussed, but are not considered in detail.

Where the use of hardware to test the program leads to large costs and long delays, savings can be made 

from using model simulations for all modifications, because the model gives performance results faster and 

more cheaply. Indirect tuning would therefore be preferred automatically. The work of this chapter will, 

however, concentrate on the more interesting case where these delays and costs are not significant and 

where the software engineering costs associated with modifications are of concern. The issue is whether 

the use of indirect tuning is justified on savings in software engineering costs alone.

5.2 Tuning Trees

Once model analysis has established the feasibility of tuning at an affordable level of cost, the tuning 

exercise proceeds through a sequence of tuning iterations. At each iteration, the existing program 

iteration may be tuned further or tuning may proceed from a previous iteration of the program. Hence, a 

tuning tree can be constructed. If it is assumed that version control tools are used which store the 

program state at each iteration and can, where appropriate, allow modifications to be applied in 

combination, the tuning tree can be organised with highest cost iterations in its main branches and lower 

cost iterations in its lower branches and leaves. The next iteration is chosen at each stage by applying a 

modification to any previous iteration. An example of a tuning tree is shown in Figure 29.

In tuning a program, the search problem arises because it is not always possible to find a node of the tree 

for which the program has a performance which meets the specification, even if a suitable node exists 

within the tuning tree. Large, complex programs will have large tuning trees, because of the large numbers 

of tuning alternatives for each of the different types of tuning. Therefore, it may not be possible to find a 

node for which the performance specification is met within the tuning budget. Because of the search 

problem, tuning projects fail when they might have succeeded. On the other hand, substantial costs may be 

incurred searching for solutions which do not exist.
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Figure 29 : A Tuning Tree

5.3 Tuning Trajectories

Besides the search problem, a further problem with direct tuning is the tuning risk problem. In direct 

tuning, the costs of realising and testing modifications are incurred whether or not the modification is 

sufficiently successful or cost-effective. The consequence of this is that costs can be wasted on 

unsuccessful modifications or on modifications which produce a small improvement, when a much larger 

improvement could have been achieved at the same level of cost. The tuning risk problem makes tuning 

unattractive in a commercial context, particularly with regard to very high costs modifications. In 

particular, this is true of the application of high cost parallelism tuning to existing serial programs For this 

reason, the opportunities for massive parallelism afforded by low cost parallel hardware and deterministic 

parallel programming techniques are not often exploited commercially.

The previous chapter explored the case where the budget is flexible. The budget defined which branches 

of the tuning tree could be explored, but budget flexibility was assumed to allow the sub-branches and 

leaves of the tree below these branches to be explored thoroughly. This chapter also considers the case 

where tuning takes place within a fixed budget, the limited amount of room for negotiation normally 

available can be ignored, thus simplifying the analysis without unduly reducing the usefulness of the results. 

The budget for tuning constrains the amount o f exploration of the tuning tree which can take place. The 

process of tuning must stop when the budget is exhausted and no affordable modification remains which 

might produce a significant improvement. For industrial projects, the budget is likely to be set keenly, in
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order to win business in competitive markets, so the restrictions this imposes on tuning are a serious 

problem.

At each stage in direct tuning, costs are incurred as modifications are applied and tested. The tuning is 

deemed successful if the performance specification is met within the budget available and is deemed to 

have failed if the budget is exhausted before the performance specification has been met. A flow diagram 

for the direct tuning process is shown in Figure 30.

tuning passes feasibility test
supported by model analysis

no changes both 
affordable and feasible

specified
run-time
achieved

success

failure

modify program

choose change 
from tuning tree

visualise monitoring results 
- diagnose problem 

- identify new tuning alternatives

specified run-time 
not achieved

Figure 30 : Tuning Iterations for Direct Tuning

The progress of tuning for a program can be plotted on a tuning trajectory, which is defined to be a 

graph of run-time against costs incurred. In the sketch graph below and in the others which follow, both 

scales are linear and the ranges depend strongly on the project, with costs of order between £100 and 

£100000 and run-times can range from small fractions of a second to many hours. The budget and the 

performance specification can be marked onto the graph as vertical and horizontal lines, respectively. The 

tuning limit defined by model analysis can also be marked on as a horizontal line. For the tuning to have 

proceeded afi;er analysis, this must lie below the specification line. Trajectories for a successful and for an 

unsuccessful project are shown in Figure 31. In both cases, if the budget were to be extended, the 

trajectories would approach the level indicated by model analysis.
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Figure 31 : Tuning Trajectories for Direct Tuning

5.4 Tuning Plans and Performance Gaps

Once the branches of the tuning tree which are to be explored are selected according to the level of budget 

available and the results of analysis of monitoring results, the best plan is defined to be the tuning plan 

which would give the best performance within the budget available. It corresponds to a tuning trajectory, 

termed the best tuning trajectory, in which the most cost-effective choices are made and on which there 

is no unnecessary exploration of the branches and leaves of the tree. Real tuning trajectories must either 

follow the best plan or some less optimal one, indicating greater costs, lesser success or a combination of 

both. The difference between the actual trajectory and the best trajectory is a measure of the wasted cost. 

The wasted cost corresponds to tuning alternatives which are evaluated, but later discarded, and to choices 

which are not the most cost-effective ones affordable. Where it intersects with the budget ordinate, the 

best tuning trajectoiy defines the budget limit, the best performance that can be achieved for a given 

budget. The concept of the best tuning trajectory is useful in that it serves to differentiate between the 

different sources of risk, how they can be addressed and the limits on what can be achieved.

The shape of the performance trajectory is unknown at the start of the project and after each modification 

has been applied. The shape determines how the graph will intersect the budget and specification lines and 

therefore whether the specification can be met within budget. There is generally a performance gap 

between the tuning limit defined by analysis and the actual tuning trajectory achieved within a finite budget. 

It represents the performance risk problem on the tuning trajectory, since it implies that the optimistic 

performance limit defined by analysis may not be achieved in practice. The performance gap can be broken
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down into three components which correspond to three sources of tuning risk: the tree gap, the budget 

gap and the branch gap

The budget defines at a high level the type of tuning which can be afforded (event, grain, parallelism or 

hardware tuning) and, once this has been decided, which combinations of the most expensive changes can 

be afforded. Analysis is used to set a limit on the performance which can be achieved. Since tuning 

proceeds only if the optimistic limit on tuning meets specification, analysis represents a way of pruning the 

search of the tuning tree at the highest level of interest. Having decided which branches to explore, an 

optimistic limit can be defined. The gaps define the sources of performance loss with respect to the 

optimistic limit.

The tree gap is the difference between the optimistic limit and the best performance available when 

searching the branches of the tuning tree which were selected as the best affordable within the budget. An 

exhaustive search of the branches of the tuning tree selected by analysis will eventually reach this best 

performance as an asymptote of the tuning trajectory. It is also given by the asymptote of the best plan, as 

shown in Figure 32. It represents a risk which would be present, even if the budget permitted the selected 

branches of the tuning tree to be thoroughly explored. The risk can be resolved only by a thorough search 

of all the selected branches of the tuning tree. With direct tuning, however, the cost of the search must be 

incurred before the risk can be resolved.

The budget gap represents the difference between the actual tuning achieved by the limited search of the 

tuning tree possible within the budget and that which could have been achieved within the budget. These 

are given by the points at which the real tuning trajectory and the best tuning trajectory, respectively, 

intersect the budget ordinate, as shown in Figure 32. The budget gap represents the risk of misjudgement 

in choosing tuning modifications.

The remainder of the risk is given by the branch gap. This arises when the budget is so restricted that, for 

the best tuning trajectory, the tuning stops at a branch of the tuning tree and cannot penetrate to its leaves. 

This gap will be neglected in this research, because the costs to reach the leaves of the tree are usually 

much less than those at the branches, so it can be assumed that the leaves can be searched provided that 

the branches can be afforded. For instance, event tuning can usually be afforded following grain tuning 

and both grain and event tuning can usually be afforded following parallelism and hardware tuning. The 

components of the performance gap are represented in the tuning trajectory in Figure 32. Where the 

branch gap is negligible, because the budget is sufficient to allow the leaves of the tuning tree to be 

explored for the affordable branches, the tuning trajectory of the best plan is asymptotic to the horizontal 

at the point of budgeted cost. The tree gap is then the difference between the budget limit and the 

optimistic tuning limit.

This diagram allows the tuning risk problem and the search problem to be related in the context of tuning a 

program within a fixed budget. The budget gap relates to the tuning risk problem. It implies that, even if 

the performance specification can theoretically be achieved within the budget, a poor choice of 

modifications may exhaust the budget before the performance specification has been met. The tree gap
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relates to the search problem; if the tuning tree is thoroughly explored, the size of the tree gap will be 

determined and the risk associated with it will be resolved.

In practice, tuning budgets are finite, so the tuning tree is not thoroughly explored, there is a risk that the 

tree gap could have been further reduced and that better performance could have been achieved. This is 

particularly serious for programs with real-time requirements, since all the costs will be incurred before it is 

known whether the specification can be met. Even if the performance requirement is less stringent, a series 

of modifications for which large costs are incurred must result in a considerable performance improvement 

in order to justify the expenditure and the possibility of unrealised potential is o f considerable concern

real best plan
trajectoiytuning

trajectoiyRun-time

continuation o f  
ideal tuning trajectoiy' 

until performance 
optimised

budget gap

budget limit branch gap

tree gap
optimistic limit

Costbudget

Figure 32 : Idea! and Real Tuning Trajectories for Direct Tuning

5.5 Indirect Tuning

Indirect tuning reduces the costs at stake by using a model to explore the tuning tree. For a given 

modification, the modelling costs can be far lower than the realisation costs, as will be discussed in 

subsequent sections, so the costs for evaluating each node of the tuning tree are also lower. In this 

section, it will be assumed that the costs o f evaluating modifications using a model are negligible, the 

consequences of relaxing this assumption are discussed in the next section

There is no point in evaluating plans whose implementation cannot be afforded within the tuning budget 

Therefore, the projected total costs for the plan should be checked at each indirect tuning iteration. The 

indirect tuning has succeeded if a plan is identified which can be implemented within the available budget 

to produce the required performance, if a successful plan is found, it is realised The indirect tuning has 

failed if there are no longer any affordable alternatives which are likely to succeed. A flow diagram for 

indirect tuning shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33 : Indirect Tuning Program Iterations

The tuning risk problem is addressed by indirect tuning in that savings accrue from indirect tuning for all 

modifications which do not succeed or which are proven not to be cost-effective. With direct tuning, the 

full cost of each modification is incurred before it is known how successful it will be, so the cost of direct 

tuning is often wasted. With indirect tuning, only successful modifications need be applied to the program, 

so that the wasted costs of unsuccessful modifications are avoided. Once a suitable tuning plan has been 

found by indirect tuning, the effects of tuning are predicted in advance by the model. The significance of 

the perfect tools assumption is that it implies that the model behaviour is identical to that of the program 

and that the effects on the program will be identical to the effects on the model. The shape of the tuning 

trajectory for the successful plan is known before tuning begins; performance risks are resolved before 

significant costs are put at stake. Hence, where indirect tuning succeeds in finding a tuning trajectory 

which meets the specification, the tuning risk associated with realising the modifications, putting costs at 

stake, is resolved in advance of incurring tuning costs.

The search problem is also addressed by indirect tuning. If it is assumed that the costs of evaluating 

modifications are negligible, the relevant branches of the tuning tree can be searched exhaustively using the 

model without incurring significant costs. This makes it possible to find the best plan and determine its 

performance without eroding the budget to be spent on the realisation of tuning. Since the branch gap may 

be assumed to be negligible, as discussed, the tree gap has thus been determined. If the best plan is 

realised, the best tuning trajectory can be followed and the budget limit will be achieved. Hence, the risk 

that the performance specification is not achievable within the budget has been resolved, since the
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thorough search of the tuning tree allows the tree gap to be determined and the uncertainty as to its size to 

be eliminated.

This contrasts with the situation for direct tuning. No risks can be resolved before the realisation costs 

have been incurred. Only when the budget has been exhausted is the risk associated with the budget gap 

resolved. The risk associated with the tree gap is not resolved unless the tuning tree is searched 

thoroughly. The costs of this may be considerable. If tuning ceases when the budget is exhausted, it is not 

usually known whether the best trajectory has been approached or not. Table 2 summarises the gaps and 

the extent to which they are managed by direct and indirect tuning, assuming that all modelling costs are 

negligible.

Risk Gap Direct Tuning Indirect Tuning

tuning budget not resolved until realisation costs have 

been incurred

resolved for negligible cost before 

realisation costs have been incurred

search tree not resolved, because the best plan may 

not be found before the budget is 

exhausted

resolved because negligible costs 

make it possible to do an exhaustive 

search which will find the best plan

Table 2 : Risk Management for Indirect Tuning at Negligible Cost

5.6 Relative Costs

In this section, the costs of modelling program modifications relative to the costs of realising them are 

discussed. In the previous section, it was assumed that these costs were negligible; this assumption is 

relaxed in this section and the next. In this section, the costs themselves are considered; in the following 

two sections, the effects of finite costs on risk management are considered. In all three sections, 

assumptions about costs based on estimates are used; the rationale for this was discussed in Section 2.5.

The importance of model modification costs may be understood by considering extreme cases. If all of the 

modifications evaluated by modelling are eventually realised, there may be no saving and, indeed, the costs 

of modifying the model will increase the overall cost of tuning. Hence, a lower cost of modifying the 

model results in a lower overhead on successful modifications. If many modifications are modelled but are 

found to be unsuccessful, the cost of modelling is thoroughly justified, because the costs of modifying the 

program have been saved. However, the cost for modifying the model is still important, because a low 

cost of model modification allows the tuning tree to be searched more thoroughly.

Given a gcw&^-generated DAG program which requires tuning, the first step is re-generate the 

corresponding model harness from the common modules. If necessary, the computation grain sizes are re

measured to generate the model-specific modules. This gives all that is required to compile and link a 

model simulation. When the indirect tuning is completed, the gendag utility is used to create a new
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program harness. The tuning plan is then realised. This may involve modifications to the computations 

and to the hardware to reflect the successful tuning plan.

The cost of software engineering is often the major component of cost in the direct tuning of programs. 

These costs are not incurred in model modification because models abstract from the actual computations 

carried out. Modifications to the computations in a program are expensive because they demand that 

computations be re-structured in various ways. The activities involved include analysis of computations 

prior to modification, estimation of the effects on grain sizes, implementation of modifications, testing of 

modifications, testing of the system as a whole and debugging. The modifications to the model, by 

contrast, concern only measurements or estimates of the amount of computation in each grain and the 

structure of grains and messages in the tasks, so the cost of evaluating a modification using a model can 

therefore be much less. However, the level of cost varies, depending on the type of modifications 

considered. For each type of modification, costs are considered for programs in general and then for the 

particular case of DAG programs.

For event tuning modifications, such as modifications to the mapping of tasks to processors, to task 

priorities, the order of messages and to buffering between tasks, the realisation costs can be very low. 

Modifications to mappings, priorities and message orders can be implemented by changing values in the 

program configuration file. Modifying the buffering between tasks involves adding a simple task to a 

configuration file and connecting it between the tasks it supports; the modifications can be applied to a 

model by altering the corresponding values in the model script. In the particular case of DAG programs 

developed using gendag, event tuning modifications can be evaluated by changing the common modules, 

altering values such as task priorities and task mappings or the features of the common modules such as 

message orders and the buffering between tasks. The model can be re-generated after each modification to 

evaluate performance. The modifications made to the common DAG program specification module are 

automatically transferred to the program harness when it is re-generated after tuning is complete. In terms 

of the cost of software engineering, indirect tuning offers no saving with respect to direct tuning, since the 

modifications take a matter of minutes to carry out in both cases. However, savings are made when the 

cost of program execution is non-negligible or when the program run-time causes significant delay to the 

project, since models can generally be executed quickly, on a low cost platform.

Grain size reductions are expensive to implement in software engineering terms. The computation must be 

tuned and then tested. Programming errors are easy to introduce and hard to remedy. However, grain 

tuning modifications can be modelled in a matter of minutes, because this simply involves reducing the 

grain size value. A similar argument applies to reductions in the sizes of messages. For the particular case 

of DAG programs, a grain tuning modification can be modelled by modifying the grain size values in the 

model-specific modules.

Parallelism tuning is time-consuming to implement because it involves re-arranging computations among 

tasks and re-structuring the computations and messages so that each task has the data it requires. The 

costs of analysing the computations, modifying serial code, testing and debugging can amount to days or
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weeks of effort. However, it is possible to abstract from these details when modifying the model, since 

parallelism tuning involves replacing a grain by a model of a sub-program, modifying the model of the 

program to reflect the proposed changes to messages and grain sizes. These modifications can often be 

modelled in a time-scale of a few minutes. In particular, parallelism tuning for DAG programs involves 

modifying the common modules to reflect the required task topology and setting up estimated grain sizes 

in the model-specific modules. The work of analysing, modifying and testing the actual computations need 

not be carried out until the model shows that the modifications are successful.

Modifications to the hardware in the system itself to support direct tuning involve very substantial costs. 

Firstly, hardware must be acquired and installed. The financial costs of acquisition, even for relatively low- 

cost digital signal processing systems, can be of order £10000 or more, but costs can greatly exceed this 

figure for different types of hardware. Secondly, software modifications are often needed to adapt the 

software to the new hardware. At worst, software must be ported to different processors and to different 

system software, the effort for which may involve engineering effort of weeks or months. With indirect 

tuning, a model of the hardware can be constructed by setting up processor and link simulation modules in 

the topology required. The costs are lowest if simulation modules for hardware and system software 

components have already been constructed and can be drawn from a library. Further reductions in costs 

can be often be achieved if graphical tools have been provided to set up the required topologies. Given 

suitable modelling tools, therefore, the model of the hardware may take as little as a few minutes to 

modify.

A summary of the cost estimates is presented in Table 3.

Type of Tuning Cost to Resolve Risk with Direct 

Tuning

Cost to Resolve Risk with Indirect 

Tuning

event minutes minutes

grain size hours minutes

parallelism days minutes

hardware days/£10ks minutes

Table 3 : Estimated Costs of Program Modification and Model Modification

5.7 The Tuning Risk Problem

The first advantage of indirect tuning over direct tuning is that risk can be resolved without incurring 

significant costs, thus solving the tuning risk problem. In reality, for successful modifications, the model 

modification cost is an overhead. Unless this overhead is negligible, it must be justified by the risk 

involved. It was argued in Chapter 1 that tuning risk is not equivalent to a probability, but that the
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associated probabilities are often used as a point of comparison in discussing risk. Some indication of the 

amount of risk can be gauged from the ratio between the performance improvement required to meet 

specification and that available between the current performance and the tuning limit. The higher this ratio, 

the higher the probability equivalent of the risk.

For event tuning, model modification costs are comparable to program modification costs. For grain size 

tuning, parallelism tuning and hardware tuning, however, the costs of evaluation during indirect tuning are 

much smaller than the direct tuning costs. For grain tuning, for instance, if a modification takes 20 minutes 

to model and 1 day to implement, the oveiiiead is around 5%. Therefore, indirect tuning is sensible unless 

it is felt that the risk of a tuning modification being insufficiently cost-effective is equivalent to a probability 

of less than 5%. In other words, there needs to be confidence equivalent to a probability of 95% or more 

that the modification will be part of the final tuning plan before indirect tuning should be dispensed with. 

Ultimately, the relationship between tolerable overhead and the observed tuning ratio is a matter of 

judgement and depends on the tuning situation; this need for judgement is a limitation on the technique. 

However, in view of the sizes of the estimated cost ratios, it can be argued that the overhead of indirect 

tuning for grain, parallelism and hardware tuning is almost always negligible, even given the difficulties of 

quantifying the costs of tuning accurately.

The exception is where only event tuning is required, in which case the costs are equivalent; even here, 

indirect tuning can be worthwhile where executing the program for performance testing purposes involves 

considerable costs or delays. Furthermore, if analysis shows that other types of tuning are needed, the 

other modifications will be evaluated by indirect tuning Any event tuning which is needed following such 

modifications must also be evaluated by indirect tuning on the modified model. Hence, it can be concluded 

that it is generally worthwhile to use indirect tuning to resolve risk. This is summarised in Table 4.

Just event tuning non-event tuning required

execution cost low direct or indirect indirect

execution cost high indirect indirect

Table 4 : Preferred Technique for Tuning at Different Levels of Cost

As a result of addressing the tuning risk problem, indirect tuning can greatly reduce the problem of wasted 

costs. The total saving obtained depends on the number of modifications evaluated which are not 

successful or sufficiently cost-effective and the saving for each modification. On the basis of Table 3, the 

saving may be estimated to be of the order hours for grain size tuning, days for parallelism tuning and of 

the order of days and £10ks or more for hardware tuning. For simple programs, the number of choices 

available is relatively small and there is a relatively good chance of obtaining the expected improvement. 

However, as number of grains and messages in the program increases, the number of choices increases and 

program complexity means that there is a greater danger of judging the effects of a modification
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inaccurately. Therefore, the saving from indirect tuning may be substantial for smaller programs, but are 

likely to be very large indeed for massively parallel programs with complex behaviour to which complex 

tuning plans must be applied

5.8 The Search Problem

The second advantage of indirect tuning over direct tuning is that it allows a more thorough search of the 

branches of the tuning tree for the most cost-effective modifications, thus addressing the search problem. 

However, the costs of model modification are in fact finite, rather than negligible, and the portion of the 

tuning budget available for tuning the model is also finite. Therefore, it is not always possible to search the 

entire tuning tree thoroughly. This discussion will proceed on the basis that the tuning budget will be of 

the same order as the level of cost associated with realising the modifications and that the total costs of 

model modification during indirect tuning must be much less than the total tuning budget. It follows that 

the number of alternative plans which can be searched must be much less than the ratio of the cost of 

realising the modifications and the indirect tuning cost. This ratio is not generally much larger than the 

number of plans in the tuning space, so the search problem cannot be considered solved. Some illustration 

of the time-scales generally involved may serve to amplify this point for different types of tuning.

If, for grain size tuning, a modification takes 20 minutes to evaluate by indirect tuning and 1 day to 

implement, around 20 modifications can be evaluated for the cost of direct tuning. Therefore, very few 

modifications can be evaluated by indirect tuning before its cost becomes a substantial fraction of the total 

budget. In addition, it is frequently necessary to use additional tuning before the full potential performance 

of the tuned program can be obtained. This drives up the cost of searching the tuning space still further. 

Hence, indirect tuning does not allow the tuning tree to be thoroughly searched for grain size tuning. The 

risks imposed by the tree gap to the tuning project as a whole are not always totally resolved. The 

consequences are that a good solution may be missed or a tuning exercise may be continued in vain for 

longer than necessary.

For parallelism tuning, there are usually several parts of the program which may be tuned in several 

different ways and there are further degrees of freedom because of the possibility of subsequent grain size 

tuning and event tuning. If it is estimated that indirect tuning takes 0.5 hours to evaluate a modification 

which is estimated to take 5 days to realise, around 100 modifications may be modelled for the cost of 

evaluating a single modification. Since the total cost of experimenting with model modifications must be 

much less than the cost of realising the modifications needed to meet the specification, there remains a 

severe limit on the number of such modifications which can be evaluated. In addition, for each parallelism 

modification, there are likely to be various possibilities for further grain size tuning and event tuning. 

Hence, on the basis of these estimates, it can be argued that, for parallelism tuning, it will rarely be possible 

to search the tuning tree thoroughly, so the risks associated with the tree gap are not totally resolved.

For hardware tuning, the costs of realisation can be much larger and the size of the tuning tree is much 

larger too. At one extreme, hardware may already be available, in which case the cost of realisation is 

dominated by that of parallelism tuning. The argument that the tuning tree cannot be searched thoroughly
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follows that presented above. At the other extreme, suppose that parallel hardware costs £100000 or 

more, equivalent, allowing for overheads, sickness and holidays, to around 200 days of engineering effort. 

If no significant parallelism tuning is needed, this is equivalent to indirect tuning for 5000 modifications. If 

10% of this time can be spared for indirect tuning, 500 modifications can be evaluated. For many 

programs, this will permit a thorough search of the most promising parts of the tuning space. If fiirther 

parallelism tuning is required, with each modification to be evaluated followed by grain tuning and event 

tuning, the situation is much less clear-cut. In some cases, a thorough search may be possible. In other 

cases, the size of the tuning tree will be overwhelming, especially where there are several hardware tuning 

alternatives and several parallelism tuning alternatives for each hardware tuning alternative.

These are important considerations, because they emphasise the need for monitoring and analysis in the 

choice of tuning modifications. In many cases, especially for large and complex programs and for complex 

modifications, it is simply not possible to search the tuning tree thoroughly within a fixed budget, even 

using indirect tuning methods. Therefore, the use of monitoring tools to diagnose performance problems 

and the use of model analysis to assess the potential of possible solutions can be vital. Furthermore, 

analysis techniques, based this time on the results of model simulation, must be used to evaluate the 

potential on a continuing basis as fiirther modifications are applied to the model. This allows unpromising 

branches of the tuning tree to be abandoned as soon as possible and as cheaply as possible. Hence, using a 

combination of monitoring tools, performance visualisation tools, model analysis and model simulation, the 

search problem can be strongly addressed for a wide range of programs and a wide range of tuning 

modifications, despite the cost limitations discussed here.

However, although the search problem is strongly addressed, it is not actually solved. For large and 

complex programs, difficulties are likely to occur because performance problems are hard to diagnose, 

because the assumptions required for a tractable analysis are too optimistic and because the search is too 

restricted in comparison to the total design space. The precise nature of these problems is a matter for 

fiiture research, but the use of program decomposition, as mentioned in the previous chapter, is a way of 

addressing the issue provided that the sub program behaviours do not affect one another in complicated 

ways.

The risks and the extent to which they are managed on the more realistic basis of non-negligible model 

simulation costs are summarised in Table 5.
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Risk Gap Direct Tuning Indirect Tuning

tuning budget not resolved until realisation costs have 

been incurred

resolved before realisation costs have 

been incurred for a cost much less than 

that of realisation

search tree not resolved, because the best plan may 

not be found before the budget is 

exhausted

not resolved because the costs of 

modelling are non-negligible so the 

size of the search is finite

Table 5 : Risk Management for Indirect Tuning with Non-negligible Cost

5.9 Practical Experience

It has been argued that there are substantial benefits to be gained from using the techniques of monitoring 

analysis, direct tuning and indirect tuning However, this theoretical argument contrasts with certain 

practical experience which has been gained through applying and developing these tools

Experimental performance monitoring, simulation and visualisation tools were successfully demonstrated 

with applications in the laboratory. These applications had properties very similar to those of DAG 

programs. However, a number of problems arose when monitoring and model simulation techniques were 

applied to a parallel application being developed commercially. This provided a test of whether the 

techniques could be extended and applied to more complicated applications. The details of the application 

cannot be divulged here, due to its military and commercial sensitivity, but it is possible to discuss the 

important lessons which were drawn from the exercise and why they were drawn. Monitoring was applied 

successfully, albeit after a number of issues of a detailed technical nature had been resolved; the speed of a 

performance critical portion of the application was doubled by the client’s staff through the use of 

VPB/Mon™. The model simulation exercise, however, was not a success, because the properties of the 

program contrasted sharply with the properties of DAG programs in two important ways.

Firstly, the behaviour of the program was data-dependent and therefore varied fi’om one data-set to 

another. Since the performance specification was critical to the project’s success, providing assurance that 

it would be met consistently was an important issue. A further problem with grain sizes was that of 

predicting their sizes following tuning. The issue of methods to deal with this problem is studied for DAG 

programs in the next chapter.

Secondly, the flow of control within the application tasks was non-deterministic, data-dependent and 

complicated, by contrast with DAG programs and other simple programs. This made modelling very time- 

consuming, complex and prone to error. It proved impossible either to establish a meaningful comparison 

between model and program behaviour and to interpret the results. In the light of these experiences, the 

issue of modelling existing programs with non-DAG characteristics will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Following this work, fiirther opportunities arose to develop performance monitoring tools and model 

simulation tools targeted at different processors, different parallel programming languages and different 

system software. In order to provide tools for low cost, they had to be portable between systems, so a 

software monitoring solution was preferred. Whereas this chapter has assumed that monitoring tools are 

perfect, measurements have shown that software-based monitoring tools can cause a considerable 

performance overhead. Furthermore, the use of discrete event simulation techniques to simulate models of 

parallel programs does not produce a strictly accurate representation of actual program behaviour. This is 

particularly true in the modelling of scheduling and of routed messages. In modelling complex 

applications, it is difficult to discern when these effects are significant. For these reasons, Chapter 8 will 

discuss the relaxation of the assumption of perfect tools.

5.10 Summary

□  The limitations on tuning defined in this chapter apply to the class of programs with DAG 

structure and data-independent grain sizes and to perfect tools.

□  A tuning tree describes the tuning space and a tuning trajectory plots program run-time 

against costs incurred.

□  Direct tuning suffers from two main problems; the risk of wasted costs for individual tuning 

modifications and the limits imposed by cost on the search of the tuning tree.

□  Under the assumptions of this chapter, indirect tuning allows the tuning risk to be avoided 

for all types of modifications, since the performance which is to be obtained is known in 

advance of realising modifications and incurring costs.

□  Indirect tuning does not always allow the risk associated with the search problem to be 

resolved, since the costs of model modification are finite and the tree gap between the tuning 

trajectory and the tuning limit cannot be fully resolved. However, indirect tuning, in 

combination with analysis techniques from the previous chapter, can address the search 

problem very strongly, provided the application is not too large and complex.

□  In applying these techniques more generally, there are three key difficulties: uncertain and 

data-dependent grain sizes, the costs of model creation and modification for non-DAG 

programs and the problems posed by the use of imperfect tools.
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6. Grain Sizes

6.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the problem of grain sizes and message sizes which are data-dependent, in that they 

depend either directly on input data or on the results of other computations and messages which 

themselves depend on input data. A set of input data values used for performance testing purposes is 

referred to as an input data vector. The specific case considered is that where a performance 

specification is fixed and independent of the input data. Previous chapters have concentrated on the tuning 

of programs whose grain sizes are known and fixed; here, the effect of grain size data-dependence and 

uncertainty on performance risk management is discussed.

This is an important issue because some programs have computations which vary in length according to 

the input data and because there is grain size uncertainty whenever any computation is modified for the 

purposes of tuning or software maintenance. The efiects are that the program’s behaviour is variable or 

uncertain, respectively. In particular, the behaviour and the run-time of a program with data-dependent 

grain sizes may vary radically as the input data varies. This makes it more difficult to tune the program to 

meet a performance specification. The consequences of this are particularly severe when the program is 

time-critical, in that failure to complete execution before a deadline can have serious consequences.

A further problem with data-dependent grain sizes is that tuning a program with multiple behaviours can be 

a difficult and iterative process. Modifications to cure a performance problem for one set of test data may 

make other problems worse. This problem is exacerbated as the test set grows larger and the behaviour 

grows more variable and more complex. The effects of the problem are most serious if the modifications 

which have to be made are expensive ones. The tuning iterations which arise from grain size data- 

dependence make the costs of tuning even larger and more unpredictable than is the case with programs 

with fixed, known grain sizes.

Because grain sizes in a model can be set to any value for negligible effort, the use of model simulation 

presents an important opportunity to deal with these problems. Models can be constructed which use 

worst case grain size values to model the extent of grain size variation and uncertainty in program run

time. This allows indirect tuning to take place on the basis of a single behaviour, as opposed to multiple 

behaviours, provided the program trace is data-independent. This chapter discusses the extent to which 

this technique is useful. It will be argued that the use of such a model does not provide an absolute 

guarantee either that the specification will always be met or will be met for a particular test set. However, 

it will also be argued that the model does allow risk to be managed appropriately in many cases.

To simplify this discussion, only DAG programs are considered and performance tools are assumed to be 

perfect. The effects of relaxing these assumptions are considered in later Chapters 7 and 8. When a data- 

dependent grain is tuned, the effects of tuning on its upper bound are taken into account. The initial 

assumption of this chapter is that the effect on the upper bound is known in advance. This assumption is
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relaxed in Section 6.6. It is also assumed in this section that the simulated run-time of the upper bound 

model represents an upper bound on program run-time; this assumption is considered in detail in the next 

section.

6.2 Performance Testing

If consistent performance is of the essence in the program specification, the program is said to be 

performance critical and the effects of variations in grain sizes are a very important issue. This is often 

the case in military systems, where performance is the key to survivability or operational effectiveness, or 

in systems in which pose hazards to life, limb or property. In many cases, it is necessary to be able to make 

guarantees concerning the system’s speed of response or rate of operation. A program is defined to meet a 

performance specification consistently if it is guaranteed to do so for any data set. Ideally, performance 

testing should establish that the performance specification is met consistently.

A fundamental problem with testing performance directly is the nature of the conclusions that can be 

drawn from it, because the performance for one data set may indicate little or nothing about the 

performance of the program for a further data set. In particular, if a fixed performance specification is met 

for one data set, it cannot necessarily be inferred that it will be met for another. This problem originates 

from three difficulties.

The first difficulty is the non-linear relationship between grain sizes and run-time. A grain is said to be 

critical if program run-time increases as its grain size increases or non-critical if program run-time does 

not increase as its grain size increases. If its size is increased enough, any grain may become critical. The 

system is complex because the grain sizes at which a grain moves between being critical to being non- 

critical, and vice versa, depends on the values of other grain sizes. In consequence, testing for particular 

grain sizes does not provide a guarantee of consistent performance for all possible grain sizes.

The second difficulty arises from the indirect and therefore complicated relationship between grain sizes 

and input data. This problem exists even when there is a direct dependence of grain size on input data, but 

is complicated by the dependence of the computation in one task is on the results of processing by other 

tasks. Because a change in data can increase some grain sizes and reduce others, the data set which gives 

the worst-case performance can be hard or impossible to identify.

The third difficulty is that tuning can change the data set for which the longest run-time occurs, because 

tuning actions which improve the performance for one data set may worsen it for others. For example, if a 

grain is moved fi'om one processor to another, there may be improvement for a data set for which the 

original processor is busy and a worsening of performance for a data set for which the destination 

processor is busy.

Since the performance cannot be tested for an infinite number of input data vectors, a finite set of input 

data vectors must be used for testing. Because of the three problems stated above, there is a residual risk 

that the coverage will be insufficiently thorough, so that the program can fail to meet specification during 

acceptance testing or during normal system operation. In both cases, this failure can have severe
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consequences, especially for performance critical systems, since life or limb may be lost or severe financial 

penalties incurred.

In practical cases, acceptance testing is carried out for a finite set of input data vectors. However, where 

the developers of the program do not know which input data vectors will be used for acceptance testing, 

they have to choose a set of input data vectors for internal testing. There will therefore be a residual risk 

that the acceptance testers will find an input data vector which has not been tested and for which the 

specification is not met. Hence, the need to meet an acceptance test translates into a need to meet the 

performance specification for the program in operation consistently.

In summary, the problem with testing performance directly on the program itself is that it does not 

necessarily guarantee consistent performance. Supplementary techniques are therefore desirable.

6.3 Upper Bound Models

An upper limit on a grain size is referred to as its upper bound. In the indirect tuning techniques to be 

discussed here, the worst-case effects of grain size variations are represented by an upper bound model, 

in which all grain sizes take their upper bound values. An upper bound model represents a behaviour 

which does not occur in reality unless the program has a data set in which all grain sizes take their worst- 

case values. However, the ability to represent program behaviour through model simulation allows such a 

behaviour to be visualised and a corresponding performance to be predicted. For testing purposes, such a 

model provides a test which can supplement that provided by use of a finite set of actual input data 

vectors. The model takes grain size variations into account and therefore provides a more general 

indication as to whether the performance specification is met consistently or not.

Moreover, this model can also be used to support indirect tuning. The advantage of this form of indirect 

tuning in comparison to direct tuning is that indirect tuning takes place on the basis of a single behaviour, 

that of the upper bound model. It is assumed that, if the upper bound model meets specification, the 

specification will be met for all data sets. This is important because, with conventional tuning techniques, a 

program which has been tuned successfully for one particular data set may still fail a performance test with 

other data sets. A highly iterative and expensive process of tuning and re-tuning can develop for programs 

with complex behavioural variations. These iterations should not occur where tuning takes place on the 

basis of a single, upper bound model. However, there are several problems with upper bound model 

tuning.

The first problem is that the upper bound model is not useful where the performance specification varies 

according to the input data. This makes tuning very difficult, even if the performance is specified for each 

of a finite set of input data vectors. Modifications which improve performance for one data set may 

worsen it for others. Tuning is likely to be a process with two levels of iteration, as the behaviour for each 

data set must be tuned and then possibly re-visited after tuning has taken place for other data sets. The 

technique of indirect tuning can be applied to reduce the cost of tuning for each individual data set, but it 

does not reduce the problem of iterations because data sets must be re-visited.
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The second problem arises when the grain size variations are highly anti-correlated. This can imply that 

there is a large difference between the upper limit on run-time predicted by upper bound model and the 

longest run-time for any input data vector in the test set Even if the performance specification were to be 

met for all input data vectors, this difference leaves open the possibility that the upper bound model will 

not meet specification, so that it would be impossible to establish that the performance specification is met 

consistently. The most likely consequence of the gap is unnecessary tuning, possibly at considerable extra 

cost.

The third problem arises because the assumption that the upper bound model gives an upper bound on run

time does not always hold. This issue is discussed in detail in the next section.

The fourth problem arises, especially for performance critical programs, because of the assumptions that 

have to be made about grain sizes to use the method. Unless it is possible to set an upper bound on each 

grain size in the program for all data sets, it is impossible to be sure of meeting a finite run-time 

specification for all data sets for the program as a whole. The unbounded data-dependence of any single 

grain size can prevent the program as a whole from meeting a specified run-time consistently. This issue is 

discussed in Section 6.5.

The final problem concerns the role of analysis. For the optimistic analysis of a system, the measured grain 

sizes which arise from one of the input vectors should be used, because the worst-case behaviour of the 

system will always be worse than or equal to that for any one of the actual input vectors. The set of 

measured grain sizes which gives the worst model analysis results should be used; this maximises the 

chances that the model analysis feasibility test will be failed if the program is destined not to meet the 

specification consistently. In other words, choosing the worst set of measured grain sizes maximises the 

effectiveness of the feasibility test provided by analysis. Analysis can also be applied to the results of the 

upper bound model simulation to define an optimistic limit on what can be achieved for the upper bound 

model. If model analysis shows that the upper bound model cannot be tuned to specification, the model 

analysis test indicates that the tuning being considered cannot eliminate the data-dependence risk. This 

may lead to other types of tuning being considered, but an alternative course of action is to accept the 

data-dependence risk.

6.4 Anomalies

This section examines in detail the limitation with upper bound model tuning technique which arises from 

the assumption that it defines an absolute upper limit on run-time. Intuitively, it might be expected that the 

effect of reducing a grain size should be either to reduce run-time or to leave it unchanged, depending on 

whether the grain is or is not critical. In fact, a reduced grain size can theoretically lead to an increase in 

overall run-time; this will be termed an anomaly. A simple form of the phenomenon is illustrated below. 

The critical path of the program is formed by the grains of tasks A, B, C and E. Their messages can be 

assumed to be sent and received in negligible time, so the run-time of this part of the program is thus the 

sum of the grain sizes, A+B+C+E. Task A sends a message to task R, which is not on the critical path, but
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which send a message to task D. D, in turn sends a message to the final grain, E. This program is 

illustrated as a DAG diagram in Figure 34.

Figure 34 : An Example of a DAG Program

The behaviour of this program before tuning when it is mapped onto three processors is shown in the 

upper part of Figure 35. The program runs, as planned, with the grains A, B, C and E on the critical path. 

If sufficient reduction is now made in the size of the grain R, the grain D is brought into contention with 

the grain B on the critical path. If the priorities are such that D pre-empts B, the reduction in the size of R 

can cause the completion of B to be considerably delayed. Hence, the reduction in grain size causes an 

increase in overall run-time and thus illustrates the concept of an anomaly.
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Figure 35 : An Example of a Tuning Anomaly

The importance of anomalies is that they violate the assumption that an upper bound model represents an 

upper limit on run-time. An anomaly can cause the run-time of program for a particular data set to be 

longer than that of the upper bound model. The implication is that the upper bound model cannot totally 

resolve the risk from data-dependence where it is possible for one grain of processing to pre-empt another

This phenomenon does not arise due to the special case which is being studied and can occur in many 

circumstances. Firstly, anomalous effects are not an artefact o f imperfections in modelling or monitoring 

tools, indeed, even the program itself, executed for a data set for which all its grain sizes take their worst 

case values, would not necessarily define an absolute upper bound on performance Secondly, anomalies 

can occur even if computations are highly engineered so that upper bounds are never violated. Finally, 

anomalies are not an artefact of non-determinism or complexity in programs. In the above illustration, they 

occur for a simple DAG programs with well-understood behaviour and a deterministic trace. On the other 

hand, it is certainly reasonable to assume that anomalies can also occur for complex, non-deterministic and 

non-DAG programs and with modelling and monitoring tools which are not perfect

For performance-critical programs, it is therefore important to understand the circumstances under which 

anomalies can and cannot occur and the circumstances in which they can have significant effects and 

important practical consequences. A way of preventing anomalies from occurring in the first place is by 

program design. Anomalies only occur when less critical grains are allowed to pre-empt more critical 

grains. Hence, anomalies never occur if the grains are prioritised so that such priority inversions cannot 

occur. However, priority inversions are often associated with message routing. Processing grains 

associated with routing generally have a high priority, which is usually defined in system software and not
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user-modifiable. Hence, the high priority processing grain associated with routing a non-critical message 

may be brought into contention with a critical grain of processing, causing an anomaly. This may lead to 

large effects if there are many such messages to be routed.

Where anomalies may occur for a performance-critical program, it is important to manage the risks they 

cause. This can be done by testing for their effects. The visualisation of behaviour, whether from a 

program model or from performance monitoring results, can provide information as to how anomalies 

might occur. In particular, events can be used to show the order in which grains are executed and how 

they may contend. The exception to this occurs if program behaviour is very complex, so that the number 

of events to be analysed becomes overwhelming, or if there is no well-defined critical path or load. Where 

anomalies can be detected, the priorities of tasks and the routing of messages can be tuned to ensure that 

critical grains are not pre-empted.

Testing for anomalies is facilitated by modelling, in that it allows grain sizes to be varied directly. This is 

helpful because it makes testing for model anomalies more convenient. In particular, it is possible to carry 

out a sensitivity analysis by testing the effects of grain size variations in a systematic way. If a reduction in 

a single grain size with respect to the upper bound model produces an increase in run-time, the possibility 

of anomalous behaviour has been detected. Such tests are much harder to carry out on the program itself, 

because the program grain sizes can only be varied indirectly, by varying the input data. Failure to detect 

anomalies by sensitivity analysis affords a good indication that tuning anomalies will not arise, but is not an 

absolute proof. Greater assurance can be provided by testing combinations of grain sizes and by testing a 

range of values for each grain size. The limitations on sensitivity analysis occur where many grain sizes are 

variable over a wide range, so that the space of possibihties is too large to test thoroughly.

In summary, while a number of modelling techniques can be employed to minimise the risks from 

anomalies, the risk cannot be entirely eliminated. If the program is time-critical, data-dependent grain sizes 

and large amounts of communication should be avoided if possible, particularly if they are shown to lead to 

complex variations in behaviour.

6.5 Grain Size Bounds

When a program is tuned on the basis of an upper bound model, computations and messages should ideally 

be carefully engineered so that grain sizes remain within defined bounds. This ensures that all risks are 

removed except the residual risks which arise from the possibility of anomalous behaviour. However, the 

cost of such engineering may be excessive, especially if the program is not particularly performance 

critical.

The basic approach in the absence of engineered upper limits is to measure the grain sizes for each of the 

input data vectors in the test set, with the maximum value of each grain size over the whole test set taken 

as the upper bound. The problem is that this measurement is awkward, inconvenient and therefore costly 

to do, even for DAG programs; the contents of messages to each task must be recorded and then fed to 

the task before grain sizes can be measured. A further difficulty is that, although allowance may be made
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for variation beyond that measured, there is always an additional risk of the upper bounds set being 

violated for data sets for which no measurements were made.

To measure upper bounds on the grain sizes for lower cost, performance monitoring results should be 

used. The major problem is that contention for processors and links can make these measurements difficult 

to do accurately. The user must balance the need for precision against cost. However, where the grain 

sizes are loosely controlled, there is a logical implication that the performance specification should also be 

loosely controlled, so the use of monitoring to make these estimates of upper bounds may be acceptable in 

many practical cases. For instance, the problem of grain size bounds being violated may be over-looked if 

it is sufficient that the program perform to specification for most data sets or that it show a substantial 

improvement over the equivalent serial system. In any case, there is still an advantage in using an 

“approximate” upper bound model, in that it allows tuning on the basis of a single behaviour. This is a 

much less rigorous technique, since contention between tasks makes grain sizes hard to measure. 

However, because the model is merely used to guide tuning, with testing used to ensure that the 

performance specification is met consistently, this can be a reasonable and cost-effective way to proceed.

In some cases, a way of avoiding the problems of measuring bounds is to specify performance on a 

statistical basis, requiring that a fixed performance specification be met in a high percentage of cases. 

However, if a computation is time-critical, it is frequently the behaviour in extreme situations which is of 

interest. In the mihtary domain, for instance, there is rather more interest in the behaviour of a system 

facing an attack fi'om multiple threats than in its performance while on a routine patrol.

To summarise, the reliability of the model depends on whether the upper bounds have been determined by 

engineering the grains, by measuring them over a sample of input data vectors or by measuring them from 

performance monitoring results. The first approach is appropriate for performance-critical programs and 

the last approach is appropriate where costs must be minimised, while the second approach is awkward 

and inconvenient, without providing rigorous results.

6.6 Managing Risks in Grain Size Tuning

If grains are to be modified or tuned, it has been assumed until this point that the grain sizes of the tuned or 

modified computations or messages are known before the tuning or modification has actually taken place. 

In reality, of course, this is not the case. In modelling the program to support tuning, it is necessary to 

express the uncertainty about the grain sizes and message sizes in the tuned program. In the techniques to 

be discussed here, it is assumed that the uncertainty as to grain sizes or as to grain size upper bounds can 

be represented by a pessimistic estimate and an optimistic estimate.

If a serial program is viewed as a series of several grains, it can be predicted before tuning that the overall 

program run-time lies between the sum of the optimistic estimates and the sum of the pessimistic estimates. 

The risk is considered resolved unless the limits straddle the specification. If the pessimistic hmit meets the 

specification, it can be predicted that the tuning will be successful. If the optimistic limit does not meet 

specification, it can be predicted that tuning will fail. If the limits do straddle the specification, risk must be
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resolved by tuning the grains. After each grain has been tuned, the overall limits can be updated. Since the 

limits must converge when all the grains are tuned, the risk must eventually be resolved. The limitation of 

the technique is that tuning costs are at stake with respect to the risk of grain tuning; this limit also applies 

to parallel program tuning.

If this technique is applied to a parallel program, parallel program behaviour must also be taken into 

account. Therefore, a model simulation, rather than a grain size summation, is used to generate the limits 

on run-time. Provided that grain sizes are data-independent, the optimistic limit on performance is 

calculated by analysis of monitoring results on the basis of optimistic estimates of the grain sizes after 

tuning. Indirect tuning need only be carried out if this optimistic analysis shows that the tuning limit 

performance meets specification. Provided, as before, that the grain sizes are data-independent, the 

pessimistic limit on performance is predicted by model simulation on the basis of the pessimistic estimates 

of grain sizes. Indirect tuning then proceeds. The model simulation based on the pessimistic grain size 

estimates - the pessimistic model - is tuned in an attempt to plan the pessimistic tuning trajectory. The 

indirect tuning succeeds totally only if a plan is found for which the pessimistic tuning trajectory meets the 

performance specification within budget, resolving the tuning risk. Otherwise, the optimistic tuning limit 

and the upper bound on performance straddle the specification and the risk is not resolved.

Besides the pessimistic trajectory, it is also possible to construct an optimistic tuning trajectory. Given 

that indirect tuning is taking place, the optimistic tuning trajectory identifies plans for which there is no 

chance that the specified performance can be achieved; these plans can be abandoned. Grain size tuning 

and parallelism tuning cause the pessimistic and optimistic trajectories to diverge. This is because grain 

size changes are accompanied by grain size uncertainty and therefore uncertainty as to overall behaviour. 

The optimistic and pessimistic tuning trajectory concepts are illustrated in Figure 36.
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Figure 36 : Indirect Tuning with Data-independent, but Uncertain Grain Sizes

Sensitivity analysis o f performance with respect to grain size uncertainty is also o f value in managing risks 

from grain size uncertainty By varying grain sizes between their pessimistic and optimistic values, it is 

possible to test the effects of uncertainty on performance and thus prioritise the grains in terms of the 

degree of uncertainty they cause. Those which cause the greatest uncertainty will tend to be tuned first, in 

order to keep the costs at stake with respect to the unresolved risks of tuning as low as possible. As 

successive grains are tuned, the run-time estimates produced by the optimistic and pessimistic models 

converge. Despite the possibility o f minimising costs at stake in this way, it is a limitation of the technique 

that costs are at stake with respect to the unresolved risk, although it should be noted that this risk 

corresponds with the exactly equivalent risk which arises when the “grains” of a serial program are tuned. 

With parallel program tuning, however, the problem can be more serious, because the high costs of 

parallelism tuning and hardware tuning can also be at stake with respect to the grain size tuning risk.

Analysis can be applied to the results of the pessimistic model before indirect tuning begins, assuming that 

the optimistic model has been tuned to specification. If analysis shows that the pessimistic model may 

meet specification, the grain size risk may be resolved if indirect tuning is successful. If model analysis 

shows that the pessimistic model cannot be tuned to specification, then some grain size risk will be 

unresolved until grains are tuned, even if indirect tuning is completely successful

Additional risk arises because actual grain sizes after tuning may be bigger than the pessimistic estimate or 

smaller than the optimistic estimate, violating the assumptions defined by the estimates. This risk is 

resolved during development, when the grains have been tuned If the pessimistic estimate is not achieved, 

additional and unexpected tuning may be necessary and the tuning method may be considered to have
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failed seriously if this is not achievable within budget. If, on the other hand, a grain could have been tuned 

to a value lower than the optimistic estimate, the most likely consequence is that the tuning planned will be 

more expensive than is actually needed. Hence, there are contradictory requirements in setting the grain 

size estimates. To avoid unresolved risk, the estimates of the grain size should be kept as close together as 

possible, but a liberal margin between estimates is desirable in order to make their violation less likely. The 

need to make this trade-off is a further limitation of the technique.

6.7 Pessimistic and Optimistic Upper Bound Models

The most general situation is when a program has combinations of data-dependence and uncertainty in its 

grains sizes. The method to tackle this situation encompasses the principles used to tackle data-dependent 

grains and uncertain grains individually.

For the feasibility test, analysis is applied to a set of measured grain sizes for any input data vector. 

Optimistic estimates for the upper bounds on the grain sizes associated with that particular input data 

vector are used where grains are to be tuned.

If indirect tuning proceeds, the principle is to apply pessimistic and then optimistic estimates to the upper 

bound on the grain sizes; for those grain sizes which are data-independent, the pessimistic and optimistic 

estimates are simply applied to the grain size itself. The models thus constructed are referred to as the 

pessimistic upper bound model and the optimistic upper bound model, respectively.

For indirect tuning to predict that the specification will be met consistently following a tuning plan, the 

pessimistic upper bound model must meet specification If the pessimistic upper bound model and 

optimistic upper bound model give results which straddle the specification; the tuning plan is subject to risk 

which is not resolved until after the grain tuning has taken place and costs have been incurred; other types 

of tuning should be considered to ensure that the performance specification will be met consistently after 

tuning. If the optimistic upper bound model does not meet specification, risk will remain unresolved even 

after the grain size tuning is completed and all its costs have been incurred.

6.8 Summary

For programs with data-dependent grain sizes, testing alone does not, in general, ensure that 

the performance specification will be met consistently.

A model simulation can be used to define an upper bound on run-time for programs with 

data-dependent grain sizes. This provides a supplement to performance testing.

Model analysis should be based on optimistic estimates of grain sizes after tuning and on 

measured grain sizes - preferably those of the worst case measured.

An upper bound model permits indirect tuning on the basis of a single behaviour and 

provides a test that the performance specification will be met consistently.
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□  Anomalies are a fundamental source of risk that the run-time defined by a pessimistic, upper 

bound model will be exceeded; they arise because the assumption that run-time will never 

decrease if any grain size decreases does not necessarily hold.

□  Problems of measuring and defining limits on grain sizes present practical difficulties in 

building models of parallel programs. Rigorous grain size limits may be obtained by 

carefully engineering the computations and messages; more informal limits are obtained by 

inspecting performance monitoring results.

□  In general, a pessimistic upper bound model and an optimistic upper bound model should be 

used to support indirect tuning. The goal of indirect tuning is to ensure that the pessimistic 

upper bound model meets specification, thus ensuring, in theory, that the program will meet 

specification consistently after tuning.

□  Since grain size estimates are assumptions of the model, they may be violated, with the 

results that the performance specification is not met and that extra tuning is needed.
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7. Tuning Non-DAG Programs

7.1 Introduction

This chapter considers programs which do not conform to the DAG paradigm. Instead, the class of 

programs considered is that of task graphs, as described in Chapter 2. The traces of the tasks are not 

restricted in any way; they may consist of computations and messages in any order and may be data- 

independent or data-dependent and deterministic or non-deterministic. This is an important aspect of the 

tuning problem, because most parallel programs do not conform to the DAG paradigm.

For DAG programs, model and program harnesses can be generated automatically from common modules. 

Existing programs are not generally constructed from such automatically generated harnesses. To 

construct a discrete event model of such a program, even if its trace is deterministic and data-independent, 

trace information must be extracted from it. Manual extraction of the trace imposes high costs, so 

different techniques for model creation are required. This is important, because the costs of obtaining a 

model will offset any savings which might be made from indirect tuning and may make the technique 

uneconomic. Two techniques for obtaining a model on a more cost-effective basis are suggested in this 

chapter and their limitations are discussed. The first is to automate the process of extracting information 

by recording a traces of the tasks in a parallel program; this is referred to as trace-driven simulation. The 

second is to use a form of model based on the program itself, called a synthetic workload model.

The grain sizes used for the model may be estimates, bounds or measurements, as discussed in the previous 

chapter. The assumption of perfect tools is retained in this chapter, but it will be relaxed in the next.

7.2 The Overheads of Modelling

In comparing modification costs for direct and indirect tuning, the costs associated with obtaining the 

model in the first place have been neglected until now. In most practical cases, however, models are not 

readily available, unless they have been developed to support program design or unless a tool such as 

gendag is used. Furthermore, it is not generally practicable to maintain a model alongside the program, 

because the model must be modified to reflect most or all program modifications, even those not 

associated with tuning, resulting in an on-going extra maintenance cost. Also, if any error is made in 

changing the model, it becomes useless and has to be corrected or replaced.

The costs of obtaining a model of an existing program by manual means can be substantial and are best 

understood in terms of the human effort it can consume. The background to this work is the work done by 

the author at CRL in connection with the monitoring and modelling of a large parallel application 

developed by Sensors Group, THORN EMI Electronics Ltd. In this particular example, the process of 

model construction proved especially time-consuming, because the program consisted of a complex 

network of tasks and had a functional hierarchy several layers deep, with loop control constructs and 

message passing calls at various levels of the hierarchy. A comparable task graph and function hierarchy
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are illustrated in Figure 37 to give an indication of the nature of the problem. It was apparent from this 

experience that the costs rise with the size and complexity of the program, because it becomes more 

difficult to understand the source codes and to construct a model to represent it The costs involved can 

range from for a few hours for a simple program model to several weeks of effort for a complex model 

such as that built for Sensors Group. The principal problem was that information on the program 

behaviour was obtained from software engineers in the form of information on the behaviour of individual 

tasks; a substantial amount of effort was then needed to make these modelled tasks work together in a 

consistent way, so it was apparent that behaviour of the program as a whole had not been understood 

correctly.

Typical ProgramTask Graph
Typical Task Function Hierarchy

function
invocation of 
one function 
by another

Figure 37 : Typical Structure for a Parallel Program

7.3 Model-Driven Program Development

This section discusses the possibility of extending gendag to include programs with more complex tasks 

than those of DAG programs. Scripts specifying tasks could be included in the set of common modules. 

These scripts would express arbitrary sequences of grains and messages for each task, with additional 

support for control loops, so that corresponding task harnesses can be created. The model would be 

generated by turning these scripts into a set of model harnesses and the program would be generated by 

turning the scripts into a set of task harnesses. Again, computation modules would be defined as ftmctions 

and linked into the generated harness. Tuning of the program would involve modifying the common 

modules, re-generating the model harness to test the effects of modifications on performance, and, having 

located a suitable series of modifications, re-generating the program harness. By tuning and developing
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the common modules, rather than the generated program, the model would remain available for the 

evaluation of tuning modifications and the generation of future versions of the program.

The main limitation of this approach is that it sets constraints on the programs which can be realised. The 

programs generated must consist of program-specific modules, containing only computations, and of task 

harnesses generated from scripts. This means that it is not applicable to most existing programs, because 

existing programs do not generally conform to these constraints. Instead, modules often contain a mixture 

of computation and communication and they are designed as a hierarchy of functions and loop control 

constructs reflecting the algorithms and information flows rather than the parallel behaviour of the 

program. A further problem is that data structures may be global to a task and may be accessed in 

arbitrary ways.

This is a fundamental issue. Unless a common modules contain all the details of a task’s computations, 

data structures and communications, it cannot represent and cannot reproduce programs in general. 

However, if the common module does contain this information, it may become very complex and the costs 

of modifying programs for indirect tuning may approach and even exceed the costs of modifying the 

program itself. For this reason, there is a fundamental limitation on the extent to which task graph 

programs can be developed on a model-driven basis. Model-driven program development may be suitable 

for new programs which can be developed within suitable constraints, but it is not generally applicable to 

the tuning of existing programs.

7.4 Trace-Driven Models

The concept of trace-driven modelling originates in the modelling of computer systems. Where streams of 

independent computing jobs each make a series of demands on a pool of computing resources, the 

workload can be characterised by tracing the behaviour of a real workload on a real system in the form of 

streams of events [Dubois86]. Here, its potential for application to the tuning of a parallel programs is 

considered by analysing the technique of trace-driven modelling of a parallel program and its limitations.

The basic principle of collecting the trace of a task is to link it with an instrumentation library and execute 

it in isolation on the target processor. The instrumentation library would record the time for each 

computation and the messages sent and received, including the quantity of data transmitted. For a 

program with a deterministic, data-independent event trace and data-independent grain sizes, the model 

harness for each task would be generated from the trace information recorded and the grain sizes for the 

model are drawn from the measured values. Where the grain sizes are data-dependent, the model harness 

would be obtained from the trace, but the grain size parameters would not be uniquely determined by 

measurement; the grain sizes for the model would be set to create a pessimistic, upper bound model, as 

discussed in Chapter 6. With the trace-driven model, however, there would be the additional possibility of 

using grain size data from the task logs as an aid to estimating the upper bounds to be used in the model.
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Even where all grain sizes are data-independent, there would be four practical limitations with this 

technique. Firstly, for very large programs with many tasks and long computation times, the task traces 

would be time-consuming to collect, even if the process were automated. Secondly, large files would be 

created for applications with repetitive behaviour; this is especially serious if these model script files must 

be edited in order to evaluate modifications. Thirdly, it would prove time-consuming to estimate or 

engineer a large number of grain sizes. The first two problems are likely to recede as the power and data 

capacity of computers increases and, in any case, can sometimes be overcome by using a limited number of 

iterations to represent program behaviour. However, the third problem will remain a limit on the practical 

application of the technique.

The fourth problem with the trace-driven model simulation technique would be that the model harness 

derived from the trace would have a fiat structure and would not represent the function hierarchies, loop 

control constructs and data flows of the program itself, as mentioned in the previous section. This would 

make it difficult to model modifications conceived in terms of the program source code. Event tuning 

modifications to task priorities, mappings, message orders and buffer tasks would be relatively easy to 

evaluate on the model; the fiat structure makes no difference to the application of event tuning 

modifications to the model. Similarly, hardware tuning modifications could be applied relatively easily to 

the model. It would simply be necessary to make modifications to the simulated hardware and the way 

that the simulated software is mapped onto it, as already discussed. The fact that the tasks are trace-driven 

would not impact on this, although it might affect the modelling of subsequent modifications. For grain 

size tuning, because of iteration, multiple modifications to the model source would be needed to represent 

each grain size reduction. If the file and line numbers of the source code to be tuned were recorded in the 

program trace, they would be embedded as comments in the model harness. Therefore, given a plan to 

tune specified lines of source code, the corresponding lines of code in the model harness could readily be 

identified. A large number of identical modifications, corresponding to program iterations, could, at least 

in principle, be made rapidly using standard text processing techniques. Parallelism tuning modifications 

could also be applied to a trace-driven model. However, indirect tuning would be very laborious and 

error-prone, because the model harness is a “fiat” one, from which the hierarchy of functions and loops has 

been removed. This is particularly true if the program is highly iterative, if modifications made are 

complicated and if a series of modifications must be represented. The next section will discuss a greatly 

superior technique, so the precise limits on parallelism tuning for trace-driven models need not be explored 

in detail here.

In summary, in applying trace-driven indirect tuning to programs with data-independent and deterministic 

traces, there would be problems in interpreting modifications in terms of a fiat model. These could be 

overcome for event tuning, grain tuning and hardware tuning, but might present difficulties for parallelism 

tuning.
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7.5 Synthetic Workloads

In the context of computer system engineering, a synthetic workload consists of an artificially generated 

program or suite of programs which are used to experiment with system hardware or system software 

[Ferrari83]. In the context of tuning parallel programs, the term synthetic workload refers to a program 

which is used to conduct experiments to show how a program should be tuned. This program is usually a 

modified version of the program to be tuned

For a DAG program, a synthetic workload would be produced by replacing all of the functions with 

synthetic computation grains and the messages with synthetic messages. Synthetic computation grains 

are computations which do no useful work but which occupy the processor for a length of time. Similarly, 

synthetic messages consist of arbitrary data sent from one task to another to impose a load on the routing 

system identical to that of a real message. The synthetic workload approach could be used to implement 

an entire model, but it would then be merely an alternative to the discrete event approach already 

discussed. However, it is possible for grains and messages to represent themselves in the synthetic 

workload model; they are then said to be self-representing grains. Ultimately, therefore, the starting 

point for the model would be a copy of the program itself Indeed, the first advantage of a synthetic 

workload model is approach would be that it eliminates the work involved in creating the initial model.

The second advantage, as compared to a trace-driven model, is that it would eliminate the need to express 

modifications to a program in terms of tasks whose form is different to that of the program itself. This 

would be particularly important where the program consists of a hierarchy of loops and function calls, 

since this hierarchy is flattened by tracing. Only the grains and messages which are involved in tuning 

modifications or whose grain size must be set to its upper bound would need to be modified. In effect, the 

program itself would be tuned, but synthetic messages and grains would be used to evaluate the effects of 

tuning and data-dependence for particular grains.

An important advantage of synthetic workload models would be the ease with which they represent the 

interactions of the program with system software. This can introduce far greater complexity in the model 

than that caused by routing alone. Features of the operating system which are challenging to model 

include input-output, file services, resource location and naming, fault tolerance and security. In a 

synthetic workload model of a program for which such features are used, it would be particularly 

appropriate that the operating system components represent themselves, because operating system 

behaviour can be hard to understand and its interactions with the program are an important source of 

performance problems.

Further advantages arise because of the problems of measuring grain sizes. For DAG programs, grain 

sizes can be measured for low cost using a test program to record the execution times of the DAG node 

computation functions. For large numbers'of grain sizes, and for non-DAG programs, it may be difficult 

or time-consuming to set up and execute such a test program, so self-representation could yield 

considerable benefits. Furthermore, when small grain sizes are measured by a timer of finite granularity,
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the rounding errors would become non-negligible. This can be a problem for fine grains of computation, 

which may have a size corresponding to a small number of clock “ticks” or to a fraction of a “tick”; it is 

not always convenient to time multiple executions of such a grain, especially if the grain is a part of a task 

with a complex flow of control. With a synthetic workload, since computations represent themselves, the 

grain size would not need to be measured in most cases. This is particularly important in modelling grain 

sizes associated with message routing, which are small but are also often numerous, leading to a large 

cumulative effect.

Event tuning would be exactly the same for the synthetic workload model as for direct tuning, provided the 

costs of execution are low and the monitoring can be considered to be perfect. In grain tuning, any 

computation, such as a function, loop body or sequence of lines of code, would be replaced by a synthetic 

equivalent in order to model the effects of tuning that particular piece of code. Parallelism tuning would 

be modelled by creating a synthetic sub model to represent that part of the program which is to be 

parallelised. This partial model would execute synthetic work and exchange synthetic messages internally 

and with the rest of the program. In each case, the use of synthetic grains and messages would be much 

cheaper than the full program modification, because it would abstract from the detail of the computation. 

In effect, it would allow the effects of modifications to be predicted without the need to modify complex 

computations.

A further advantage of using a synthetic workload model is that it would make it much easier to realise 

modifications which have been shown to be successful. No further action would be required for event 

tuning modifications. Grmn size tuning modifications would be transferred as for indirect tuning, by simply 

tuning the grain, function or section of code in question. The parallelism tuning would involve re

engineering the program data flows in the grain, function or section of code to be parallelised. This 

compares with the technique of trace-driven modelling, in which the flat model structure would make it 

very problematic to relate modifications which have been evaluated using the model to the program, in 

order that they can be realised.

The most important limitation with synthetic workload modelling is that it would only represent hardware 

tuning where the required hardware is available. Where the hardware represents a large financial 

investment, it is often not available for use with tuning. In any case, a common reason for modelling is to 

avoid the need to put substantial hardware costs at stake with respect to the risk of tuning. However, the 

exception to this limitation arises where a parallel program consists of a number of sub-programs, each of 

which could be modelled separately on the existing hardware. This is an important exception, because it 

would allow large programs to be tuned with greatly reduced performance risk. For the exception to be 

exploited, it would be necessary for the behaviour of the program to be determined from that of the sub

programs in a simple way. In particular, the exception would not apply where sub-programs contend with 

one another or exchange complex series of messages

For a program with data dependent grain sizes and a data-independent trace, a data set would be chosen 

and synthetic computations would be added to existing grains in order to extend them to the required size
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for a pessimistic upper bound model. For each computation or message, the normal computation or 

communication would take place, but extra computations or message data would be added to provide an 

extension to the computation grain or message size. However, when the grain sizes in the synthetic 

workload model are reduced, in order to model grain tuning, it may not be possible to perform the entire 

computation. In this case, data which would have been computed by the calculation may have to be 

supplied artificially. This would be done by embedding constant values in the tasks concerned to be 

transmitted as messages. The effect of this would be to allow the rest of the tasks, and thus the rest of the 

program, to execute normally.

7.6 Combining Techniques

This section discusses the effects of combining the trace-driven and synthetic workload modelling 

techniques for the case of programs with data-independent, deterministic traces. The synthetic workload 

approach to modelling would not support indirect tuning for hardware modifications. On the other hand, 

for non-DAG programs, the trace-driven discrete event approach to indirect tuning would be greatly 

inferior where modifications to software which affect the program trace are required. This is clearly a 

problem for parallelism tuning where both types of modifications are required, since the combined effect of 

the modifications could not be modelled. The problem can be addressed by combining the techniques. A 

synthetic workload model would be used to model all modifications apart from modifications to the 

hardware, including modifications which affect the program trace. To model modifications to the 

hardware, the trace-driven discrete event model would then be constructed by tracing the tasks in the 

synthetic workload model. This trace-driven model of the software would be mapped onto a model of the 

modified hardware. In this way, the effects of a combination of parallelism tuning to software and to 

hardware could be modelled for low cost.

The combined technique could be used with the grain size bounds and limits developed in the previous 

chapter. Hence, indirect tuning for programs with deterministic, data-independent traces can take place on 

the basis of a pessimistic, upper bound model and an optimistic upper bound model for all types of tuning 

modifications.

A limitation of the combined technique would be that the trace-driven discrete event model would have to 

be re-constructed after each modification to the synthetic workload model affecting the traces of the tasks. 

This would only be important, however, if each task has a long run-time and if many task traces are 

changed. Furthermore, since there are usually a relatively small number of modifications which affect the 

task’s traces and tasks which are replicated would only need to be traced once, this should not usually be a 

serious problem in practice. More important limitations arise for programs whose traces are data- 

dependent or non-deterministic. These are discussed in the two sections which follow.

7.7 Data-dependent Traces

This section discusses the application of the combined indirect tuning method to the tuning of programs 

with deterministic, but data-dependent, traces. When a program has a data-dependent trace, the messages
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sent and received can be different for different data sets. These trace variations may depend directly on 

input data values or on intermediate results produced as messages by other tasks. As a consequence, the 

numbers of grains and their structure in the program can vary.

Two difficulties arise in tuning programs with data-dependent traces, because of the variable nature of the 

trace. The first is that the number of grains and the way they interact may be different for each data set. 

Indeed, there may be no bound on the number of grains in the program. For this reason, it is not generally 

possible to define an upper bound model. Instead, performance must be specified for particular data sets 

for which the trace is known. The second difficulty is that tuning decisions must take multiple behaviours 

into account. Where only grain sizes vary, the upper bound model provides a way of tuning the program 

in terms of a single behaviour; this is not possible when the trace can also vary.

The conventional approach to modelling such programs is to make control flow decisions on a probabilistic 

basis. There are features to support the approach directly in VPE/Sim"™, TRANSIM™, 

SES/workbench™ and teamwor^/SIM™. This is useful, for instance, for modelling a typical behaviour of 

a program which is processing a stream of input data with well-understood statistical properties. In many 

cases, however, this approach is not appropriate because it is the program behaviour in extreme cases 

which is of interest. In military systems, for instance, it is the response to particular types of target or 

threat in particular conditions which must be controlled. In particular, it may still be desirable to determine 

whether run-time will lie within a fixed specification.

If the data-dependence of a program trace is to be represented in a synthetic workload model, the values of 

messages must be preserved. This ensures that the trace is the same for the synthetic workload model as 

for the program. Where synthetic grains are used, the code in the synthetic grain would have to ensure 

that the results of the computation for each of a number of data sets are passed on to the rest of the 

computation. This would make it inconvenient, and therefore expensive, to use synthetic workload 

modelling for programs with data-dependent traces. Furthermore, the need to pass on the data would 

ultimately mean that the synthetic grain has a certain minimum size, thus limiting the extent to which grain 

size reductions can be modelled. A related problem would be that of the side-efFects of each computation, 

which would also need to be reproduced if the trace is to be modelled correctly, thus further increasing the 

minimum synthetic grain size. The situation is worse for trace-driven modelling, because a different model 

would need to be generated for each input data vector for which tuning is to take place.

It follows that the combined indirect tuning method is only a solution to the problem of tuning the program 

for a single input data vector. The program for the data set in question would simply be tuned as though it 

were a data-independent program. By reducing the cost of tuning for any given data set, the combined 

indirect tuning method might claim to make a strong contribution to the tuning of these programs.

However, any tuning for one data set might have a detrimental effect on the tuning for other data sets. 

Therefore, the combined modelling technique is of no use where there are many possible traces arising 

from many possible data sets. In many cases, indirect tuning is clearly not a complete solution to the 

problem of tuning programs with data-dependent traces. Although it would reduce the costs of tuning for
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each data set, it would not eliminate the possibility of a considerable number of tuning iterations in tuning 

for a number of data sets.

7.8 Non-deterministic Traces

For programs with non-deterministic traces, it would be possible to use a synthetic workload model to 

conduct performance experiments. This is a promising approach to the indirect tuning of such programs, 

because it would avoid the need to trace tasks in isolation, which would be problematic where the trace of 

one task depends on the behaviour of another.

For programs with non-deterministic traces, however, tuning alters the timing of events and can alter the 

program trace in unintended ways. This makes the effects of tuning much harder to predict, because the 

goals of tuning, which are assumed to be achieved as the basis of model analysis, may be invalidated by 

unexpected changes to the program trace. These changes in behaviour may be caused by all types of 

tuning modifications, even those, such as event tuning and grain size tuning, which are not necessarily 

intended to alter the program trace. Where a program’s trace is data-dependent as well as non- 

deterministic, the problem is compounded, because the nature of program behaviour can vary between data 

sets as well as with tuning. For these reasons, it can be argued that, in general, there are fundamental 

problems with tuning programs with non-deterministic traces.

Further problems would arise with the use of pessimistic upper bound models to support performance 

tuning and testing, because the difference between upper bound grain sizes and actual grain sizes can cause 

the program trace to differ between program and upper bound model. This means that a model simulation 

can only represent the program behaviour in a weak sense, since the trace of the model might differ 

considerably from that of the program it represents. Certainly, it cannot be claimed that the upper bound 

model represents a credible upper bound on run-time in this case. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

indirect tuning is not applicable to programs with non-deterministic traces.

Assuming perfect monitoring tools, monitoring can be used to examine the detail of program behaviour 

and diagnose problems, so direct tuning can be applied. However, practical performance monitoring tools 

àre not perfect, as will be discussed in the next chapter, and the perturbation of program behaviour by 

performance monitoring tools can disturb the traces of programs with non-deterministic traces.

Debugging is a further limitation on the direct tuning of programs with non-deterministic traces. Bugs in 

such programs are notoriously difficult to find and to fix, so the costs are both high and unpredictable. A 

common problem occurs where concurrent tasks, either by accident or by design, access a shared memory 

location. Variations in program behaviour can change the pattern of access and can therefore change 

functionality. An important special case of this is the use of semaphores, which can be a cause of very 

complicated program malfunction. Additional problems arise where grain sizes or traces are data- 

dependent, as well as non-deterministic. The program may then malfunction for one input data vector, 

even though it works for others. Hence, the problem of testing exacerbates the cost of tuning, because
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exhaustive and costly testing of program functionality is required at each stage. Furthermore, there is a 

risk that the set of test input vectors used omits examples which cause malfiinction.

Although there are very severe problems with tuning the behaviour of programs with non-deterministic 

traces in general, an important exception arises where non-determinism is used to trap errors in the way 

messages on channels are sent and received. This occurs where a task is programmed to notify the user of 

an error if no message is received after a certain delay. In this case, the program is designed so that non- 

deterministic behaviour does not occur when the program functions correctly. It is therefore possible to 

tune and model on the basis that it is deterministic. When realising the modifications, it may be necessary 

to adjust time-out values where these are smaller than needed by the tuned program, but this involves 

minimal cost. Hence, non-determinism for error-trapping can be an exception to the limitations on direct 

and indirect tuning.

Load balancing is not an exception to the rule that non-determinism prohibits indirect tuning. The aim of 

this programming technique is to ensure that all the available processors remain busy where possible by 

supplying additional items of data to tasks whenever they have completed processing for an existing piece 

of data. This can be useful where grain sizes are very variable, so that distribution of grains in a systematic 

way would result in gross load imbalances. This is generally implemented using non-deterministic features 

of programming languages, so that all the aforementioned problems with tuning apply with enormous force 

in most practical situatiops.

Theoretically, however, load balancing could be implemented by using a program with a deterministic trace 

whose tasks are migrated between processors or allocated to processors at run-time. Performance analysis 

could then be applied to load balancing programs by assuming that the load is balanced successfully and 

calculating an optimistic tuning limit on that basis. However, difiGculties in using indirect tuning methods 

to resolve tuning risks would remain. In particular, an upper bound model cannot be used because grain 

size variations affect the way that tasks are allocated to processors. As with the general case of non- 

deterministic traces, the model simulation represents the program behaviour and the limits on program 

behaviour in a much weaker sense than is the case for a program with a deterministic trace.

In spite of this, a model may be very helpful in experimenting with load balancing strategies and showing 

how well they perform when grain sizes vary in different ways. The role of such a model, however, is to 

test the assumptions on which analysis is based. In particular, these assumptions may concern the 

utilisation of processors which is to be achieved. However, this is a quite different use of a model from 

that discussed previously. In previous chapters, a model has been used to provide a rigorous test that the 

performance specification will be met consistently, whereas this test of load balancing assumptions 

provides much less definite results.

To summarise, tuning risks for programs with non-deterministic traces, including load balancing programs, 

cannot be managed effectively using indirect tuning. Firstly, this is because tuning can cause the program 

trace to change, so a model with a fixed trace no longer represents it. Secondly, since grain size variations 

alter the program trace, an upper bound model no longer represents a limit on program behaviour as it
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does for programs with fixed traces. The only exception is when non-determinism is used purely for error 

detection.

7.9 Summary

□  Generally, it is expensive to construct a discrete event model of an existing program 

manually and existing programs cannot be re-generated automatically from discrete event 

models.

□  Trace-driven models could be constructed automatically, but are not easily applied to 

parallelism tuning.

□  Synthetic workload models could be constructed by low-cost modifications to the program

itself, but cannot be applied to hardware tuning.

□  A combined indirect tuning method would allow both hardware tuning and parallelism

tuning for programs with data-independent traces. A synthetic workload model would be

traced after parallelism tuning, allowing the effects of hardware tuning to be evaluated by

discrete event simulation.

□  For programs with data-dependent traces, tuning must be iterated for different data sets, so

the combined indirect tuning method, although it addresses the tuning problem, does not 

solve the problem that multiple rounds of iteration may be needed for each data set.

□  Tuning can cause the nature of the behaviour of programs with non-deterministic traces to

vary, so that a model simulation may not be able to represent the effects of tuning and an

upper bound model simulation no longer represents a limit on program behaviour.
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8. Imperfect Tools

8.1 Introduction

Ideally, the user of performance tools should be able to assume that the tools are perfect, in that the results 

can be rehed upon to be accurate, because inaccurate or incomplete results can make problem diagnosis 

difficult and can lead to poor decisions concerning the choice of tuning modifications and whether or not 

to realise modifications. Previous chapters have made the assumption that monitoring and model 

simulation tools are perfect; this chapter discusses the use of imperfect performance tools. This is 

important, because practical model simulation tools and performance monitoring tools are indeed 

imperfect. This chapter discusses the nature of imperfections in performance tools, their effects, 

techniques for managing these effects and the limitations of those techniques. The key points made are 

illustrated with respect to tools designed by the author, VPB/Mon™ and VPB/Sim™.

Real performance monitoring tools are imperfect in that the record of program behaviour they provide is 

incomplete and inaccurate. In the design of such tools, the volume of information needed to describe 

behaviour completely would be excessive. It is necessary to select the types of information to be recorded 

and thus omit other types of information. Furthermore, monitoring tools do not always represent the 

behaviour of the program precisely, because monitoring often disturbs the behaviour of the application to 

some extent; this is termed perturbation.

ModeUing tools represent program behaviour incompletely and therefore inaccurately. For example, 

neither a synthetic workload model nor a discrete event model represents the detail of the instruction 

stream which constitutes the computation. As a result, the behaviour of the program itself can differ from 

that represented by the model. Such a model is said to be abstract in that it does not represent a system 

below a certain level of detail and in that certain features of the system itself are not represented by 

precisely corresponding features of the model.

This chapter discusses techniques for managing these problems by determining when monitoring or 

modelling results are inaccurate. This can be done by making prior judgements or calculations or by 

detecting inaccuracies by empirical means. By detecting problems in this way, it is possible to increase the 

chances that the tools are used appropriately.

8.2 Obstacles to Monitoring

This section discusses the aspects of hardware and system software design which can prevent the 

implementation of a performance monitoring system or make its implementation and use awkward or 

difficult. A further aspect of imperfect monitoring to be considered is that the results it produces may be 

incomplete, in that only limited monitoring is possible or in that only certain aspects of monitoring are 

possible. To provide a fi’amework for the discussion, this section opens with a discussion of the 

monitoring architecture designed by the author for the VPB/Mon'"'*  ̂tool.
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The VPB/Mon™ tool consists of a set of tasks, which run concurrently with the parallel application, as 

shown in Figure 38. It consists of a controlling task labelled VpbMas, processor monitoring tasks labelled 

VpbWkr and application tasks extended to provide event monitoring to the application code. During the 

an initial phase, prior to program execution, the VpbMas task reads a file of monitoring commands, sends 

commands to set up appropriate monitoring facilities, synchronises the processor’s timing facilities and 

grants permission for task execution to proceed. The application tasks are then executed, recording events 

specified by statements in the program source code. Their processing and link loads are recorded by the 

VpbWkr tasks, which run, one on each processor, concurrently with the application tasks, as shown in 

Figure 39. After program execution is complete, the information recorded is passed to a multiplexer task, 

VpbMux, which writes it to a file, as shown in Figure 40.

VpbMas
synchronisation and 

load monitoring commands

VpbWkr VpbWkr) (VpbWkr event monitoring commands 
and signal to initiate 
application execution

applicationapplicationapplication application

file of monitoring 
specifications

Figure 38 : VPB/Mon™ Set-up Phase
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Figure 39 : VPB/lMon^” During Application Execution
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Figure 40 : VPB/Mon^^ During Results Output Phase
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Event recording is required to allow the timings of events on different processors to be compared, so the 

times of events must be recorded by the monitoring system with respect to a common time frame. Ideally, 

this would be provided as part of the parallel machine, with a common clock readable by every processor 

in the system. For some systems, however, notably the transputer™ family of processors and the 

TMS320C40™ and its variants, each processor is provided with a local clock and it is necessary to 

synchronise the clocks in software before the program to be monitored begins. Under general conditions, 

this must be done by complex and rigorous algorithms [Lamport78]. Under controlled conditions with 

processors otherwise idle before the application begins, much simpler clock synchronisation algorithms, 

relying on the exchange of messages between pairs of processors in turn, can be used to synchronise the 

clock on one processor with that on each of a number of other processors. In practice, this has been found 

to provide satisfactory results for performance monitoring purposes provided that clocks are incremented 

at the same frequency.

There are several problems which can arise with clock synchronisation, depending on the hardware and 

system software of the system being monitored. If no local clock is provided directly, it may be necessary 

to use a processor’s interrupt mechanism to generate one. This relies on the processor incrementing the 

value at a location on receiving an interrupt signal at regular intervals. Synchronisation is then provided in 

the manner already discussed. If the clock frequencies differ by a known constant amount, it is possible to 

make adjustments when processing the results of monitoring for display. In some cases, however, the 

clock drift is unknown and must be measured by passing messages to synchronise the processors before 

and after the program execution; this allows the results to be adjusted as before. A much worse problem 

arises if the clock drift varies over time. This problem cannot be solved by interpolating between 

synchronisation points before and after program execution, so it is necessary to re-synchronise clocks at 

regular intervals while the target program is executing. There is scope for further research to formulate 

and evaluate techniques whereby this can be achieved while minimising overheads on the target program.

The resolution of the clock is important, since it limits the resolution with which program behaviour which 

can be observed. For a transputer™, for example, a 1 us clock is available, which has proved acceptable 

for most purposes when monitoring a parallel application. On the Texas Instruments TMS320C40™, 

programmed using 31/s Parallel C™ environment based on the Texas Instruments™ compiler, only a 1 ms 

clock can be read using the library calls provided. This has proved a significant limitation on what can be 

observed, since messages and computations can take place over much smaller time-scales.

To monitor the loads on processors and links in software depends on exploiting particular features of the 

processor or operating system in question. For example, on transputers™ or TMS320C40s™, the 

processor utilisation can be measured by running a “dummy process” or idle counter at low priority and 

recording the number of times it is scheduled [Jones90]. For link loads, utilisation can be measured by 

sampling processor registers which indicate the status of the links. Alternatively, loads can be monitored 

by designing the system software kernel to provide appropriate information. For example, the author 

monitored the transputer™ operating system, PAROS, by installing hooks in the kernel to record a tally of
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the time spent sending information to adjacent processors. A similar principle is used in the 

TMS320C40™ version of VPB/Mon™, exploiting a facility in the kernel of 3L’s Parallel which 

maintains a count of the volume of data passed over each link.

In addition, there are a number of obstacles to monitoring which are not of a fundamental nature, but 

which can prove a nuisance in practice. For instance, a practical requirement is that the system software 

allows monitoring software to share links with the application. The monitoring software needs access to 

the links when the application has terminated in order to send the monitoring results to file. This is often 

possible with more recent system software, which generally allows channels between tasks of the 

performance monitoring system to share links with those of the application. For less recent system 

software and for system software designed to achieve great efiSciency, such sharing is not always possible 

and this can be a major obstacle to the availability of monitoring.

Another problem is limited memory space. This problem often occurs when hardware is designed to 

minimise the memory used. A common motivation for this is to reduce manufacturing costs or power 

consumption. The problem can be especially acute where development systems have no more memory 

than the final system. The effect is that the information required cannot all be extracted on a single run. 

The problem can be overcome by monitoring over multiple program runs, but this is often very 

inconvenient and the fusion of the partial sets of results is awkward and time-consuming. For this reason, 

VPB/Mon™ has a facility to allow measurement data to be sent to file as the program runs. However, this 

is seldom satisfactory as it creates unpredictable disturbance to the application being monitored. In 

practice, therefore, successful monitoring requires that sufiBcient additional memory is available on each 

processor to store all the results of monitoring for that processor during a whole program run.

In summary, to provide a complete set of results, monitoring requires clocks which can be synchronised 

and which have sufficient resolution, facilities for measuring loads on processors and links over a time 

interval, access to links and the availability of sufficient memory beyond that required for the application 

itself. The next section discusses the case where suitable facilities are available.

8.3 Perturbation

Where monitoring is carried out exclusively through hardware mechanisms, perturbation may be 

eliminated. Probes can be attached to the target hardware and used to record the signals produced by the 

system. At the simplest level, signals output by the processors and controlled by the program can be 

displayed on an oscilloscope. This approach was exploited by Tim Poole, a colleague of the author at 

CRL, in debugging and tuning the Sensaura™ mixer system, a digital audio signal processing system built 

using parallel Texas Instruments TMS 320C40™ processors. This technique is convenient where a 

program has a very repetitive behaviour, but not otherwise. A more sophisticated approach might employ 

electronic modules external to the system, which read a common clock when certain signals are generated 

by the application software. The timing information can be read and stored in module memory. The 

information can then be loaded into a computer file and displayed using a tool such as VPBA^iew™.
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Practical limitations of this are the inconvenience of having to connect such a system directly to the 

hardware and the need to monitor different signals on different systems.

For monitoring which is applicable to application tuning, however, perturbation arises even with hardware 

monitoring, because the timing of events in application tasks must be recorded if monitoring is to provide 

effective support for program tuning. At the very least, this must involve the control by application tasks 

of signals to be detected by external hardware; Tim Poole used this technique to monitor the behaviour of 

the application tasks in the Sensaura™ system and to display their timing using an oscilloscope. Because 

the application task must undertake some activity to record events in this way, the effect is to delay the 

program, albeit to a minimal extent, and thus cause perturbation.

For this reason, perturbation is effectively unavoidable for monitoring which is used to support tuning of 

application software. In the VPB Toolset™, monitoring information is obtained purely from software 

monitoring. The drawback of extra perturbation was out-weighed by the commercial consideration that 

the software had to be ported between hardware and system software platforms, thus maximising the size 

of its potential market. It was therefore found necessary to understand the effects of perturbation and the 

ways in which the risks it causes can be managed.

There are two styles of event recorded by applications monitored by VPB/Mon™. For each style of event, 

it is necessary to record the time at which it occurred and some data. Formatted events record a time, a 

formatted string, a file name and a line number for each event, allowing user-specified data to be output in 

a way which can be interpreted very easily; this is suitable for events which are few in number, such as 

those which record when stages in the program are reached. Light-weight events record a pair of numbers 

in place of the formatted string; they are suitable for recording identical events which occur frequently. 

Both styles of event cause perturbation; lightweight events cause less perturbation, but they are also less 

flexible to use.

The quantity of disturbance for each style of event was measured by simply timing 1000 event statements, 

executed one after another. The time for a single event is then calculated by dividing the time for the 

sequence of events by the number of events. Table 6 shows the results of such measurements for both 

styles of event implemented by VPB/Mon™ for 3L Parallel C™ for the TMS320C40™ processor. The 

result quoted in Table 6 for formatted events is for the case in which a single integer value is recorded.

Lightweight Event Formatted Event

Execution time (/js) 34 102

Table 6 : Event Perturbation for VPB/Mon™

In utilisation monitoring, a mechanism which provides and updates a measure of cumulative processor or 

link loads in a shared memory location is referred to as a hook. Ideally, hooks should be provided by the
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hardware, perhaps in the form of a total of instructions executed or bytes sent or received on each link. In 

VPB/Mon'™, software hooks are employed and these can cause perturbation, but they are designed to 

impose a very low load on the system. For the processor utilisation, a hook is ideally implemented using a 

task which only runs when other tasks cannot, recording and summing the length of idle periods on the 

processor [Jones90]. The link utilisation hook is often implemented by sampling system locations which 

indicate progtam communication activity and are updated automatically by system software.

The perturbation attributable to utilisation monitoring hooks and samplers for the VPB/Mon™ tool for 

3L Parallel C™ for TMS320C40™ was measured by comparing the time to complete a block of 

processing with and without monitoring. This method of measurement had the advantage of including the 

delay from the de-scheduling and re-scheduling of the application when it was pre-empted by monitoring 

tasks. The results are shown in Table 7 for various sampling frequencies and for sampling different sets of 

quantities.

Monitoring Conditions Perturbation Level

100 samples/s

processor utilisation and link utilisation for 6 links

4%

100 samples/s 

processor utilisation only

0.6%

10 samples/s

processor utilisation and link utilisation for 6 links

0.4%

10 samples/s

processor utilisation only

Less than 0.1%

Table 7 : Utilisation Monitoring Perturbation for VPB/Mon™

For utilisation monitoring, perturbation would ideally slow down the processing and communication on all 

processors and links by a fixed factor. This would ensure that the order and relative timing of events is 

retained and that the behaviour is identical to that of the program without utilisation monitoring, apart 

from dilating the time intervals between events. Load monitoring can cause non-linear shifts in timing for a 

number of reasons.

Firstly, the communication between processors is not significantly slowed by monitoring, whereas there is 

considerable perturbation on the processors themselves. Therefore, monitoring changes the effective 

computation to communication ratio in the program and causes a distortion in program behaviour. The 

critical load or the critical path may be altered by this perturbation, so that the overall effect is out of 

proportion to the degree of perturbation.
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A second effect arises where grains must queue to be scheduled on a processor or packets must queue to 

be transmitted down a link, so that the distortion can alter queue lengths and therefore cause a 

disproportionate shift in the relative timing of events. This, in turn, can modify the queues for processors 

and links still further. By this mechanism, a small amount of perturbation can have a disproportionate 

effect on behaviour. As a result, the causes of delays and bottlenecks can be misinterpreted and 

inappropriate modifications made.

Thirdly, the task scheduling policy influences the effects of perturbation. Ideally, time would be shared 

smoothly between tasks. In practice, policies which allocate blocks of time to tasks in sequence, such as 

first-come first-served or round-robin, are used. This implies that small delays to the timing of events can 

cause the queue behaviour to be disrupted, so that there is, once again, a disproportionate shift in event 

timing. This problem is worsened by the fact that the tasks which carry out the monitoring are themselves 

scheduled and de-scheduled in complicated ways, so the load they cause is far from even over short time- 

scales. For example, if the program has a behaviour which recurs with an interval which is a multiple of 

the sampUng interval, the distortion may be excessive or non-existent, depending on the phase relationship 

between the monitoring repetition and that of the program.

Event monitoring generally has a different effect on each task and on each processor. Even if the numbers 

of events on each task and on each processor are the same, the different timings of the extra loads imposed 

will distort behaviour. The effect is that non-linear shifts in timing are inevitable. The only solution is to 

reduce the overall number of events, but this can make the diagnosis of performance problems harder and 

more time-consuming, because it may take several experiments to build a picture of program behaviour.

The overall size of the effect of perturbation can be tested by comparing program performance with and 

without monitoring. The measured perturbation can be analysed by breaking it down into two 

components. The first is the linear component, which corresponds to the uniform distortion of the 

program behaviour, preserving the order of events and the qualitative program behaviour. The second is 

the non-linear component, caused by changes in the computation to communication ratio and by shifts in 

the times of events which produce non-uniform changes to program behaviour.

It is the size of the non-linear component of perturbation which is of particular interest. This can be 

estimated by subtracting the linear perturbation from the total perturbation. The total perturbation can be 

calculated as the difference between the program run-times with and without monitoring; it can be 

conveniently expressed as a percentage of the run-time without pertuitation. The size of the linear 

perturbation component can be calculated if the effects of load monitoring and of recording events are 

known. The perturbation from load monitoring on processors and links can be measured directly, by 

timing the execution of a long computation on one processor with and without monitoring of the type 

used. This allows the linear effect of perturbation - a reduction in processor speed - to be taken into 

account. The linear perturbation from events depends on the type of program. For a program whose 

behaviour is dominated by a critical load or a critical path, the events on that load or path have a direct
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effect on run-time which can be measured and accounted for. Otherwise, it may be safer to consider the 

events as contributing directly to non-linear perturbation.

The non-linear perturbation represents a qualitative and unpredictable distortion of program behaviour, 

which can result in the misdiagnosis of performance problems. In judging whether the non-linear distortion 

is excessive, it should be considered as a proportion of the total run-time or of the period over which 

monitoring took place. A non-linear perturbation of 1% may well be negligible, but a perturbation of 10% 

or more casts doubt on the qualitative validity of the results of monitoring.

If non-linear perturbation is judged excessive, the amount of monitoring carried out must be reduced until 

the non-linear distortion is small enough for the results for program behaviour to be credible. With 

YPE/Mon"™, the amount of monitoring can be reduced by removing user events, by reducing the 

utilisation monitoring samplings rate and the interval over which utilisation monitoring sampling takes 

place and by ensuring that data from monitoring is stored on the processor during the program execution. 

In practice, therefore, the non-linear component of perturbation imposes a constraint on the amount of 

monitoring information available. The limit on the use of monitoring occurs where the monitoring 

available for acceptable non-linear distortion is so limited that it is no longer practicable to visualise 

behaviour and problems can no longer be diagnosed.

In summary, the effects of perturbation depend upon the type of program which is being monitored, the 

scheduling and routing policies of the system software and the application characteristics. The non-linear 

component of perturbation is of particular concern, because it may give a misleading picture of program 

behaviour and lead to inaccurate problem diagnosis, but its size can be determined if the perturbation 

figures for the monitoring system in question are known. Ultimately, non-linear perturbation can limit the 

amount of monitoring available.

8.4 Imperfect Discrete Event Simulation Models

Model imperfection is a serious problem because of three main reasons. Firstly, it is not possible to have 

confidence in results from a model whose behaviour does not match that of from the program prior to 

tuning. Secondly, obtaining a good match prior to tuning does not necessarily ensure that a good match 

will continue to be obtained as tuning progresses; by its very nature, tuning changes behaviour and can 

change it from a behaviour for which modelling is accurate to one for which it is not. Thirdly, it is difficult 

to decide when a model can and cannot be trusted, since differences in behaviour between the model and 

the program may change in importance as the program is tuned.

The cause of model imperfection, as discussed earlier, is that the model is an abstract one. In discrete 

event modelling, the motivation for abstraction is to reduce the costs of model execution and the costs of 

model construction, thereby maximising the savings accruing from indirect tuning. The cost of execution 

can be high, because a very detailed discrete event model can require a very long run-time, resulting in 

delays and wasted time. The costs of model construction arise from design, coding, testing and 

maintenance and all tend to increase as model complexity increases.
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The discrete event models discussed here are abstract in that they represent parallel programs at the level 

of grains of computation and communication and the way they contend for processors and links. The low 

level details of the system are not represented directly, but their effects are supposed to be taken into 

account in the grain sizes used in the model to represent application and system software. Hence, the 

model does not represent lower levels of detail such as the internal architecture of the processors or links, 

the circuitry of the components within that architecture or the quantum physics of the electron flows within 

the components.

The simulation tool VPB/Sim™ was created using a simulation model consisting of three layers; a 

hardware layer, an arbitrator layer and a software layer. The hardware layer implements a simulation of 

processors and links and of their scheduling and routing queues. The arbitrator layer above this 

implements an event queue to manage the order of events and the way they are routed between the 

modules which simulate the application software and the modules which simulate the hardware. The 

software layer simulates the tasks specified by the user and the system software, particularly the message 

routing layer. It contains a number of concurrent simulation clients. Each client can represent an 

application task or a packet which carries a part of a message. Clients are able to issue demands for time 

on processors and links and to create, delete, suspend themselves and resume other clients. In 

VPB/Sim™, they communicate with the arbitrator layer and with each other through software channels, 

although a combination of semaphores and shared memory locations could also be used. The behaviour of 

packets is controlled by a communications simulation library, which ensures that the correct packet 

exchanges take place. These points are illustrated in Figure 41.

The behaviour of the system is cyclical. When a client demands time on a processor or link, it is suspended 

and control passes to the arbitrator layer. The arbitrator queues the demand on the module which 

simulates the appropriate processor or link. The bottom level simulating the processor or link updates its 

state, calculating which demand is due to finish next. This is added in the form of an event to the arbitrator 

queue. This is illustrated in Figure 42. Eventually, the simulation reaches the point at which the original 

demand for simulated processor or link time has been satisfied and an event representing the termination of 

the demand reached the head of the event queue. The arbitrator informs the processor or link simulation, 

which again updates its state and causes an event for the next demand to terminate, if any, to be added to 

the event queue. The arbitrator then resumes the client and suspends until the client supplies a new 

request. This is illustrated in Figure 43.
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This allows routing to be simulated because clients can either represent tasks in the application or 

communication packets; clients representing tasks can demand time on their own processor or initiate a 

channel communication which consists of the exchange of a number of communication packets. The 

routes to be followed by the packets as they traverse the processors network are defined in a file which is 

read by the simulation tool. This file also defines the number of processors and how they are connected. 

The pattern of packet exchange must emulate the protocol used by the particular run-time system to be 

simulated; those in VPB/Sim™ follow the pattern explained in Chapter 2. In the simulated channel 

communication, the receiver creates a packet to be sent to the sender and suspends itself. When the sender 

has successfully received this synchronisation packet, the simulated dâta packets are sent to the receiver. 

When the last packet has been dispatched, the sender is resumed. When the last packets arrives, the 

receiver is resumed.

In using an abstract discrete event model of this nature, it is assumed that the lower level details of the 

system have a predictable effect on the grain sizes and their interactions. A fundamental reason that 

models of parallel programs are imperfect is because the times between events in the program are indeed 

affected by details which are not represented in the model, so this assumption does not always hold. In 

VPB/Sim™ for networks of transputers™, for example, both the scheduling of the tasks and the routing of 

messages are modelled at a certain level of abstraction and are therefore represented approximately.

In the scheduling of tasks on transputers™, de-scheduling of a task can only occur on certain instructions. 

In the model, the de-scheduling of one task and the scheduling of another is deemed to occur when a time 

period of fixed size is complete. Since a grain of computation in a VPB/Sim™ model does not include a
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representation of details of the instruction stream, the semantics of task scheduling are not fully 

represented in the model, so the scheduling of the model may not be a faithful representation of the 

scheduling of the program itself. The reason that the instruction stream is not represented is to save the 

user the costs of generating and modifying source code; this is a key motivation for using such a model, so 

the problem is a fundamental one. The inaccuracy found in VPB/Sim™ is also found on comparable 

simulation tools. For instance, although Hart’s simulator, TRANSIM™ [Hart94], takes into account a 

variety of effects such as the overheads of time-slicing and the pre-emption of one task by another, it 

neglects the details of the instruction stream, just as VPB/Sim™ does, and must therefore make similar 

approximations in modelling the scheduling of tasks.

The routing of messages between processors is also modelled approximately and at a level of abstraction. 

The protocols used to transmit messages require that the transmission of messages at the application level 

is achieved by the transmission of a number of such packets. For each packet, successive periods of 

processing and communication are simulated as it is passed from processor to processor via the links which 

connect them. This model of routing is approximate because it abstracts from the detailed operation of the 

hardware and system software. For example, the electrical signals used by processors to synchronise 

transmission and the precise behaviour of the software which controls the routing are ignored. For models 

of programs which transmit large messages, the run-time of the model simulation can become very large 

indeed, because many packets are involved in each message and each can result in a large number of 

simulation events. For this reason, tools seeking to improve on VPB/Sim™ may need to operate at an 

even higher level of abstraction, even abstracting from the detail of individual packets.

Ideally, model simulation should be pessimistic, in that the model should define a run-time which can be 

guaranteed to be greater than that of the corresponding program. This would make the assumptions 

underlying the model simulation tool compatible with those of the upper bound model. It could then be 

predicted that the program would meet specification if its model simulation does so, apart from the 

residual risks from anomalies. However, simplifications used in the model simulation tool imply that the 

model is neither strictly optimistic nor strictly pessimistic. For instance, the assumption in the model on 

transputer™ scheduling in VPB/Sim™ that a running task may be pre-empted after a fixed period of time 

can be optimistic if the running task is on the critical path or pessimistic if a pre-empted task is on the 

critical path. Furthermore, even if purely pessimistic approximations could be made to model packet 

routing, the shifts in timing which result may cause anomalies. Therefore, it is not valid to use the discrete 

event model simulation to determine a limit on behaviour, even for a program with fixed grain sizes.

8.5 Imperfect Synthetic Workload Models

Synthetic workload models are also imperfect, but the imperfections are likely to be far less than those of 

discrete event models, because the system software, particularly the message routing and task scheduling, 

represents itself in the model. In consequence, the imperfections from modelling the scheduling of tasks 

and the routing of messages are likely to be much less serious in the synthetic workload model than in the 

discrete event model.
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The most fundamental problem arises from the assumption that synthetic grains behave identically to grains 

in the program itself. The instruction mix used for the synthetic computations may affect the way in which 

tasks are scheduled and the way in which they interact with inter processor communications. An example 

of the problem with instruction mix arises in modelling the INMOS transputer'*'^, for which, as discussed 

previously, de-scheduling of a task can only occur on certain instructions. The advantage of using a 

synthetic workload is that each computation can represent itself as far as possible. In particular, synthetic 

computations can be added to existing computations to model upper bound grains, thus preserving the 

instruction mix as far as possible. Even when grain sizes reductions are to be modelled, it should 

sometimes be possible to make simple modifications which reduce the length of the computation but retain 

the same instruction mix to a large extent. In this way, the risk fi'om model imperfection can be minimised. 

However, the risk is not eliminated, because there is a residual risk that synthetic computation which is 

introduced or computation which is removed will alter model behaviour with respect to the program it 

represents.

A further risk arises from the perturbation caused when monitoring is used to record the behaviour of the 

synthetic workload model. However, using tools such as VPB/Mon™, the monitoring can be removed 

from the synthetic workload model for the purposes of performance testing, so that it is subject only to the 

residual instruction mix risk. Although monitoring is certainly needed when problems are being diagnosed, 

results analysed and tuning modifications chosen, its risks can be managed in the manner discussed in 

Section 8.3 and the same techniques and limits apply. Insofar as the perturbation effects are linear, 

imperfections in the synthetic workload model are less and can be managed much more effectively than 

those for a discrete event model, so synthetic workload models are preferred.

Discrete event techniques may be applicable when the hardware is not available for use in performance 

testing and when perturbation effects are non-linear. However, the latter exception is not very important, 

since non-linear perturbation tends to occur for programs with heavy contention and a large volume of 

communications traffic. These are the very situations in which the model simulation is likely to be most 

inaccurate, due to imperfections in the modelling of scheduling and message routing.
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To summarise, synthetic workload modelling should be used to support indirect tuning where;

Q hardware is available;

□  monitoring produces approximately linear perturbation.

Otherwise, discrete event models, with their more serious risks may be applicable.

8.6 Non-Deterministic Programs

For non-deterministic programs, changes to the timing of any given program event can change the trace of 

the program This implies that perturbation can alter the nature of program behaviour and can even lead to 

program malfunction. Strictly speaking, therefore, the techniques discussed in this dissertation cannot be 

applied to non-deterministic programs, given that it will be necessary to use imperfect, as opposed to 

perfect, monitoring and modelling tools. Nevertheless, it is important to discuss the cases where non

determinism is used to detect errors and the case where the program is deterministic except for load- 

balancing

Where non-determinism is only used to detect errors through a time-out mechanism, it should be possible 

to use imperfect tools. During monitoring, any time-out errors caused by perturbation should be readily 

detectable; the same is true of time-out errors caused by modified grain sizes in a synthetic workload 

model. The model simulation tools discussed in this dissertation could certainly be extended to include a 

time-out facility; this would allow the occurrence of errors to be detected by the model.

Where non-determinism is only used to allocate tasks for load balancing purposes, perturbation and model 

imperfections can, potentially, have serious effects on behaviour and performance. Early in this research, 

the author monitored a load balanced farm which distributed packets of work to processors on completion 

of previous packets. When this program was monitored, its run-time increased radically because the 

perturbation had altered the distribution of work in the farm from an even distribution to a less efficient, 

uneven distribution. The program concerned was a simple one, so it was relatively easy to determine what 

had occurred. For more complex programs, however, such problems might not be so easy to diagnose, so 

the use of imperfect monitoring tools with load balancing must be handled with great care. Similar 

phenomena are even more likely to arise due to errors in modelling, since grain size errors for large 

numbers of grains can accumulate to produce large overall effects.

8.7 Techniques for Managing Imperfection

The effects of using imperfect monitoring and modelling tools on tuning is to introduce new tuning risks. 

This section suggests techniques for future research by which these risks can be reduced. The key theme is 

the use of multiple techniques to detect problems and to use agreement between modelling and monitoring 

results to increase the level of confidence in models.

A monitoring tool can be used to measure the effects it has on program behaviour. This is termed 

meta-monitoring. For example, events can be recorded for a program with and without various types of
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utilisation monitoring. This enables the effects of different types utilisation monitoring to be determined. 

Similarly, utilisation monitoring can be used to test the effects of event monitoring. This is a particularly 

powerful technique with tools such as VPB/Mon™, which allow changes to utilisation monitoring to be 

made easily through a graphical user interface and which allow events be added to and removed from the 

program source code. If non-linear, behaviour-distorting perturbation is detected, different events and 

loads can be recorded on different program runs. The drawbacks are that the results obtained are more 

difficult to interpret than results from a single run, so that the cost of problem diagnosis and the 

possibilities for misdiagnosis increase. Despite these techniques, perturbation does ultimately limit the 

amount of monitoring which can be carried out and thus also limits the diagnostic power of the technique.

These limits on monitoring are important if monitoring is used for diagnostic purposes, but are much less 

important if it is simply used to confirm that program behaviour is as expected. This can be done with 

much less monitoring and therefore much less perturbation than is required for a full understanding of the 

program behaviour. Either utilisation monitoring or event monitoring can be used to check that the pattern 

of behaviour follows that expected from the model. However, if behaviour is not as expected, this does 

not apply and the limits of monitoring apply to its use for problem diagnosis.

The behaviour of a discrete event model simulation should be compared with that of the program it 

represents or that of an equivalent synthetic workload model before it is used for indirect tuning. If grain 

sizes in the model are supposed to be the same as those used the program, a close similarity between the 

behaviours is to be expected. If an upper bound model is used, differences in behaviour are to be 

expected; however, it is sensible to compare the model and the program on the basis of a measured set of 

grain sizes before proceeding with the upper bound model. Where the behaviours differ substantially, 

indirect tuning is not sensible unless the quality of the monitoring and simulation tools can be improved. 

Of course, while such a “calibration check” on the accuracy of the discrete event simulation model is a 

wise precaution and adds confidence to the model, it provides no guarantee that the model will remain 

accurate as it is modified to evaluate tuning modifications.

8.8 Summary

□  The use of software monitoring is necessary for application software monitoring and, in any 

case, software monitoring tools are much more convenient and more portable than hardware 

monitoring.

□  To implement software monitoring requires clocks with sufficient resolution which can be 

synchronised, utilisation metrics, sampling and extra memory on each processor for storing 

results.

□  Perturbation effects are a much-investigated source of inaccuracy in software monitoring. 

Linear perturbation can be taken into account in interpreting monitoring results. Non-linear 

perturbation distorts the nature of program behaviour and makes the results hard to 

interpret.
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□  If non-linear perturbation is detected, the problem can be addressed by reducing the amount

of monitoring used. Ultimately, however, this type of perturbation imposes a limit on the 

time-scales which can be monitored effectively and thus on the types of programs and 

performance problems which can be addressed.

Q Where appropriate hardware is accessible and where monitoring is applicable, synthetic

workload models are preferred to discrete event models. This is because the use of synthetic 

computation can be minimised, because system software is self-representing and because 

monitoring can be reduced and removed easily to mitigate the effects of non-linear 

perturbation.

□  Otherwise, discrete event models may be applicable, but the risks from model simulation

imperfection are greater than for synthetic workload modelling. The risk from model 

imperfection is greatest when models represent heavy message traffic, heavy contention or 

small grain sizes.

□  Meta-monitoring and the comparison of discrete event simulation models behaviour with

that of the program itself can be used to detect problems due to imperfect tools. These 

techniques will not eliminate the problem of imperfect tools, since the restrictions that 

imperfection imposes remain, but they help to ensure that the tools are used appropriately.
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9. Conclusions

9.1 Introduction

This dissertation has investigated limits on methods for the tuning of existing programs for DM MIMD 

machines. This chapter presents the conclusions to this work and discusses how they can be applied. 

Possibilities for continuing this research are discussed and further lines of research into related areas are 

discussed.

9.2 The Tuning Method

The first three chapters examined relevant aspects of the state of the art in software engineering for parallel 

systems. The subject of tuning was introduced, a taxonomy of programs and modifications was described 

and the state of the art in performance tools was reviewed.

Chapter 1 defined the problem of tuning and discussed its importance. It is possible to build DM MIMD 

machines with massive paralleUsm, but the costs of debugging non-deterministic programs for such 

machines are likely to prove prohibitive. Deterministic programs have much lower debugging costs but 

tuning is needed to ensure that they exploit the capabilities of massively parallel machines effectively. 

Massive paralleUsm can be achieved by tuning an existing program in successive stages to introduce more 

and more parallelism. Tuning may be needed for parallel programs both during program development and 

throughout the expensive maintenance phases of the software life cycle.

Chapter 2 introduced classification schemes for the parallel programs and the tuning modifications with 

which the tuning methods are concerned. It highlighted the importance of DAG programs as a vehicle for 

research, because of their deterministic, data-independent traces.

Chapter 3 discussed the state of the art in performance engineering. Traditionally, analysis is used at the 

design stage of the software life cycle. Because the aim is to predict program behaviour, there is an 

important trade-off to be made between exactitude and generality. In the tuning methods examined in this 

work, model analysis techniques are applied to monitoring results to set limits on tuning at a certain level 

of cost. Model simulation techniques have traditionally been applied to program design, but this 

dissertation has analysed their appUcation to the tuning of an existing program to resolve the risk that the 

Umit on tuning set by monitoring analysis will not be realised. It was demonstrated that important 

overheads of model construction can be eliminated for DAG programs. It was also argued that perfect 

tools should be assumed in discussing fundamental problems with tuning methods.

The indirect tuning method, which was the main focus of attention, combines performance monitoring, 

model analysis and model simulation techniques. Performance monitoring and performance visualisation 

tools are used to support problem diagnosis and the identification of solutions. Application of model 

analysis techniques to the monitoring results can evaluate the potential of tuning at a given level of cost, 

but there is a risk that this potential will not be fulfilled. This risk can be resolved by indirect tuning.
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whereby modifications are applied to a model of the program and the results are analysed using the 

performance visualisation tools

9.3 Fundamental Problems with Tuning

The next two chapters discussed performance engineering methods for the ideal case of perfect tools and 

DAG programs with fixed grain sizes. There were found to be major problems in applying direct tuning as 

a stand-alone technique. The tuning risk problem arises because expensive program modifications may not 

be effective, so substantial costs are put at risk and may be wasted. The search problem arises because the 

tuning budget is inevitably limited, so the best tuning plan may not be found; there is therefore a possibility 

that a tuning project may be abandoned when it could have been successful or that a tuning project will 

continue when it is doomed to fail.

Chapter 4 investigated the application of model analysis techniques to monitoring results. It was argued 

that model analysis techniques defined valid optimistic limits on what can be achieved by tuning at a given 

level of cost. However, these limits are too optimistic to be useful for programs with many nodes and 

complex behaviour or when complex modifications are being applied, so the tuning risk problem remains.

Chapter 5 investigated the limits of indirect tuning in addressing the problems of tuning. This method 

addressed the problems of tuning risk by allowing modifications to be evaluated for a relatively low cost 

using model simulation. In most cases, however, the costs of model modification are small, but non- 

negligible, so it is not possible to use model simulation to search the tuning space exhaustively to establish 

the best solution available within the available budget. In other words, the search problem is addressed, 

but not altogether solved, because adequate tuning plans might be missed and because it will not always be 

possible to establish definitively that success is not achievable. The search problem is particularly likely to 

arise when tuning programs with complex behaviour, applying complex tuning modifications. This is 

precisely the class of tuning problem for which model analysis techniques have the greatest limitations. 

Problems with complex programs can sometimes be overcome if it is possible to decompose the tuning 

problem in a hierarchical manner, but this imposes constraints on program design, particularly the way the 

tasks are mapped onto the processors.

9.4 Practica] Problems with Tuning

In applying the tuning method to wider classes of program and with real tools, however, there are 

problems with the grain sizes and program traces and risks from the use of real performance monitoring 

and simulation tools. Accordingly, Chapter 6 investigated grain size issues for DAG programs. Chapter 7 

suggested techniques whereby the tuning methods can be applied to non-DAG programs and Chapter 8 

discussed how the tuning methods can be used with imperfect tools.

Chapter 6 argued that problems with data-dependent and uncertain grain sizes can be addressed using a 

pessimistic, upper bound model simulation. However, such a model is excessively pessimistic, and thus of 

little use, where grain size variations are large and uncorrelated and where there are large uncertainties as 

to the effects of tuning on grain sizes. Major limitations of this tuning method arise from the risk that grain
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size assumptions are violated and thus lead to incorrect conclusions and inappropriate tuning. Ultimately, 

there is a need to balance the residual risk of grain size violations against the problem of the model being 

overly pessimistic and thus not capable of reaching usefijl conclusions. Where a rigorous approach to risk 

management is required, it is necessary to calculate, measure and test the sizes of grains very carefully, so 

that upper bounds can be guaranteed; in other situations, it is adequate to estimate upper bounds on the 

basis of monitoring results for a number of input data vectors. A more fundamental problem, but probably 

one of less practical importance, is the residual risk of anomalies, which cannot be eliminated even if the 

grain sizes are known and are engineered to have well-defined upper bounds.

In Chapter 7, it was suggested that programs with complicated event traces be addressed by using 

synthetic workload models, trace-driven discrete event models and discrete event models derived from the 

traces of synthetic workload models. These techniques were found to be most applicable to tuning 

programs with deterministic, data-independent traces, but they can only be applied to the tuning of 

programs with a data-dependent, deterministic traces for individual input data vectors. Furthermore, they 

cannot generally be applied to programs with non-deterministic traces; the trace of the program is different 

for different grain sizes and may be altered by tuning, so the model does not represent a limit on program 

behaviour as it does for programs with deterministic traces.

Imperfections in monitoring tools have been much researched, but their impact on these particular tuning 

methods was assessed in Chapter 8. Assuming that monitoring tools can be implemented to give 

adequately complete information on program behaviour for the system in question, the major problem 

arises from perturbation. However, it has been argued that perturbation can be managed effectively in two 

ways. Firstly, given appropriate monitoring tools, instrumentation can be removed from the program to 

prevent it affecting performance tests. Secondly, the effects of linear perturbation can be taken into 

account and measurements can be carried out to decompose the perturbation measured into linear and 

non-linear components. It is the mainly the non-linear components which distort behaviour in a qualitative 

way, causing performance problem diagnosis to be subject to risk of error.

Chapter 8 also dealt with model simulation imperfections, which are less widely researched or 

acknowledged. The imperfections which arise because of the abstract nature of discrete event models are 

very difficult to predict or control and they are most severe when the program behaviour is most 

complicated. Synthetic workload models use the program itself as the basis for a model simulation and use 

performance monitoring tools to visualise behaviour; they should be used in preference to discrete event 

models where performance monitoring tools produce satisfactory results and where the hardware for the 

final system is available. Where the hardware is not available or the perturbation fi-om monitoring is too 

great, discrete event model simulation must be used instead; an important example of this is to test the 

effects of an increase in the degree of parallelism of the software and hardware.

The flow diagram in Figure 44 summarises the tuning method which has been studied, showing the roles of 

the various techniques. Thç original program is monitored and its results are visualised. These results are 

studied to diagnose the causes of the problem, as a result of which certain tuning alternatives are identified.
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Analysis of the monitoring results is then carried out to determine the potential of these tuning alternatives. 

Following this, a pessimistic upper bound model, supported by synthetic workload modelling and discrete 

event modelling, is used to study the effects of a series of tuning modifications. The results are visualised 

at each stage; further analysis of the results of the modelling may be applied at each stage, to update the 

assessment of the potential of tuning. When a satisfactory tuning plan has been found, the modifications 

are realised. Further testing and monitoring takes plàce to determine whether the required performance 

has been achieved.

further
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Figure 44 : Summary of the Tuning Method

9.5 Benefits of this Research

Having summarised the results of this research, it is appropriate to attempt to interpret them in terms of the 

benefits to software engineers. The issue is whether indirect tuning can be considered to be a technique of 

practical importance. This must be decided in the light of judgements about the relative importance of 

different types of program and about the nature of performance tools.

For those who consider that the important types of parallel program have data-dependent grain sizes and 

non-deterministic, data-dependent traces and that performance tools are distinctly imperfect, the results of 

this dissertation are depressing. In practice, there are fundamental problems with tuning such programs to 

meet a performance specification consistently. The best that can be hoped for is to improve performance 

towards rather ill-defined goals, accepting that consistent performance with respect to a fixed performance 

specification often cannot be achieved. Of course, there are situations in which this situation can be
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tolerated, but this dissertation has assumed that it is important that the performance specification be met 

consistently.

For those who consider that the important types of parallel programs have data-independent grain sizes 

and non-deterministic, data-independent traces and that performance tools are almost perfect, the 

conclusions of this dissertation are much more encouraging. Monitoring tools can be used to diagnose 

problems and analysis techniques can be used to investigate optimistic limits on what can be achieved 

through tuning. Indirect tuning techniques can then be applied. If no hardware tuning is involved, 

synthetic workload modelling techniques can be applied; otherwise, trace-driven models can be 

constructed. The conclusions are also encouraging for those who are able to write programs in this style, 

who have programs written in this way already or who have programs which can be adapted to conform to 

this style to make them easier to tune. The author tends to the former view with regard to many of the 

parallel applications written to date. However, it is certainly possible to write parallel programs according 

to the latter style and it is a recommendation of this research that this be done in future where possible. 

Much research has been carried out into complex applications and software to support them, with a 

consensus emerging that such programs have indeed proved difficult to construct. The focus in the future 

should be on the limits on what can be achieved with more straightforward parallel programming styles, 

which emphasise deterministic and data-independent program behaviour. In particular, it may be possible 

to develop the concept of DAG programs further, if it can be argued that a significant number of 

algorithms can be parallelised in a way which conforms with the conventions of DAG programs or a 

similarly well-defined set of parallel programming constructs.

Hence, for software engineers implementing parallel programs with deterministic, data-dependent grain 

sizes, who are equipped with suitable performance engineering tools, this research offers the assurance of 

considerable benefits. In particular, an engineer building a parallel program using Texas Instruments 

TMS320C40'™ processors using 3L Parallel C™ would be able to purchase the VPB Toolset™, as 

developed by the author and his colleagues at CRL. Such tools would allow the engineer to carry out 

performance monitoring of existing programs and to model the effects of tuning using synthetic work

loads. If the engineer wished to model the performance of systems for which hardware is not available or 

of programs with very long run-times, discrete-event simulation tools are needed. Suitable tools, which 

are compatible with the YPBA^iew™ visualisation tools used with VPB/Mon™ are available from CRL on 

a consultancy basis. This dissertation has discussed suitable methods for the use of such tools and the risks 

and problems involved.

9.6 Benefits for Developers of Hardware and System Software

Further important conclusions have also emerged from this research for those developing hardware and 

system software for parallel systems. The most important points concern the need to ensure determinism 

and the need for monitoring and simulation tools.

The importance of developing programs with deterministic traces has been highlighted to software 

developers. More attention needs to be focused on hardware, system software and language support for
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programs which are deterministic and which have data-independent traces and grains. Such programs can 

be much easier to construct and to tune. From the point of view of engineers charged with tuning or 

maintaining such programs, it can be important to be able to be sure that restrictions are imposed, ensuring 

that the programs have, and retain, these properties. In the light of this, the development of hardware, 

system software and compilers to support stronger concepts of deterministic program operation can be 

recommended. Tasks on the same processor usually share an address space and it is hard, during 

debugging, to determine whether one task has inadvertently accessed inappropriate locations. A facility to 

prevent or detect such violations, perhaps by allocating segments of address space to tasks, would be a 

major help to the prevention or detection of bugs in parallel programs. This will require hardware features 

to control or monitor memory access, coupled with operating systems and programming languages to use 

them effectively and efficiently.

Support for performance monitoring is clearly veiy important if software is to be built to exploit the 

machine effectively. However, Chapter 8 highlighted factors which might prevent performance monitoring 

tools ftom being implemented for a given parallel platform and stressed the importance of minimising 

perturbation. Therefore, designers and developers of processors, operating systems and other system 

software for parallel systems should ensure that facilities for monitoring are available and that levels of 

perturbation are known and understood. An environment for simulating program operation in real time in 

the absence of hardware can also be important in performance risk management. The ffnal point is that, for 

performance critical software, anomalies may be a problem. To allow anomalies to be managed more 

effectively, computations to route low priority messages must be prevented from interrupting high priority 

computations. In order to do this, it is important to allow messages to be prioritised and to provide 

hardware dedicated to communications. This consideration should therefore influence the design of 

hardware and system software.

9.7 Continuation of this Research

The method of investigation has been to build and investigate performance tools, to identify problems with 

applying them in practice, to suggest methods whereby these problems can be addressed and to analyse 

these methods to identify their most important limitations. The process of research might be continued by 

finding other problems, by suggesting other methods, by finding further limitations and by building further 

tools which address the limitations identified.

In particular, the best way to identify further problems is through further practical experience. For this 

reason, various versions of the VPB Toolset™ have been built and will be bought and used by a number of 

users to develop practical applications. As mentioned before, a performance monitoring toolset, 

comprising VPB/View™ for Windows™ and VPB/Mon™ for Texas Instruments TMS320C40™ 

processor, has recently been made commercially available. The use of these tools by software developers 

for a range of projects can be expected to identify further problems in direct and indirect tuning techniques. 

A key issue in conducting research of this nature is the interpretation of results; a particular problem is that 

reports from users and from case studies are anecdotal in nature. In the background to this work, an
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attempt has been made to distinguish between fundamental problems, concerning performance tools in 

general, from more mundane concerns, concerning difficulties with particular tools and particular 

programs. The former set of problems have been the focus of the analyses presented in this dissertation; 

the latter are the subject of daily concern and on-going work.

This dissertation has discussed methods by which monitoring, analysis and simulation can be used together 

and has identified limitations of these methods which are of great practical importance. In particular, these 

methods are of limited applicability to programs with data-dependent or non-deterministic traces and to 

programs with large variations in grain sizes. These are important practical issues and a key focus for 

continuing research will be the identification of other methods and tools which overcome these limitations.

There are a number of new concepts for performance tools which might be considered. For instance, the 

work on TOPSYS showed that there was scope to integrate the debugging tool, DETOP, with the 

monitoring tool, PATOP [Bemmerl90]. The next stage of integration is for the order of events can be 

recorded in real time and used either to control the order of execution followed by the debugger or to 

check that it follows the correct order. The design of hardware, system software, parallel languages and 

applications will determine the extent to which problems with parallel debugging techniques can be dealt 

with, since shared memory locations would imply that even the order of access to memory would have to 

be recorded and controlled.

A second important concept is that of graphical tools to support program tuning, building on the work in 

the HAMLET project, on TRANSIM™ and on the methods of this dissertation. It is arguable that the 

representation of the processor topology, task connectivity and task behaviour should be graphical. For 

deterministic programs, it should be possible to implement facilities to check the consistency of the 

messages sent and received by the tasks, as is done in Computer Aided Software Engineering Tools. With 

graphical programming tools, performance visualisation tools should display monitoring results in relation 

to graphics used to express the program. When asked to model a tuning modification, the tool would 

choose discrete event modelling or synthetic workload modelling or a combination of both, as appropriate. 

As mentioned earlier, the main problems with this approach are the need to import existing programs into 

the design and tuning framework; indeed, this is one of the most important issues to address in researching 

such tools. A second issue is the extent to which such tools are scalable to programs with many tasks, 

complex tasks or many processors.

9.8 Further Work

This dissertation has concentrated on parallel software and parallel computers. There are other types of 

planning involving target systems of a parallel nature which are susceptible to discrete event modelling and 

which involve contention, inter-dependence, uncertainty and variable behaviours to which similar 

techniques can be applied. Examples include the planning of projects, the design of the flow of work 

though a factory and the design and the tuning of computer systems. There is scope for further work in 

comparing the methods and techniques developed for other fields with the methods and techniques 

developed here.
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Within the parallel computing field, this research has confined its attention to DM MIMD systems in which 

processors are connected by links. This is because very large machines can be constructed cost-effectively 

on this basis. Further research might investigate the application of the tuning methods developed here to 

other types of parallel architecture. It is possible that the methods which are most appropriate for tuning 

will be different for different architectures or that the limitations will be different. For example, the 

performance issues associated with shared memory machines are often better tackled when developing the 

hardware and system software and this changes the nature of the tuning problem quite radically.

It has been assumed in this research that processors and their connections are utterly reliable. In practice, 

processors and communications are subject to software and hardware feilures. This is especially true for 

large machines and long programs. Mechanisms at hardware level, system software level and application 

software level to make the system fault-tolerant are likely to affect performance, as are the processes of 

recovery from failures. Performance tools can be applied to the tuning of such mechanisms. However, it 

is also necessary to take such mechanisms into account in the design and use of performance tools and the 

interpretation of their results.

The parallel programs to be tuned have been assumed to have exclusive access to the parallel machine on 

which it executes. However, if multiple sub-programs contend for multiple processors, very complex 

behaviour can result. This is particularly important for real-time systems, where signals or interrupts can 

occur at arbitrary times, and for parallel systems shared between a number of users, where a parallel 

system might service a workload containing an arbitrary mix of batch programs and requests from 

interactive users.

Another important restriction on this work has been that most of the tuning methods considered, with the 

exception of automatic load balancing, have been manual, rather than automatic. It would also be possible 

to use optimisation algorithms, such as genetic algorithms, to control the parameters of model simulations 

and thus automatically tune the program design. This is likely to be a promising approach where each 

tuning alternative can be expressed in a simple form, such as a table of numbers, and where, as with very 

complex programs, diagnostic techniques are less easy to apply. It is likely to be less successful where 

tuning involves human judgement and insight, such as in the re-engineering of computations. Overall, it is 

to be expected that automatic and manual approaches will complement one another, so further research is 

needed to investigate how the complementary approaches can best be exploited together.

A further area where there is scope for further investigation is that of model analysis techniques. Two 

simple techniques, critical path analysis and critical load analysis, were chosen for investigation on grounds 

of their low cost and compatibility with performance visualisation tools. However, it is possible that other 

techniques will lead to insights which are useful for understanding behaviour and for tuning. An interesting 

trade-off to investigate would be that of cost of use against the usefulness, generality and validity of 

results.

The issue of tuning through modifying the properties of the system software has not been addressed here. 

In particular, performance improvements can sometimes be made by altering scheduling policies and the
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routes by which messages are transported, but these are not generally under user control and cannot be 

altered without considerable trouble to the programmer. However, research into this issue would provide 

useful input into the design of future system software. This research is particularly important for real-time 

systems, in view of the problem of anomalies discussed in this dissertation.

It has been found that programs with non-deterministic, data-dependent traces have the best potential for 

risk-free tuning. In particular, DAG programs are somewhat exceptional in the ease with which model 

tuning can be applied. It would therefore be useful to research the extent to which algorithms in general 

can be implemented in parallel in the form of DAG programs or can be implemented to have deterministic 

and data-independent traces. This is particularly pertinent in that a number of tools for graphical 

prototyping of DSP systems are currently available. Furthermore, the increasing popularity of research 

into the use of Field Programmable Gate Arrays, which are “programmed” in a languages such as VHDL, 

which resembles the DAG paradigm, makes this an interesting line of research.

In this research, there has been an emphasis on programs with data-independent, deterministic traces, 

because it was argued that massively parallel programs were more likely to be designed, built, debugged, 

maintained and re-used on this basis. This focus has led to some parts of the problem space receiving 

much less attention. In particular, there was no detailed and thorough investigation of the interactions 

between large or unbounded variations in grain sizes, data-dependent and non-deterministic traces and 

problems with imperfect tools. Furthermore, it has been argued that the techniques discussed are not 

applicable to load balancing programs, especially where the grain sizes are data-dependent. It is much 

harder to reason about whether such a system can achieve a specified run-time than is the case for a system 

with a fixed trace, so there is scope for further work to investigate this issue. There is also scope for 

research into how appropriate specifications of performance might be formulated if such a system is not 

required to achieve a guaranteed run-time.

Finally, this dissertation has not substantially addressed the issue of how performance tools should be 

designed, although details of the VPB tools have been discussed. This area is intensively addressed by 

academic and industrial research, so there is probably little room for ideas concerning new tools unless 

completely different concepts in performance engineering can be developed. This dissertation has instead 

focused on the issue of methods by which performance tools can be put to use. However, in the area of 

tool design, there is scope for further research on how performance monitoring and modelling tools should 

be integrated with other tools for the design and development of parallel software and how they should be 

integrated with system software. The HAMLET [HAMLET95] project is an example of such research in 

which model simulation and monitoring tools are integrated with computer-aided software engineering 

tools. Other areas of current and future research are the integration of model simulation and monitoring 

tools with compilers, profihng tools, tools to identify parallelism in serial code, debuggers and code 

browsers to support software maintenance.
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9.9 Summary

A tuning method has been defined on the basis of a combination of techniques:

□  performance monitoring;

□  analysis on the basis of optimistic assumptions;

□  simulation of a pessimistic, upper bound model through synthetic workload and discrete

event techniques.

The method is most applicable to programs with deterministic and data-independent traces. If grain sizes 

have large uncertainties or variations, it may not be possible to adequately resolve risks. Residual risks 

remain from anomalies and the possibility that assumptions made in the optimistic model analysis and the 

pessimistic model simulation are violated.

This research is of most benefit to developers of parallel software, especially if appropriate tools are 

available. There are secondary benefits to developers of hardware, system software and software 

development environments to support parallel systems. The next phase of this research should apply these 

techniques to large numbers of software development projects. Further lines of research into tuning 

methods have been discussed:

□  tuning of other types of system modelled by discrete event techniques;

□  tuning of other parallel systems;

□  tuning of fault tolerant systems;

Q tuning of systems supporting multiple programs;

□  automated tuning;

□  use of more advanced model analysis techniques;

□  tuning of system software;

□  development of the methods developed here to tackle programs with non-deterministic and

data-dependent traces, complex behaviour and unbounded grain size variations;

□  more advanced concepts in the area of performance tools.
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